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SENATE TASK FORCE HEARING
SAN FRANCISCO
DECEMBER S1 1989

JUSTICE DONALD KING convened the hearing: We
11 begin the San
Francisco public hearing of the Senate Task Force on the Family
Relations Court. Let me mention for guests
observers that we
were created by the State Senate to make recommendations to the
Judicial Council and the Senate with regard
creation within
each superior court of a Family Relations
with coequal
status with the criminal and civil division.
Family Relations
Division would combine parts of the juveni
, family court
and the mental health and probate calendars.
The original recommendation came from the Attorney General's Child
Victim Witness Advisory Committee. It was made without public
hearings so our Task Force concluded that before we decided
to have this kind of consolidation, there should be some
opportunity for public participation. We have scheduled four
hearings throughout the state. This is the
one. Previous
hearings were held in San Diego, Sacramento and Los Angeles.
You see before you just part of our Task Force. We're an example
of economy in government. Generally speaking, local people attend
a particular public hearing. However, all comments are being
transcribed and will be made available to all members of the Task
Force. What we anticipate doing once those transcripts are
available and we have had time to digest them,
to have a
meeting of the full Task Force to determine what our position
should be with regard to the recommendation and we may develop
additional recommendations.
C. RICK CHAMBERLIN
(Submitted written comments. See Attachment B.)

Served 3 years on Family Law Advisory Commiss
, Chair of
Commission for 2 years. Commission runs Family Law Speciality
Program for State Bar. For past 2 years, member of Board of
Specialization representing Family Law Bar. currently, President
of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers,
iality group in
family law.
Two points of view -- public and private
of view.
-
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itioner's point

•
•
•
•

Vast majority of publ
has 2 contacts with legal system
traffic court and divorce court.
Contacts not likely to instill great deal of respect
system or reverence for majesty of law.
Work of Task Force very important in creating, validating
important work family courts do.
Very narrow view as specialist practicing only family law
for last 17 years.

Over last 10 years, substantial improvement in public
perception of family law and profession's view of family lawyer
and process. This is due to a couple of things.
•
•
•
•

Single, significant factor is specialization movement.
Cases becoming increasingly complex, valuable in terms of
monetary issues.
Influence of people like Justice
, Judge Edwards
Santa Clara County, others who recognize value of field, and
importance to public.
Combined to improve view of practice -- when I started
working in this field, we were literally in basement of most
courthouses, not recognized as real lawyers, clients were
not recognized as real litigants -- a real litigant was
someone with whiplash injury.

As practitioner representing practitioners, fears I have about
plan are:
•
•

•
•

e
•

administrative
court into already
to
administrative
because bureaucracy
j
le
system so
not be courtroom
personnel,
cases.
Procedural
juveni
short
schedule -- in some
to process cases
15 or 30 days.
Huge focus of resources, personnel on juveni
cases
take those resources, personnel away from already
overburdened family system, nobody left to deal with family
cases, everybody's dealing with juvenile cases.
Perception of lack of procedural due process for parents
involved in juvenile court proceedings, overwhelming
authority, power of Department of Social Services.
Will force us to deal with what we perceive to be worst of
juvenile court and to overwhelm what is developing into best
of family law system.
Potential advantages, equal allocation of resources.

e
•

Extremely skeptical equal allocation of resources between
three systems can be accomplished.
Inconceivable, science fiction concept to imagine that for
- 2 -

•
•

every criminal judge, counties will
ly law judge.
If were possible, we would all stand
cheer .
Commitment equal allocation of resources absolutely crucial
in minds of those already skeptical
program but who
are willing to give it a try under
circumstances.

Pooling of expertise another very va
program.
e
•

•

area in this

Availability of interdisciplinary contact between various
offices and agencies.
Possibility CPS worker will actually communicate with Office
of Family Court Services -- thrill
In many
counties, literal
"wardom"
2 agencies -don't communicate no matter how
ike them to, no
matter how you might attempt to
them into it.
Pooling of resources, expertise a
, significant
advantage.

Recommendations on judicial education, se
exciting -- I think an interested judge
a
•
•
•
•

Judges who take time to learn area of law become interested
judges and stick around, are stimulated
work.
Judges who don't take time to participate in educational
programs now offered, aren't interested, don't want to
continue, not really stimulating decision-makers on bench.
Prospect of recruiting family judges to minimum
terms, compelling everybody to get educated very exciting.
Effort, especially educational part,
to create pool of
judges motivated to stay because it's fascinating area.
Bottom line, our cases not being tried

•
e
•
•
•
•

•

ic system.

Wait to get a case tried in Orange County nearly 3 years.
Tell you a year, but that's your first time up. By time you
finally get the case tried, it's 3 years.
Wait in Contra Costa County close to same.
Wait in San Francisco County used to be about same.
Point is family lawyers, clients don't get their day in
court after most complete, intensive effort at settlement in
any area of law.
Most counties, cases must go through settlement process
excruciating in detail, extremely complete and thorough in
requirements for preparation.
Example -- Marin County program involves judge, judge pro
terns. Parties, their accountants, lawyers required to be
there.
Spend all day. Before going in, must prepare,
present entire case in writing -- all evaluations, expert
information -- everything has to be ready
go. Enter
settlement conference ready to try case, forced to
participate in substantive settlement d
ions.
Result -- 95% cases in Marin, san Franc
and counties
with this kind of program are settled.
-
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focuses a
•
•
•
•

My concern
Goal
diff
While
dealing
Focus also on
responsibil

witness,
rights,

JUSTICE KING: Do
judges in these

for

A: A two-year
Historical ,
Everybody else
kicking and
assignment
Like sending

to most junior judge.
judges,
2 year
appropriate.

If whole
for
court
family court j
year assignment,

were
"I want to be a
for minimum 3

JUSTICE KING:
Is
law cases
I've become aware
to
so current
at Los
trial.
resources
are
A: Fewer
cases to
3
because of
settlement process. The reason
backlog and
Proposition whatever it was which requires processing of criminal
cases at a rapid rate.
Involved in a custody
in Contra Costa County where
children removed twice from mother for emotional abuse. Need one
day to resolve custody.
It has been to court 3
over past
year and there have been no courtrooms.
Kids have been suffering
through turmoil for almost a year longer than what's necessary.

- 4 -

Everybody wants this closed. Somebody tells mom where she's going
to have to live. Everybody knows what's going to happen, but mom
is pro per and has to be told by order and she
entitled to her
day in court. Third time we were up was
and each time
we've been up they haven't had a single
because of
criminal cases. That's the one thing that
s system up.
PATRICIA WYNNE: How much of your caseload
involved in
cross-over cases, where kids are involved in a number of different
courts basically based on the same set of facts?
A: Very few.
In my practice and in most
practices of the
people that I'm appearing for, very little cross~over. This case
I just mentioned is one. In past ten years probably had four
that actually crossed over. There have
some whispered
allegations that might have caused them to cross-over if
allegations were pursued, but they weren't.
MS. WYNNE: How have you handled those
Have you tried to
watch every court order made? Is that the best
to do it, or
is there a better way to streamline those court orders?
A: Way I've handled it was to get client to retain expert in
juvenile court to deal with that aspect of it. He or she keeps me
posted on what's going on in juvenile court. Basically, I wait
for juvenile court proceeding to be resolved.
One case was moved into criminal court and I retained a criminal
lawyer to deal with that but at same time all
custody
proceedings in family court were on hold pending resolution of
criminal proceedings. I'm not necessarily
that's good, but
that's the way the system works. I've had other people manage
those other systems because I don't know anything about them.
I'm
very happy I don't.
JUSTICE KING: You're aware of project that I've got. My first
exposure to Mr. Chamberlin was when he was an extremely able
attorney for neighborhood legal assistance in family law cases -keeping them out of my courtroom essentially and getting them all
resolved.
If you can deal with those clients,
can deal with
any clients. These are people who don't have to pay anything and
always want the most service.
In my project, a strange thing has occurred.
I'm finding the
cases where there are the fewest resources take the longest to get
resolved. Some of the neighborhood legal assistance cases go two
months without an attorney and that's part of
but I don't quite
understand this phenomenon. It seems like those kinds of cases
are the ones that ought to be most rapidly processed.

- 5 -

A: The
coming from a
judge or a
case involving a
the house. It

sense
Fact of
at these cases
two

a
the cars.

That•s the
to acquire these
things all
, that's
them. They are
going to
on
the
in the
case become insoluble
judicial context.
udge will ever
be able to make a
behave civilly to a wife
he's not
inclined to, or vice versa. And
lawyer is sitting in his or
her office getting a
1 every
morning saying, "Today he
broke the back window."
he's late on
support." "Today
his check bounced." In these cases, these
of things develop
into an emotional froth that can't be
resolved.
Most people of means real
throw money at is
spouse before
to these
can
issue to
ahead. And
relatively 1
emotional gr

want to
throw money at their
And so you say
this case. We
$15,000 on this
're $35,000
who have
own
to stretch it out.

JUSTICE KING:
ladder?
problems
A:

of the economic
lawyers have

Well,

JUSTICE KING:
on one side.

a
In a number of those cases there

A: That
necessity,

a

I

these

You can't
particularly
practice. You
, their
in
shining armor, and the
over-litigate. You
want a result for your client and you lose track of everything but
getting that result and so you over-litigate and supporting a
client, for example,
says, "I won't sell my house. I won't
move." But you
are going to have to tell this client, "I
don't like the fact that you're going to have to move.
You have
to start dealing with that problem." Often times, if there's no
lawyer or if it's a
, inexperienced lawyer, they keep
searching, struggling for ways to achieve client's goal, even if
it's unachievable and the result is case is litigated endlessly.
Focus of report -- problems around victim-witness issues.
-
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•

•
•
•

In every family law case some level of trauma, destruction
in family. Some families manage it
ly. Most don't
for at least a period of time.
Must recognize the court has limitations
the system is
not prepared to do microsurgery in
l
Yet that's what we're asking judicial
to do -- to
move into very delicate family unit
restructure it
completely, financially, emotional
system moves
out and family is left to deal with new
they don't
completely understand or appreciate.
System, whatever is developed, ought to recognize fact
that you're looking at family structure that's not really
amenable to judicial intervention. If
have judicial
intervention, ought to be by caring,
sticated system
that understands how to touch fami
damaging way.

MR. JAMES L. FALLON: Don't you find that
cases in Family Court Services have already
administrative proceedings?

and visitation
reduced due to

A: No. If system works appropriately and
reaches agreement
around management of custody issue, I would
is more of a
therapeutic kind of environment than an administrative one.
JOANNE LEDERMAN
(Submitted written testimony. See Attachment C.)

Executive Officer of Alameda County Superior Court.
Current structure in Alameda County for
probation and mental health:
•
•
•
•
•
•

law, juvenile,

We maintain separate divisions for j
le, family law.
Probate is handled in specific calendar as is the Mental
Health calendar, although some division there.
2 judges, 2 referees handle both of the county's northern
and southern juvenile divisions.
One judge in Oakland handles solely family law.
One judge, one commissioner in southern division handling
family law, another judge in Pleasanton handles family law
one or two days a week.
First year we've had commissioner in Family Law.
Assignments made in varying ways:

•
•
•

Presiding judge of superior court ass
presiding judge of
juvenile court and family law judge in Oakland.
Other assignments are made by seniority.
Tendency for family law to be selected by junior judges,
although some judges have been committed to staying in
family law for longer periods of time.
- 7 -

e
•
•

•

Pres
uvenile court appoints the
Entire
Mental
who
to
hospitals for competency hearings,
, conservatorships.
Considered ancillary assignments, handled by judges who
normally work
trial departments.
We also employ 3 attorneys do competency hearings, other
hearings in hospitals.

Will focus on how a
lated court should
structured,
how a child should be processed through courts. I think they are
very related. My opinions, comments based not just on my
experience as court administrator, but also 10 years in juvenile
system, working as a therapist, counselor, probation officer and
an administrator.
My response
question of combination
really another
question: What's wrong with the current structure
what would
the creation of Fami
Relations Court accomplish? Would
restructuring accompl
better coordination?
Children are
and matters that involve children are
different from other court matters, require different treatment.
•
•
•
•

•

•

However, focus,
1 issues can and do vary
tremendously
of court.
In dissolution,
parents and resolving contested
matters.
And sometimes,
not very often, issues of custody and
allegations of abuse overlap.
In child dependency, focus on
how to protect
child,
providing
Sometimes,
adult court.
Delinquency
11 central
figure,
factor, rules of
criminal evidence
ied
finding made,
court
issues of
victim restitution,
treatment to be
Under present structure, matters involving
ld custody
pertaining to
inquency, guardianship handled by
specialized departments, judicial offices, staff with
special training in those areas.

Proposition Family Relations Division would improve status of
different areas of law and therefore improve quality of justice.
•
•
•
•

Question that proposition -- even if it raised stature,
would it significantly improve way courts dispense justice?
Right now, worst job of dispensing justice in civil area.
May be assignment of preference for judges, attorneys, but
it's where community most short-changed by courts.
Juveniles take precedence over any case in our court -criminal cases, and family law.
- 8 -

•

•
•
•

Don't think we experience kinds of de
mentioned -- from time an At-Issue
before resolve contested matter -that are not contested.
Criminal has guidelines.
In civil area, literally, if someone
remain at bottom of priority list.
So status is not necessarily everything
the quality of justice.

In Alameda County, we don't have signi
traffic, juvenile, family law cases.
•

Juvenile -- if any
ion of de
handle calendar, we have special j
so there's no delay in these cases.

just heard
filed, 6 months
account for those
, civil litigants
you talk about
delays in
being able to
handle overflow

Issue of case overlap seems to be major reason for combining
courts.
•

•
•

•

•

Asked family and juvenile judges how often they've
experienced concurrent jurisdiction
, where family
in family law for custody and in juvenile on dependency
matters, and the majority responded the problem was rare.
One responded "once every 6 months,
11 come up, less than
10 times a year across all juvenile and
ly departments.''
2 judges in family law several years ago indicated was
frequent problem. However, main problem
the difficulty
in obtaining information regarding
, present and pending
matters in other courts -- not concurrent issues going on at
the same time.
Ted Rubin's paper found you may change structure, but don't
necessarily change practices. There were unified courts
that are divided in all sorts of strange
and really
were not coordinating information any better than those
courts that were not coordinating information.
Before we require courts to change to a unified structure,
we need to determine the frequency of the problem.

Coordination better addressed by developing
icy procedures
and better information systems. Sharing and coordination of
information is critical.
•
•
•
•
•

Area where we're having problems -- don't ~hink changing
structure is necessarily going to address problem.
Area that needs to be addressed if we are going to improve
quality of justice is how to process children in courts.
A clear dependency matter should take precedence over
domestic relations and custody issues.
This happens on informal basis in our court -- if a problem,
family law judge will call juvenile judge.
But we don't have a formal protocol so I'm concerned if
don't have right actors in those posit
, you may not have
that good relationship in the future.
-
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better
Confidentia
sharing

serious

when you talk about
's Social
, court
-- needs to be
does another
court.
today to do

•
•

can be
in these areas.

Judicial

•
•
•

•

Court.
share common

and are
and
superior court.
may focus on
imony as well as
on child -- on

juveni
Legal
division
child
del

•

•
•

•

out in
fami
j
Not
they're
No doubt
and judges
judges who
want to be

be proud of, but I think
would create confusion
matters but risk losing
over another and who do not
handles both areas of law.

Issue of resources.

- 10 -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In four words, we don't have enough .
Coupled with the fact that the more we
ialize, the more
we lose flexibility in assigning cases.
Must recognized most California courts
small and may not
be able to specialize.
Resources are a major issue to cons
you talk about
restructuring superior courts.
While Alameda accommodates speciali
departments, there is
not enough resources to designate an
ional
administrative judge to supervise
Relations as
the structure seems to suggest.
Presiding judge
juvenile does admin
work, but
that's a very serious problem.
Just plain not enough trial departments
does not affect
Juvenile.
All courts in California experiencing
problems -need to think twice about taking yet
judge away for
some type of specialization.

Think sometimes in best interest of court
•
•

mix calendars.

For instance, in Pleasanton, only one j
and handles
mixture of calendars -- civil, family, probate (no criminal
handled out there.)
Judges in southern division who handled family law were
terribly overburdened. Need flexibility to move judges.
Need to focus on process rather than on structure.

•
•
•

Would strongly endorse recommendation
every effort be
made to limit the number of interviews
a child victim.
Idea of utilizing child interview special
and creation of
special interview centers should be
Obvious problems, questions because
attorneys,
police, and social workers need different types of
information but those things are workable and I think this
is the area where we hurt children with constant need for
additional or different types of interviews.
Need to look at how courts, agencies can be departmentalized.

•

•
•

•

One judge, one attorney, one worker
case pretrial, other
judges, workers in jurisdictional matters -- lack of
consistency in workers, and the people a
ld is exposed
to is detrimental at best.
Number of courts experimenting with vertical prosecution and
attorney representation -- this needs to be explored.
Need long term volunteers assigned to children, both
dependent and delinquent, in every case
give children
consistent person to provide support,
they receive
needed services throughout involvement
court process.
Many juvenile courts implemented Court Appointed Special
Advocates Program. Not there early in process when
interviews going on, but may be there from initial contact
-
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court
, not

time

child
Alameda
Probably most
staff workload.

calendars and
number of
matters, not all
understand process,
really given to cases.
workers with
heavy
, had caseload
real
do something
officer, caseload
anything
cases. You get used to
30, used to scream,
didn't have enough

a

Workers
case load
various areas
attention
creatively
for chi

in
of
you can
coordinate
if j
ling
to

status -from j
(especially
law, the

A: We did not
trial court

to use one
and
the
, to families, to
strength.

Other side -commissioners
status of a
the issue, to
When Judge
in Alameda County,
want judges
status." It
of that court was
level of expertise
advantages and

juvenile court
these referees.
I
have the proper
that the stability
a very high
there's some

- 12 -

PROFESSOR SUSAN HANKS
(Submitted written testimony. See

D.)

Clinical social worker. Member of Clin
with California School of Professional
founded and currently direct Family and
clinical treatment center, research project
intervene in psychological process,
family. Trained mental health practitioners
providers and researchers to work effectively
body of knowledge within f
of family

Teaching Faculty
in Alameda,
Institute, a
purpose is to
violence in
other service
to contribute to

20 years experience in family violence
individual and family therapist with adults
a researcher, educator and as organiz
a wide range of agencies. Worked with
sexual abuse, battered spouses, child
parental physical and sexual violence.

Worked as
ldren as
consultant to
who have suffered
victims of

Reporting violence and sexual abuse.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Fact that Task Force exists is proof
ficant societal
changes occurred over past 20 years
ability to
acknowledge occurrence of violence, sexua abuse.
15 years ago, prevalent rate of incest at .8 per million.
Currently, prevalent rate of interfamil
sexual abuse at
14-16% for girls before age of 18.
The traumatic psychological aftermath of
ld sexual abuse
is well-documented and studied.
Childhood sexual abuse is a common
throughout
psychiatric-psychological literature devoted to adult
psychological disorders of eating d
alcohol and
1
substance abuse.
However, recording rate for inter-famil 1 sexual abuse is
far lower than for extra-familial child sexual abuse.
Reporting structure and investigative
will improve
to confirm this rate of inter-famil 1 sexual abuse.
Wholeheartedly support effort to improve streamline
investigative, judicial process, a
which can
mitigate, although not eradicate, the
secondary
trauma child, family endures when pass
through justice
system following reporting of sexual abuse.

Legal system's intervention should enhance rather than impede
family's ability to weather the trauma that accompanies occurrence
of interfamilial abuse.
•

Support recommendation that specialized training be
provided and required of judges, lawyers involved in child
custody, visitation, police officers, chi
protective
workers involved in disclosure, report
investigation,
prosecution of child sexual abuse cases.
- 13 -

•
l

•
•
Strongly
Committee's
be substantial
interview
data can

inical

sexual
certainly

•

not be
substantiated.
, rare and
by them.
false
legations.
abused by
made during
seem unbelievable

•
•

•
•

•

because of behavior described bizarre or repugnant.
Competent evaluation requires knowledge
typical
parent-child interaction, psycho-pathology of offenders.
Need special techniques for interviewing
ild victims,
assessing language, behavior,
iarity with
child's sexual abuse accommodation
, a phenomenon
were genuinely abused children often
statements.
Evaluators should also review previous
luations.
Many cases in which abuses occur,
evidence
is not immediately available. It's
important to
protect child from further abuse
reta iation and from
being silenced before the trial.
Require continued involvement of a
adult who is
not related to or involved with the
perpetrator.
Role of mother and how she handles thi

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

For most mothers, it's emotionally
ing to learn
child has been sexually abused by a re
or partner.
My unfortunate, but repeated experience
that mother,
despite her own trauma, will have to
herself against
suspicion that she either consciously or unconsciously knew
about and allowed abuse or encouraged ch
to falsely
allege abuse. She's held responsible for protecting her
child and she's held responsible for
abuse itself.
Mothers respond differently to disc
depending on her
own financial and emotional dependency on the alleged abuser
and the nature of the relationship with the children.
My repeated experience with mothers
i
victims is
enormous trauma mothers suffer due to own identification
with sexually abused child, or to the
who has sexually
abused child -- they feel betrayed by the perpetrator.
Mothers must manage the disbelief prevalent among
professionals involved in these cases -- she's usually the
person on the front lines dealing with innumerable telephone
calls, house and office visits to
agencies involved.
Contacts are often emotionally traumatiz
, extremely
time-consuming and financially burdensome
Mothers must live with a child who's manifesting
psychological behavior and traumatic
1 distress,
buffer the impact of system on child and siblings of the
child who has been sexually molested and
responsible for
confronting denial of alleged abuser.
Such tasks are only accomplished by a
who has
adequate emotional support herself.
One mother poignantly said to me, "I
masters degree
in Business Administration, but no one ever taught me how to
handle my daughter's abuse."

The fact sexual abuse occurred is forever a fact in the life
of family and in personal histories of the individuals involved.
•

One adult incest survivor poignantly
legacy, "The trauma never goes away,
-
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the emotional
temporarily

•

recedes
consciousness."
We must remember the traumatic effect of
sexual
abuse and not compound it with societal interventions which
add to the trauma.

JUSTICE KING: Is it your feeling that sexual abuse is on the
increase or are we just hearing more about it within the court
system than we did 10 or 15 years ago?
A: I believe, as a clinician and based on my experience working
with many, many sexually abused children, who range in age from 2
to 20, that sexual abuse has been a common phenomenon in the life
of families forever. My belief is that we as a society are more
sophisticated and more willing to confront our denial of that
behavior than we were before.
The reporting laws have certainly facilitated that process -- laws
requiring mental health practitioners to actually report suspected
cases of child sexual abuse. our society is becoming very
aggressive and learning how to become increasingly helpful to the
families that are suffering.
JUSTICE KING: You mentioned the need for more emotional support
for the mother who is charged with conveying her child through
this legal process. Do you have any suggestions as to how the
process itself might be of assistance with those mothers?
A: Attorneys and family court personnel who are willing to
collaborate actively with other people, such as myself, who work
with these families, can go a long way to mitigating negative
involvement in the legal justice system.
I have been called on in Alameda County when I have knowledge
about abuse occurring in families which I could convey to the
family court counselor. Because I am knowledgeable about how
the family court worked, I can explain to a
what
to do or not to do.
I can also help identify
lies
distress
and how to be most helpful. It's helpful for multi-disciplinary
groups to dialogue with one another so that there can be trust
built up between mental health, judicial and family court people.
I think there's much skepticism in the different professions and
a reticence to cooperate.
JAMES FALLON: You mentioned that intra-familial sexual abuse was
14-15% for girls under age 18. What is it for boys?
A: I think it's a bit lower for boys.
MR. FALLON: Can you comment very briefly on whether you're in
favor of restructuring the confidentiality rules?
A:
I wish I was more familiar with that.
I think it's a very
difficult in terms of the need to know. Again, this relates to
the fact that the family will have to live with this event
- 16 -

forever.
The eight year-old child who
in sexual abuse
is effected for the rest of his or her life
has all the
details of his or her sexual involvement
or dad on trial.
people getting
I have concerns about any of that
chi
who has
out in the world, especially when you
a
no ability to confront having that information shared.
JUDGE ARNOLD ROSENFIELD:

What about

information?

A: In terms of sharing information, it
on an
rules about
intimate basis with a great deal of attention
confidentiality. We have children who are not knowledgeable and
person one
many families do not realize that if they tel
available and may
thing, that that piece of information wi
come back to them later.
SUSAN CARTER

Special
Executive Director of the California court
Advocate Association.
I've held that position for the last two
for the
months.
I've also served as a training
Nevada.
National Council of Juvenile-Family Courts
California CASA Association is statewide,
non-profit organization established 2 years
technical assistance, training and support
well as to assist, encourage establishment of
is a national movement.
It was begun in the
extensive support from the National Council
Court Judges -- first program was started

ly-funded,
to provide
ldren in court as
programs. CASA
1970's with
Juvenile-Family
in Seattle.

a background
CASAs are trained, knowledgeable volunteers
the best
in child welfare appointed by the court to
interests of children in court proceedings,
ly in
mechanism for a
dependency proceedings and to provide a
child through a traumatic process.
•
•

•

•

CASAs are primarily utilized in dependency proceedings,
though in some counties, they are utilized in delinquency
and family proceedings as well.
CASAs are generally appointed post-adj
ion, however,
there is a national interest in the early assignment of
CASAs which would address the issue of court appointed
special advocates at the time of init 1 interviews.
Price Foundation, a nationally-recognized foundation in New
York, recently gave a grant to the Nat
1 CASA Association
to identify and establish pilot programs around the country
and possible one will be here in Cal
Currently, there are CASA programs in
counties -Los Angeles, San Diego, San Jose, San
, Santa Clara,
Orange, San Bernardino, Ventura, Sacramento Fresno, Tulare,
Contra Costa and Alameda. Riverside
is also starting
- 17 -

•

are
or
In the last 10
estimated 400,000
juveni
court

have contributed an
children
dependency and other
in California.
to the
an optional state
Council to develop
in California.

The
Welfare and
assisted CASA
guidelines for
•

•

The guidel
development, implementation of
recruitment of
level.
Duties
establ
child's
the
history
may
explain
to
1

programs in
, training,
of programs on local
court proceedings;
understand
records regarding
mental health
resources that
or planning; to
and responsibilities
to communicate child's
recommendations to

CASA

information

•
•
•
•

concerning
the
An
ax to gr
Lends
court
service agencies
by
resources
the
Guidelines
24 hours of training though the National
CASA Association
considering establishing guidelines
that would ca
40 hours of training.

JUDGE ROSENFIELD:

Is there a prepared training program now?

A: There is on the
California.
increasing our
next year.

we are implementing that in
in January and then we'll be
to have that on line within the

-
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MS. PAMELA PIERSON:

What do you train

do?

A: That falls into several categories.
thorough background on the
welfare
training on mental issues, sexual abuse
dysfunctional families -- the same type
previous witness was referring to.
In
include extensive training on the legal
The volunteers come from a variety of
services, attorneys, physicians. The
may have a thorough understanding of how
and the doctors may not. So there will
how the system operates.
's also
is part of what we're developing at the
many of counties have already done this.
reports should be written, how to conduct
child, how to conduct interviews with other
interact with the court. It really covers
actually do it.

training is a
It will include
dynamics of
that the
that, it would
f.
-- social
this program
system works
discussion of
training. This
level now and
training on how
interviews with the
ies, and how to
gamut of how to

In addition to the initial training, we current
training which may include interactions
attorneys as well as informational training on
MS. ANN LYNN CHONG:
child?

have on-going
judges and
legal issues.

How often does the Advocate interact with the

volunteers
A: That varies from program to program. But
the child and
are encouraged to keep in regular contact
benefits of the
certainly at least on a monthly basis. One of
one or at most two
CASA Program is that these volunteers only
to children.
cases at a time, so they can give substantial
They can develop a good relationship over t
SANDRA BECKWITH
(Submitted written comments. See

E)

Executive Director of the Marin CASA Program.
I will address the general question of how the court might
better serve children and families by tell
what I feel is a
very creative use of CASA by Marin County's court system.

•
•
•
•

judge.
Volunteers are appointed by the family
over the past three years, we've developed cooperation with
Judge Jerry Thomas, our presiding fami
juvenile judge.
icipate in every
We have authority to review records
proceeding required by the court.
Our principal purpose in family law
to facilitate
family reunification, to be support
the child and to
provide information to the court on
relationships.
- 19 -

•

can

conference.
is

•

to
to have

we'll be involved
1
a
6

•

important
everyone to know
in there forever -- we stress
court verbally when we
do not make
's a lot of

each
Spec if

•
•
•

ls,
court,
one

We have
three years
and
•
•
•
•
•

We are
Parties
It is
about
to perceive
Since we are
flexible
creative
We urge you
court

PIERSON:
family law

PAMELA

How

to
the case is not
ld, volunteers enable child
as important
court process.
the court system, we are more
igation to be a little bit more
automatically assume a position.
CASA as a community resource for the
kids have had CASA appointments in

-
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A: There have been 50 children in family law cases and that is
somewhat true of our involvement in juveni
cases.
MS. PIERSON: Do you usually come into
beginning of the case or after a case has
there any pattern?
A: Increasingly, we're coming in more cases
think our experience with the court system wil
calling us as a "last ditch effort" to call
ANN LYNN CHONG:
from the judge?

at the
is
the beginning.
be moving from
in earlier.

I

Are the referrals coming from mediation or is it
or the attorneys?

A: Generally, it can come from anyone. Most
our initial
referrals come from mediation through court
appointment. We're
finding increasingly the appointments are made
judges. It's
more the exception that the attorney will call us.
MS. CHONG: Can you categorize the types of cases you handle?
much information can you collect?

How

A: It's very individual. We don't have an automatic on that.
And what we would want is a tremendous amount of information
before we would be involved in any case. Lots
background is
important so we really decide on cases ind
ly.
JUDGE PAUL COLE
I'm not here in a judicial role. I've only been a judge for about
five months now.
I'm here to testify with
to parental
abduction and kidnaping and interaction of
various courts in
dealing with those issues.
A District Attorney for 13 years prior to appointment to bench.
For last five years, dealt specifically with parental abduction
cases and was in charge of Criminal Abduction
in Santa Clara
County.
Parental abduction often is put together
the broad
category of all child stealing cases but I won't address issue of
stranger abduction -- addressing cases evolving from a conflict
arising in family, juvenile and often in criminal courts, where
parents, or persons designated custodians of
ldren, abduct
children in violation of custody orders.
•
•

District Attorney's Office, through
Code, designated as agent on behalf
court
judges.
When first enacted in 1977, vision was District Attorneys'
Offices basically was going to assist
bringing in and
- 21 -

court
so
's
ice.
judge in
coming up with
to protect

hours

as
cases.

t see

•
•

•
•

As a
should
While
Attorney's
limited
need to
Attorney's
In fami
Attorney's
In cases where

Council, there is
or judges who
the District
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•
•

•
•
•

abductions, the D.A. 's Office is avai
to investigate
the parties' background and locate non-cooperative parties,
a service that is under-used and often
because some
judges cannot distinguish between
that the D.A. and
their investigators perform in this area.
Goes back to the image that the District Attorney's Offices
are there just prosecute.
Another role that is often forgotten
was very
important to me, not only in handl
abductions,
but in the 4 or 5 years I worked in
court and the
District Attorney's Office, was as an
of child.
This emphasis is often forgotten,
abused, in
particular, by D.A.'s Offices-- we
assignment to the
juvenile court as a Siberia assignment.
But I think in good functioning
, the D.A. should be
looked upon as an advocate for chi
an impartial
advocate, hopefully, in most cases.
Enlightened judges, Family Court
can find a D.A. 's
investigative skills invaluable in deal
with ex parte
orders in particular, because with
that are
abducted, a court is only presented
one picture.
Juvenile Court problems often the same as

•
•
•

•

•

Family Court.

D.A. 1 s Office, again, agent
ldren from parents
who have already been found
children.
D. A.'s Office available to provide
igative resources,
help locate children abducted often
who have been
specifically ordered not to have contact
children.
There is an alarming handicap: the
1
to ascertain
proper information to move swiftly because of the maze of
confidentiality factors that exist
Department of
Social Services, Juvenile Probation
, court,
Family Court Services and judges, themselves.
A case is referred to us, often in a j
le situation, and
assigned to probation officer or social worker. Haven't
filed, can't locate parent, can't find
Often weeks
go by before case is recorded and the trail grows cold
because these agencies are handicapped by confidentiality.
We are constantly fighting with County Counsel, who
represents the Department of Social
and says, "You
shall not disclose any of this information."

The criminal court's first reaction is resentment with any
involvement. "Why are these cases here in the first place?"
•
•
•
•

If not outright anger, the reflex response is that children
are very safe with parents.
Presumption cases are not really crimes
should be
shuffled back over to family or juveni
court.
Statutes enacted because family courts d
not have the
power, resources to enforce their orders.
If criminal courts try to deal with
1 abduction,
attorneys jump in and take the case back over to family
-
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court can
prosecuting
Enter into
for the D.
protect
Children
see the
to get access
court is
the D.A. 's
prohibit

e
•

orders are
court,
, and
contact with the
aside, often reaction
not really guilty of anything."
should we even go to criminal courts
should be
juvenile so juveni
not
worry about
conflict of interest problems
prosecute on one
and
abduction,
often immediately trying
because the criminal
visitation unless
court to strictly
court in abeyance.

Unification

yes.

•
•

deal
one thing
and criminal

•
•

l

A.'s

•

one-year
•
•

Same
Takes a
happening.

on what's
work better?

What will
•
•
•

Have to look
interested in working in system.
The "Siberia" connotation often given to working in juvenile
area has to be taken away.
Santa Clara
Attorney's Office, rather than hire
deputies wi
and transfer them
juveni
court,
hires deputies
an interest in working with juveniles
and who want to
the area. Effort is made to make
-
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long term assignments. They care about
see long term goal in office as, "Gee
murders and serious felony cases, I' 1
It's a definite factor for them to
good job in being advocates for chi
ANN LYNN CHONG: I'm just curious about
child abduction.
A: Well, it happens more than you'd want
you hear about is stranger abduction because
item. But the majority of missing children
parental abduction. Statistics clearly
Judge Edward White of Santa Clara County
more accurate statistics.

ldren and don't
don't prosecute
get promoted."
by doing a

ics relating to
Often all
a newsworthy
result of
out. In fact,
lly trying to get

I would say, on the average, in our
, we average
probably 20 cases a month that involve
1 abduction
situations. Los Angeles County, for example,
two district
attorneys specifically assigned to the area, as well as eight
investigators. San Bernardino County has one
attorney
and seven investigators on these cases. So
's more than the
public is ever aware of as far as involvement
family court and
the O.A.'s Office. And we take a lot of referrals from the
juvenile court. There's also our obligation to protect children
who have been abducted from a foster home or
parents.
PAMELA PIERSON:

Who are you representing

ly court?

A: We represent the judge and the child. We are the agent of the
superior court judge. There have been some
by the
Attorney General's Office expressing the
as the
District Attorney's Office as an agent of
ior court
judge. So it's been my position, at least
left there, that
we are an advocate of the child. We're not an advocate of the
parent.
MS. PIERSON:

In what sense are you an advocate of the child?

A: I feel it's our obligation to provide as much information in
court -- to lay out if there's any background concerning abuse,
and concerning the children that the court
be aware of.
Should the court not be dealing with this case
family court?
Or should there be a referral to the juvenile
so that it's
properly investigated? Are there aunts and uncles that are
involved or other relatives involved? There often are divorce
situations and there's the new spouse and the new potential spouse
is involved. We find out background information that would never
become available.
We look at the situation of the child and
the superior court judge so that he can make a
to what's in the best interest of the child.
- 25 -

information to
decision as

JUSTICE KING:

How does your initial involvement occur in a case?

A: As a rule, in most counties, what is contained in a family
court order is a 4604 Order, which specifically orders the
District Attorney's Office to get involved. Our other involvement
is the situation where the child actually has disappeared and on
that point it's become fairly common knowledge, at least in Santa
Clara County, and the major counties, that the only available
resource to deal with children who have been abducted is the
District Attorney's Office. Usually in those situations, we then
contact the judge and the parties and let them know we are
involved.
JUSTICE KING: If there
then most likely to end
information is verified
a parent has abducted a

is no other proceeding going on, is it
up as a criminal prosecution if the
that someone has abducted the child
if
child and they are later found?

A: Only about 5% of the cases, actually, end up with a criminal
warrant being issued. In most cases, we're able to convince
parents to return the child and present themselves back to the
family court. In the cases where the children are abducted out of
juvenile court, the percentage is a little bit higher because we
deal with people, more often than not, who have some kind criminal
conduct in their background. As a rule, parental abductors are
not persons involved in the criminal system. We don't want to
make criminals out of parents -- we want to get them back involved
in the system -- it's better for the children.
MS. CHONG: What if they've been abducted and the reason is
because the child has revealed abuse. What do you do then?
A: We investigate
court and juvenile
it's difficult for
swiftly. Usually,

that. We also make a referral to juvenile
probation department. In abuse situations,
the juvenile probation office to get involved
we're right there and we contact the parties.

We have an information sheet the parties fill out and one question
we ask is, "Are there any allegations of abuse or neglect". We
then investigate with juvenile investigators, Social Services. We
get a feel for whether there is some legitimacy to the allegation
and once we've done an investigation, we provide that information
to the court.
If the court wants additional information, we do that, or at that
time, we may say this case needs to be dealt with in juvenile
court, juvenile probation or the Department of Social Services.
,so we do deal with those allegations and undoubtedly that's the
most common reason why the parent has taken the child.
MS. CHONG: What about interaction and effectiveness of
cooperation?

-
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A: It's getting better. There's been a
interaction among
the D.A.'s and investigators in the counties that work in this
area and I'm proud and happy to say that
i
is in the
forefront in dealing within this area.
I just attended a conference in August of the
ional District
Attorney's Association. They are going
a manual on how
to handle parental abduction cases and have a nationwide
conference. It will always be my goal that D.
are advocates
for children. I always say that my first
to recover
children. Prosecuting the parents was
PETER BULL
(Submitted written testimony. See

F.)

A retired attorney. Board Member of Coleman
for
Children and Youth in San Francisco, concerned primarily with high
risk and children of poor families.
Specializ
in representing
parents and children in juvenile courts. Not much hands-on
experience in family court, although for past s
years, was in
small law firm and partners did that kind of
and were
involved in number of cases where there were simultaneous
proceedings in family court and juvenile court where there had
been suspected child abuse.
12 years with Youth Law Center and National Center for Youth Law,
which is a legal services center concerned
1 rights of
poor children. Also worked for Legislature
1970's for
Assembly Criminal Justice Committee on matters of youth justice.
Very strongly in favor of recommendation of bringing juvenile
and family courts together as result of background as poverty
lawyer, and more recently with Coleman Advocates.
•

e
•
•

Juvenile court in so many counties is a really second-class
operation, a court for poor people, for people of color.
Bringing courts together would insure
regardless of the
economic background of the parties
, there would be
a chance of some decent funding, resources across board.
Avoid duplication of effort -- invest
, testimony,
attorneys, which happens whenever there
a suspicion of
child abuse or abduction.
Obvious problems in trying to combine proceedings into one
proceeding because of different rules of evidence, burdens
of proof, interests involved.
Joint investigative facility very good idea.

•

Gives opportunity improve communications
duplication of effort.
Problems of confidentiality.
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reduce

•

to make

Laws

work.
are

power of any
suspected chi
San Francisco
effort,
to

living
child
of the
Modesto but
try and

-- a
sympathetic
Appropriate terms

•
•

Training

•
•

•
•
•

, psychology,
Not so sure
the
resources are,
but do need
f
how the systems work -- very valuable.
Sensitivity to
ing with
1
and particularly with
children.
to represent children
CASAs or
also have training.
or indigent
lawyer in one of these
Don't go a
be required to have
proceedings
should have.
training,
Where it's court appointment, there should be training.

-
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Very enthusiastic about child advocacy
report.
•
e
•
•

of Task Force

Should be an attorney for the child
case.
They don't need to spend a lot of
there are certain
situations involving custody where the assistance of counsel
is needed.
Counsel should not be on the side of one parent or another.
Allows child's attorney to ask certa
questions, go into
certain things which otherwise can't
except by a
judge -- puts judge in the position
to conduct a
lot of direct examination and

JUSTICE KING: Your comment about the hope
salvation of
these courts might be to gather more resources
raise the
quality of justice for poor people is
I testified a
month or so ago at the Judicial Council
Committee on
private judging and everyone who testified,
luding those who
were opposed to the concept of private judging, talked about how
it's less expensive and that the public
the public
system for the rich. The poor can't afford
The rich are the
ones who can afford the public system because
have the time
to wait in civil cases.
A: I think the other point of view is that private judging is for
the rich, for those who can afford to hire someone.
JUSTICE KING: Well, I think everybody acknowledges that's not the
case, simply because it's less expensive to go through that
process and even those who have been recogniz
as opponents of
it, say they'd like to use it. They'd rather use it than the
public system and put the money up front.
it's because of
the problem commented on by the Executive
of the Alameda
Superior Court earlier that they've treated c
cases terribly
because they can't get them out to trial and
's a terrible
backlog of cases that they can't get out.
This contrast of talking about a system wh
on one hand is not
good for the poor and on other hand, people are saying we're going
to opt out of system because, despite the huge infusion of public
resources into the public judicial system, it's less expensive for
litigants in civil cases to put out more money
hire a private
judge to resolve their problems. It's exacerbated in family law
field. The first speaker mentioned, in some counties, they don't
bother about trying to get the family law cases to trial. They
just hire lawyers to sit as private judges
it takes three
years to get to trial.
I question how restructuring will provide more resources when we
have an under-resourced system. It's an
ing concept. We
have heard from people in these hearings who are interested in the
dependency court, who recognize how terribly overloaded it is and
what a tremendous explosion there has been in dependency cases and
-
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see this conso
making more resources
more resources

s

A: I can
judicial
And it's
because anyone
say, "Well I can
are you talking
Whatever level
different -resources
As the previous
the "Siberia" aspect
and the Public
It's not only

out.
about
the D.A.
Court.

Our
going to
1

and have
somewhat.
court which
going

w

Many of
obtained in

idation could be

on training, longer terms or
more
to be
court.
Problem
-- a case that
currently in family,
currently in j
possibly in criminal court -really a
small percentage.
-
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Dealing with a subset of family law
office, I almost have to grin at stepchild

•
•
•
•
•
•

attorney's

If you want to know what a stepchi
ly law is to
regular civil litigation to criminal 1 igation.
D.A.'s involvement in family law-- we often compete for a
very, very small part of a very 1
resource.
In San Francisco 2 weeks ago, we had a
endar of over 75
cases and that causes a lot of
amongst court
personnel, judge, district attorneys
Last week we
had up to 60 people per deputy.
It's
and down that way.
We really understand when you talk
competing for
resources.
Concerned if even one step is removed
the line, we
might even be in worse situation.
Very interested in seeing pilot programs
don't want to
give judgment one way or another because
don't know.
That's a step that we'd like to take now.

Some talk about creating an administrative process for family
law as a possible fallout from consolidation
of the
complex juvenile thing involved there.
•
•
•
e
•

Tremendous push from federal government to create
administrative-type procedures for cases
involve child
support enforcement.
If don't meet time frames for filing cases, will be forced
by federal regulations to institute
strative
proceedings.
Concerned about how we going to get
done given the
environment in which we're in.
True some issues in family law can
themselves to
administrative handling; child support,
lement can be
encouraged by some of these other means.
Federal administrative process would requ
some level of
hearings.

District attorneys are going to be requ
years to review every case in their office for
in child support.
e
•

In California, this means you must bring Order to Modify.
Will have a tremendous impact on the court

Pilot program could give us a feel for
the way that it can be done or not.
JUSTICE KING:
A:

in the next two
ible adjustment

On the last question, are you assigned to do this?

Yes.

JUSTICE KING:

or not that's

What is the time frame?
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A:
the process within two
of the act,
was October of '88. We have to
case every three years
the date
the
day it comes into our system.

or the

JUSTICE KING: Will this be all cases that are in your office,
whether payment is being made through your office or otherwise not
being paid properly?
A: It falls under
two sections. But in cases that are
involving families with children on AFDC, on welfare, those we
must go through and review. The ones that are non-welfare we
review at the request of either parent according to the federal
law.
JUSTICE KING: If the case is already
your office -- you're
collecting support from someone where
supporting parent is
here and the recipient parent's in anothur state, does that mean
that those would be subject to review every three years, or would
that be simply if the parent asked you to.
A: If it's non-welfare,
'd be if the
requested
However, we would probably, as a matter of going through
case,
we would probably look at that and maybe ask the
whether or
not she or he wants the thing to be looked at. Usually, we would
do it to increase, but the way the federal law reads, we would
have to respond to a
for downward changes, too.
JUSTICE KING:
that kind of

ly when you have welfare cases,

do

A: We try to as a
course.
it. San Francisco's been pretty good
counties haven't emphasized it quite the same.
JUSTICE KING:
ends our scheduled
anybody else who wants to ta
to us.
come
you'd give us your name and any affiliation or identification for
the record.

MR. RICHARD WEISKAL: I am a parent from two marriages with two
children and I'm very concerned about this system in general.
I'm more impressed with the system failures when any successes
that are being addressed by various speakers in this morning's
session. I think there is a great social disaster that exists in
this area and it's greater than anything portrayed so far in these
hearings. And the process, whether it be the Social Services or
the Family Court Services, is in a scandalous situation. I have
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experience with these systems in five Bay Area counties and I
consider myself to be a victim of the system
reasons I
couldn't begin to address.
I heard a speaker here today from Marin
cannot escape me because it was in that
was sexually molested by several men,
an institution for children under Section
about it on Page 9 of a Social Services
under the enhanced laws about recording
de Kamp increased the penalties for not
been done. And when I inquired about it,
reaction within that system.

the irony
that my daughter
Nine Grove Lane,
there. I learned
to learn that
General Van
this had not
the target of a

I went to every agency -- the District
s Office, the
Supervisor's Office, CASA.
I went to every
agency or
individual within the Marin County system,
without exception,
I was stonewalled. And it's my belief that
child should
have an attorney representing their interests. That the whole
orientation is wrong under these systems. That you have created a
polarization that consumes all this time and
the orientation,
the polarization is between the parents, I'm referring to. And
that it's great for lawyers making lots of
-- money
machine-type lawyers I'm speaking of. But
the children's
best interest, it's a disaster. The only or
ion that's going
to accomplish anything meaningful and to save all these social
resources is one that directs its interests
concern through an
attorney representing the child.
In other cultures -- the Samoan cultures, I
raising the child by the whole community
that a child is the ownership of one or both
piece of property. That's terrible.

, they think of
less as we do,
, an ownership

This system design I take exception to.
results, in my
own personal experience, couldn't be more
ing. It's from
the judges to the social workers -- there's no checks and balance
system. And when gross inaccuracies occur -- I've heard you
casually address in these meetings the dupl
That's an
incredible waste of public resources. When an abusive parent has
skipped from county to county to county, that's all they have to
do to escape the trail that is sometimes 20
long in history
and permanently damage children's lives beyond reconstruction.
I think it's a national disaster. I'm reminded of a talk by Bill
Moyers the other night that some of you may have seen. It was
entitled "The Truth About Lying." And one of the problems that I
have run into repeatedly in these five county experiences has been
the fact that they do not establish any basis
truth. And I
would submit to everyone of you here, where can
go if you have
no basis in truth?

-
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When there's
about -about
employees.
nothing to build on.

or
s just no
And it could save a
1

In every case
50 percent of
called
There
a determination earl
truth. And
they
factor of truth, I think, most appropriately through an attorney
or some representative of the child, you'd save a fortune.
JUSTICE KING: Can I ask you? You're talking
someone who's a
severe critic
the present system also, but
we're
presented with
consolidating these
independent areas
within the Superior
the Fami
, the
Probate and Mental
together. v'lould
be an
improvement over
present system? You've talked about the
reduction of duplication in
consolidation as
a potential
you see?

whatever
skeptical -necessary
in some way -that.
I
was the
concern,
JUSTICE KING:
's
Senate
for existence
the Reso
That's what we've been
do
to make
the Judicial Council and to the Senate on the question of
proposal of consolidating these units together.

reason

A:
Well, in response to your question, I would say that I'm not
very hopeful that a reunification (sic) would be the solution. I
would say that the forthcoming class action suit would be like a
public scrutiny that will result from the media coverage
11
bring about more change than you hope to accompl
with your
unification study and possible enactment. I think that there are

-
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so many examples of gross system failures that
about a wart on the elephant. Which is,
kind of structure.
JUSTICE KING:
I have to agree with that
-- it's our charge here. In other contexts or
or other circumstances, I bet I can match
things I find wrong with the system, but
we're here for today.

talking
1 of this
it's our wart
other meetings
for item with
not really what

A: Well, I would hope that you could,
background, Mr.
Justice. One of these topic discussions
primarily with
sexual violence rather than violence itself,
one thing that's
always forgotten in this violence study is
, you know, I'm a
Vietnam Vet and I know the training that and
effect on the
effect of
male. Now I'm not a violent parent but I
Marine Corps training and Army training on men
's a
federally sponsored military program after all
you're trained
into this kind of -- the spear of a bayonet
simply to kill.
And I don't know your own personal military
ience, but I can
tell you mine -- it gave me nightmares. And
never "de-tuned"
or reorient men, basically, that have this
of how to kill
training and not to mention the orientation of
that go into
the military to begin with.
You look at
inous crimes
where they kill the grandmother and the whole
and so forth
and look at the nature of the weapons and the nature of the crime,
it's frequently a factor.
It's totally
in these
systems.
I mean, the errors are not only
in -- and
mount in the millions, but they are gross overs
in this kind
of social system.
I mean I think there is a
disaster in
this area. And I think basic orientations are a
wrong. Whether
we matched each other in personal experiences or not, I know that
mine alone are sufficient to make the point.
I m disturbed about
the mechanism for changing that because a
absolutely
necessary and if this combining would lend to
lf to that, then
wonderful.
This litigation game -- I know of a case where there are eleven
consecutive clients of an attorney in Santa
County where the
allegation has been sexual molestation of the
by the mother
and I'm sure it's guided by the attorney. One statistic that I
learned from the State Bar Association was that
of 12,000
complaints, less than twelve resulted in, I
, disbarment.
That's no checks and balance system. That's an insult to any
half-thinking person.
I mean you don't have to
an actuary to
recognize the fallacy of that State Bar funct
cleaning its
own cat box.
It's vulgar abuse of arrogance.
JUSTICE KING:
committee.
If
subject, we'll
narrow subject

We can't do much about the State Bar on this
there's anything more you have
regard to our
be happy to hear it, but we're
ling with a very
matter area and I think the concerns you're
-
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express

are

our
contr

1,

favor
basically -- il
comes from
help. That's all I can contribute

I

change to
within.
that.
JUSTICE KING:

I'm a parent
MR. JOHN RINK:
some 40 odd
I
a
I was a child.
to be a public hear
The
ic
comments.
was never informed
accommodations made for the
ic.
I
publ
Both
us
had
to
go
see there's two
us
to extraordinary means to f
out
out press
And
resources were
1
and that sort
with
We were
, so we
to

JUSTICE KING:
releases. We
avai
of thing.
ing
original
postpone
MR. RINK:
was

Yes

that.

JUSTICE KING:

However, I wasn t

our

were
to

MR. RINK:

came
hear
thought
time for
is just
public hearings
MR. RINK:

I 1m

to

we
as
1 we wanted to do
1t
have had these
requirement that we do.
, would you repeat that?

JUSTICE KING: If we
to only do what we wanted to do, we
wouldn't have had any
hearings at all. There's no
requirement that we have
We specifically said, as I've
indicated several times, that we take no position on this proposal
until therers been some public hearings on it. And that's the
purpose of
To he
us inform ourselves about the views
of anyone who wants to come before us so that we can try and make
a more intelligent decision.
-
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MR. RINK: Well, one observation is the
I don't know who decided to invite who,
cross-section, that's clear. Two members
here to condemn what you're doing. I
does.

that you invited -certainly wasn't a
public showed up
more than he

JUSTICE KING: If you want to condemn us
ine, but that
isn't helping us very much. And I must
with whatever
publicity we've generated in other places, we've been lucky to get
anybody from the public here. In Los Angeles, we had three
people. None of them wanted to speak on
ect. And
apparently we have at least one more today
't really here
to speak on this subject. In Sacramento we
one person from
the public appear who did not want to speak on
subject. And
in San Diego we had nobody from the publ
who
interested in
in a very
this subject. We're interested, but we're
narrow field and to the extent you can he
us and want to present
interested in
views on this idea of consolidation, we're
hearing them.
A: If the consolidation would improve the condition of children,
I'm all for it. However, I see no reason to believe it will.
None of the testimony that I heard today
how children or
families or society will benefit. I consider a
this talk about
the best interests of the child to be pure
isy on your part.
And I'll explain why.
I was a child six years old. I was taken
father by a
divorce court simply because of the maternal preference. I
suffered, I was abused, deprived my entire life
1 I got out of
the jurisdiction of the court when I was 18. I managed to make
something of myself after that. Got married
a wonderful
child and contribute money to the State Bar;
, in turn,
contribute some of your dues to the feminist
zations that
are secretly helping my wife plot divorce from me.
So you directly finance that. I know that wasn't your intent,
but, yes, that's the way it works. so she
free legal advice
how to take my child from me. Your comrade Isabelle Grant. I
have no opportunity to contest it. No man does.
Now, my daughter suffered greatly. I suffered greatly. It's been
seven years. The system is unresponsive. When mothers -- and
it's almost always the mothers -- take the child from the father,
it is harmful to the child. And almost every case, except those
cases where it's been proven that staying with the father is
detrimental. And the state has not addressed
in divorce
cases. In all other cases, it's very harmful to the children. I
than any of you
know that from experience. I have more exper
in that respect.

-
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more
It's a
about what

going

I

're ever
And you people
to the
's worse.
about what
And how I

a

's

that.
Now you
sincere, I would
sincere in solving
in divorce. You
fundamental

're
really
ldren
iberately avoid

could be
to be
State Senate
to
And
, for

JUSTICE KING: That s a
or two states that
generally
as the
on children,
advocated that

and
there are one
Judy Wallerstein, who I
on the effects of divorce
the thought that what the divorce
unconscionable. Absolutely.
ago and a parent. And
f she could be here. But
any rights

A: I'd like to
courts and the
And again I'm
my daughter
she's not
any more than

-
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DR. JANET JOHNSTON
(Submitted written testimony.
See Attachment G.)
Consulting Associate Professor at Stanford Un
ity, Director of
Research at Center for Family in Transition
Corte Madera, Marin
County.
I'm speaking as representative of Center for Family in
Transition, which engaged in research on the effects of divorce on
children or parents, what makes for good
and preventive
interventions.
A sociologist, social worker, not a
Worked in courts
for a very brief time so can't speak in
knowledge of
structure or function of court. My expert
researcher and
clinician with family entrenched in custody,
disputes.
le court under
Will address testimony to joining family and
the umbrella of the Family Relations Court and concerns about
specialist.
qualifications, training of proposed child
Joining of Family and Juvenile Court:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Philosophical stance and approach of the two courts appear
to be very different.
Family court is largely a dispute resolution forum operating
under relatively few, fairly discretionary rules or laws.
there is an assumption divorcing parents have the right,
capacity and should be given the opportunity to organize
their private lives in whatever way
choose.
Premise dissolution doesn't give the State the right to
interfere unless there is evidence
accepted
standards of child care are violated.
Juvenile court, on the other hand, functions primarily as a
means by which the State can intervene to protect children.
There is value in preserving this philosophical distinction.
Estimate family court mediators are helping to resolve
between 60 percent and 70 percent of custody and access
conflicts, provide invaluable preventive, education, crisis
counseling and referrals.

In the majority of family court cases,
1 capacity is
not under question.
• Most need a dispute resolution forum,
reaffirms the
responsibilities, rights to order their lives in whatever
way they choose.
•
Burden of proof should be on producing evidence that parents
are not able to provide for their children.
On other hand, for the majority of children
an interventionist stance is needed.
•
•

juvenile court,

Serious questions have arisen about the
ity of a family
to protect and provide for children.
Courts need clear standards for intervent on, the power to
-
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these important, useful
be lost.

-- I fear
differences
•
•

overwhelmed

Fear
by
neglect,
Fear
mediators
11
which involves

ly court

lies who do

There are
not settle
of

be
fear,

ly court
juvenile court.
disputes
ine

the
Little girl
surprisingly
This
long term
o

her peers.
afford the

This
not well-equipped to protect children.

ly court is

, molestation or
, case may be heard both in

If there are
neglect as well as
family and juvenile court.

-
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•

California Child Victim Witness Judie
has documented confusion, multipl
coordination of effort that results.
I have seen many cases during the
these famil

e

We support any recommendation for
court that would:

•
•
•

•

Advisory Committee
lack of
our work with
of Family

Better coordinate efforts of both
without necessarily joining them.
protect
Provide for rapid and effective
children
marital dissolution cases
parent's
failure to agree
ldren at
attorneys
Includes using resources such as
for the child, court-mandated
child, and
case-managers who are responsible for
inating the
efforts of all professionals involved
Proposes more broadly, clearly def
be developed
which identifies children at risk
ly court in
order that they can become eligible for state intervention
and protection and the resources avai
to juvenile
court.
Parent's continued failure to agree
children,
should be
despite the efforts of the Family Court
appropriate to move the burden of
showing parents
are unfair to showing they're able
for children.
use preventative,
Appropriate for cases in juvenile
court, using the
educative, mediation services of the
same criteria: parties capacity to
capacity to abide
by agreements made.

Qualifications of proposed child interview specialist.
•
•
•
e
~

Serious danger in creating new discipl
without roots in
professional training, expertise of a
ished knowledge.
Must have a thorough grounding in child development, child
psychopathology, and experience in counse
children.
Need special expertise in appropriate areas of law and
procedure for gathering valid evidence.
Propose no less qualifications be
a child
interview specialist as for an expert
While considerable risk for children under present system
where they are subject to multiple
, there is a
continued risk if the specialist is not adequately trained.

[HEARING TRANSCRIPT INAUDIBLE]
ANN LYNN CHONG:
[Asked about the criteria Dr
for putting parents into different categories
on how to parent their children.]
A:

[The parent's conflict should be susta
- 41 -

mentioned
cannot agree
ongoing.]

JUDGE ROSENFIELD

a

a disturbed
those
different

PAMELA PIERSON:

families and
services avai
A:

a

Yes.
of proof or level

MS. PIERSON:

of inquiry is
me

A
[I'm not a
difference in

there should be a
a number of
governmental
chi
or how the
The

intervention
government's
reason we're

MS.

even
where
with a

very
mom moves
different
DR. MARY A.

important because
criteria for
married parents
That's why I was
draw the line.]

be

able to draw that
very
want to be able to
some
for a
ld. on
other hand,
how to
their children.
what
thought was about how to
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JUDGE ROSENFIELD:
[There has to be some k
arising out of the problem to allow the
They can't just intervene because there's
be an upshot over it.]
JUSTICE KING:
[This was the problem this
legislation through to authorize family
require, in the best interest of the chi
,
counseling. The argument that was made aga
understand it, in the Senate, was that this
intrusion into the family and so that is a del
It sounds like you were suggesting more than s
case differently as it might
through
marr~age process.
What did you mean, in
A:
[I would like to see a number of criter
including, housing a child, ongoing lit
JUSTICE KING:
[Would that then mean that
involved with that family until the child
majority?]
A:

a consequence
to intervene.
There has to

to be able to
months of
an
treating this
lution of a
time frame?]
ldren,
be
the age of

[Reply inaudible.]

JUSTICE KING:
The reason I say this is because we know the Family
Court Services Offices are now overburdened and essentially doing
to do
crisis intervention and they aren't too well
re talking about
anything very long term.
It sounds like
resources were
is something that's longer term and if the
from viewing
to be used to do that, it's going to take
one case when they could be dealing with ten or twenty.
A:
[I'd like to see a family get some
litigation and our courts, particularly
litigate.
Inaudible.]

from on-going
who like to

MS. PIERSON:
[I deal with these poor people al the time and I
think, forcing a child to visit with a parent even if you can
see some value in a visit, the turmoil can cause
that child's
life overall, ... inaudible.]
JUSTICE KING:
[At least one of your studies
frequent contact in some families means the
likely be better off having less contact
parents and less frequent contact.]
DR. JOHNSTON:

that the
would more
contact with the

(Reply inaudible.]

MS. CHONG:
[When you say "a sustained barrier
continue the litigation," in the families that
do you have a sense in terms of numbers of
sustained, over a period of time, how
court,
do you have a sense of that?]
-
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agree to
've worked with,
describe
they've been in

JUDGE
occasions, I
on people
psychiatrists
weigh whatever
decision.

A:

[

MS.

CHONG

, psychologists or
to us. We
with a

were

the

family
A:

Yes.

How
ever move from one to the

actual

MS • CHONG:

A:

[Reply

JUSTICE KING:
though we
the process
one professional on
each have to see

both?

.]
are
f
occur where
get at least
and often more than
and they
Of course, it's part of the whole
- 44 -

problem and something far beyond the purview of this committee,
but we have to change the way these cases are handled. We can't
treat them as we treat regular civil case
of evidence and
other things are
.]
JUDGE ROSENFIELD:
[Maybe the intervention
come
us and say, "We want you to make
can't agree," than that triggers the right
independent group of people here and when
recommendation, then I'm going to order it
about how your time should be shared or who
see him. And so if you can't come to an
going to kind of binding arbitration.)
MS. PIERSON:
[There's benefits to that. In
that I handle -- in custody cases, there's
court-appointed evaluator. And I would never
independent person just because they could
family. Also, I think it's a disaster for
JUDGE ROSENFIELD:
MS. PIERSON:

of the cases
only one
out and hire an
see part of the
ld ... ]

I don't know why it wouldn't

[Reply inaudible.]

JUDGE ROSENFIELD:

[There's disagreement with

MS. PIERSON:
[Experts get a bug in their ear
to be. Everyone has their own theories about
going to work. And I don't know, ... ]
JUDGE ROSENFIELD:
MS. PIERSON:
idea.]

[And it's an arbitration
You pick one, you pick

JUDGE ROSENFIELD:

experts .•. ]
how it's going
visitations are

[That's really my point ... ]

[That's why I think the group

MS. DIANE NUNN:
the same thing.
neutral.]

MS. CHONG:

to be that if you
ion because we
1 in this
come back with a
I'm no genius
see him and not
, then we're

perhaps a better
You could have
I'll pick the

[Reply inaudible.]

[Comment inaudible.]

DR. DURYEE:
[If you're going to do it on a
where you
basically say three psychologists or psych
or social
workers or whatever is appropriate -- are joint
making a
decision after having done a comprehensive evaluation of this
family, you're leaving it up to people who don 1 t have any
knowledge of the law necessarily. They've
to be trained in
the law, especially since you are dealing
law.]
JUSTICE KING:
DR. DURYEE:

[Comment inaudible.]
[Comment inaudible.]
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JUSTICE KING:

,

(vvl~"'~·

• J

A:
[This
there now and I
implications
that we can
California's

JUSTICE KING:

information out
There's a
though we 1 re not sure about what the
1 be, we've got a lot of information
I
we can debate
It's
to be ... ]
Yes.

A:
(And that was
be .•. ]
JUSTICE KING:

on

we do know.

I

think it would

[Comment inaudible.]

Judge of
to that,
judge of the
been
the
San Francisco

1 court prior
supervising
Since that, I
presiding judge of

Some unif
court and
with chi

1
court
(One
or concern
court judges have
cross-over ... how
ld
criminal proceedings.
victim of abuse and
•
•
•
•

The number of times a
child-victim goes through
interviews, testimony and analysis a concern to every
judicial officer who deals with the child.
A court which would be sensitive to that, have consistent a
protocol for
ing with children in the system, would help
greatly.
Those who come into the system and escalate out of the
family situation to dependent child or 601 child who
escalates into 602.
Overall department that could monitor those concerns, make
sure that that's not happening would also benefit system.)

-
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Some concerns.
•
•
•

•

Confidentiality -- use of reports
one purpose and then
attempting to use those reports for
purpose that was
not the initial purpose of the report.
For example, an evaluation by Family Court Services.
Judge in a single department would
sensitivity to
make sure that that report was not used,
, on issue of
whether or not a child is going to lose
parent under a
300 type situation.
The concept is beneficial to children.

JUSTICE KING: With your experience last
presiding judge
of San Francisco Superior Court, you were
with more
difficulties -- administrative, financial
otherwise -- last
year than any prior presiding judge of the court
In the
Sacramento hearing, Judge Couzens from
, told us that
for the past year he has been both the
judge and the
juvenile judge for that court and that
had worked very
well. And he liked the idea of the combination. There weren't
too many cases that crossed over, but it
to use the same
judge all the way through.
However, he concluded by saying, although it
very well,
don't mandate it because our trial calendar problems for next year
are such that we cannot assign one judge to handle both of those
assignments.
In terms of the structural reorganization that's suggested, of
combining and perhaps the suggestion that this would be a coequal
branch, which the implication from the report
that it be a
third of the judges in the Civil, a third in Criminal and a third
in the Family Law Division, what about the
, from a
presiding judge's standpoint, of having to deal with asbestos or
cocaine or criminal cases or whatever else
and whatever
flexibility is necessary to marshal your resources for those
purposes?
A:
[If you take the concept of the use of commissioners, such as
we do in San Francisco County ... I have a hard time thinking that
a third is necessary. If you look at San Franc
County, the
entire Criminal Division is run by and mainta
by a staff of
eight ... ]
JUSTICE KING:

Out of 20.

A:
[Out of 29 -- eight out of 29. So that is a little less than
a third. And usually one of those judges, about a third of the
time, is civil. So there's a little less than even that. And
they are able to keep the mandates of the Penal Code for speedy
trial and not have any problem, so far as I know, in the last
eight years, meeting the speedy trial requirements. 82% go to
trial in the Superior Court of San Francisco
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Juvenile
who adj ...............,a
domestic
and one
officers. We
delinquency
because

two j

three

So

's
its current
,
So that equates to
a lot, as you know, in both
the initial dependency hearings
I think we have two
on
-- one
one j
the Presiding
taking various issues as necessary.

1

So on that kind of
of resources,
the
concept of commissioners and referees, I don't
's a
problem. If you're ta
about an equal amount for judicial
posts in each position,
create a s
icant problem.
The problem in San Francisco County is
can't get lawyers, to
capitulate to our
ioners that are in the Civil Division
that are available
tr
We
have that problem in
the civil or in j
le
domestic courts. So it depends on
what resources you're
equate that department.
Well-tra
think both
commissioners
juveni
thing in San
Court ..• ]
MS. PIERSON:
(Ms.
commiss
anybody down
That was
opinion.]

I

three
the
and the same
Municipal

.]

[

A:

, okay.
excuse,

JUSTICE KING:
parties
the judge and
that because
A:

[I've never been

to

that reason down •.. ]

JUSTICE KING:
[Apparently that's not unique to San Francisco.
That seems to be the case throughout the state.]
MS. PIERSON:
[
I think
's important
light of what we're
doing to know why -- to consider the people who take non-judges to
handle some of these •.• )
A:
[People that want to go to trial on a given day and that's the
only alternative, that~s an easy out.]

-
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MS. PIERSON:
(Oh, sure.
more urgency ••. ]

It's true probably

JUDGE ROSENFIELD: You've got to remember that
of those cases don't want to go to trial.
A:

[That's right and I think that's very

uvenile.

There's

5 out of a hundred

...]

JUSTICE KING:
[I think some of it's just
1 culture that
has arisen. Some of it is that you've got a
latively small
segment of the Bar that practices Family Law or
trial court and
they have confidence in the commissioners who are doing that kind
of work and recognize that in some cases
are better off when
the judge is less knowledgeable, perhaps. And of course, on the
family law side, quite often in San Francisco,
least, you may
be sitting around for two days in a judge's department waiting to
find another judge, so it's economically feas
, whereas if
you're going trial, you go back to your off
A:
[I think in domestic, the lawyers are much more readily
acceptable to the idea of commissioners ... ]
JUSTICE KING:
(Well, they're getting more and more used to that
as Chamberlin told us this morning -- in Marin County they can't
get out to trial .... ]
A:
[Mental health, currently, as I understand
, every county
does it a little bit differently. The court
is run more
like the superior Court of the '60's than anything else I've ever
seen.
I guess bringing that up to date would help .... ]
JUSTICE KING:

How typical or a-typical is that

the state?

A:
(That may be slightly typical. I found that what was
happening where kids were sometimes being
by a guardian
because they were out of control. They may have had problems, but
they weren't problems for which they should have been committed.
And also a big concern I've always had and if you don't have a
judicial officer who understands what may be going on in the
juvenile system -- the parent not wanting to deal with that
child ....
A lot of kids are put in the mental health system early and
graduate to other systems, such as juvenile proceedings, merely
because they were acting out or had very limited abilities ....
Learning disabilities bring them to a point of frustration so that
they cannot deal with their own lives and cannot cope and act out,
sometimes violently. And ultimate .... ]
JUSTICE KING:
(That's interesting -- no one
far as these hearings.]
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discussed that as

A:

or
the next
counselor.
they are
counts.]

1

are acting
1 s the adult

JUSTICE I'\ING

over
training.
education and
understand

and
moment -these people
and so on.

We all know
who have to go out
that they don't
judicial education
present
and of greater
administration
off at these

judges
those lawyers
for
are the
more training
a problem with
with judges

I've always
that talks
judicial
Institute .••.
interfering
so these peop

•re
they're spaced out and
as well.

Don't pile it on -may be able to take three days here and
three days there, but for that judge to take two weeks would kill
his court. I am not one
is asking for the Legislature to
mandate certain
education is almost
essential because Boards of Supervisors throughout the state feel
judges don't have to go there. They don't realize that travel is
really necessary for an educational .... ]
JUSTICE KING:

For j

education.

-
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A: [For judicial education. That's not unreasonable because most
of them try to do it on Friday and Saturday
half of Sunday,
which means you only lose one judicial day.
most judges are
willing to do that. They have an orientation
new judges and a
program on Thursday afternoons. And that
lows Thursday to
travel.]
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ATTACHMENT A

AGENDA FOR SR7 TASK FORCE PUBLIC HEARING
Public Utilities Commission EdmUrid "Pat,. Brown Bldg.
505 Van Ness Ave., Room 5305
San Francisco - Tuesday, December 5, 1989
SPEAKER

TIME
9:00- 9:20

C. Rick Chamberlin
Richmond & Chamberlin
San Francisco, CA

9:20- 9:40

Joanne Lederman
Executive Officer
Court House
Oakland, CA

9:40-10:00

Professor Susan Hanks
Director, Family and Violence
stitute
California School of Professional Psychology
Alameda, CA

10:00-10:20

Susan Carter
Executive Director
California Court Appointed
Association
San Francisco, CA

ial Advocate

10:20-10:40

Sandra Beckwith
Court Appointed Special Advocate
San Rafael, CA

10:40-11:00

Judge Paul Cole
Santa Clara County Municipal Court
San Jose, CA

11:00-11:20

Peter Bull
Board Member
Coleman Advocates for Children and Youth
San Francisco, CA

11:20-11:40

PUBLIC TESTIMONY

11:40- 1:00

LUNCH

1:00-1:20

Sylvia Smith
Assistant Agency Director
Alameda County Social Services Agency
Oakland, CA ·

1:20-1:40

Dr. Janet Johnson
Director of Research
Center for the Family in Transition
Corte Madera, CA

2:20-2:40

Judge Daniel Hanlon
City Hall
San Francisco, CA

2:40-3:00

PUBLIC TESTIMONY

ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENT B

CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS COURT

TESTIMONY OF C. RICK CrU\MBERLIN
1.
Should the Task Force recommend to
combining two or more divis
of the
arising out of one cause of action or one
situation are coordinated before one judge?
the advantages? Disadvantages? Explain.

ial Council
all matters
ular family
, what would be

The concept outl

the Advisory

General Recommendation:

Committee's Report

it commits

a good one to the

of the Superior

Court.

I

(and the American Academy of Matr

strongly recommend increased commitment o
courts in California.
cannot

recommend

reservations.

resources to family

However, the Academy

adoption

of

1 Lawyers)

this speaker
plan

the

without

below.

Those reservations are set

Some of the advantages of the court restructuring

Advantages:

plan are:
( 1)

of the court.

The concept of three co-equal

'I'his would result in radical changes in mos
consistently

provide

resources

family

to

a

substantially

courts

as

compared

counties, which
level
other

of

civil

divisions and criminal divisions;
( 2)

The

concept

increased

of

communication

ana

cooperation between the social work and mental health agencies
operating within each court system.

Whether or not court

restructuring is necessary to achieve this goal is another
question;
(3)

The concept of an increase in the relative prestige
1

AT'rACHMENT B

and importance of family law courts in =omparison to
civil divisions and the criminal division is a good one whose
time

is

long

overdue.

Again,

whether

restructuring

is

necessary to achieve this goal is another question;
( 4)

The concept of

one court which

is

charged with

resolving all disputes within one family is in theory a good
one.
that

In practice, however, it is rare in my practice and in
of

the

fellows

of

the Academy that matters

overlap

several courts.
(5)

The program (if it manages to do what its planners

hope) would result in a clustering of expertise in the family
court division which would be a significant advantage.
Disadvantages:

Some of the disadvantages of the restructuring

plan are:
(1)

Family lawyers are incredulous at the idea that the

system will permit absolutely equal allocation of resources
between the three branches in the proposed system.

We view

it as likely that where we now have a relatively small number
of second class courts, the restructuring plan will create an
entire "second class division."
(2)
matters

The inclusion of juvenile detention and dependency
in this

re-structuring proposal seems destined to

destroy the entire system.

The proposal would superimpose

matters which must reach trial in fifteen and thirty days from
the filing of an action upon a system in which family lawyers
are already routinely denied access to a courtroom for trial
2

of complex and lengthy mattere.

Fami

envision tht-

new system creating an entire divis i.on

ies nothing but:

ic

dependency and detention matters, and

h the trial of

those matters overwhelms the remainder

:trunily court

division.
(3)
i3.larm

in

The inclusion of mental hea
fami

practitioners
calendars.

lawyers
and

who

and

now

rna ters also causes

in

sit

on

The concerns here are s

were

family

mental

heal t.h

ar to those raised

above regarding detention and dependency c

: because of the

short time constraints on the mental

calendar, it is

likely that family law matters will

line behind the

1

juvenile offenders and the mental health detainees, further
delaying

hearing

on

calendars

which

are

already

overly

congested.
( 4)

A worst case scenario would

one in which one
luded

calendar in the new restructured s
matters and family matters.

juvenile

Parties to a divorce who are

struggling to manage the stresses of a new post-separation
family structure would be combined with juveni

offenders and

accused child sexual abusers all on the same calendar, waiting
to be heard in the same room.

The emotional strain suffered

by our clients is great enough without this added dimension.
(5)

In many counties, the bureaucracy of the Juvenile

Court is entrenched, and the power of DPSS is described as
"overwhelming"

when

compared
3

with

Family

Court

Services

offices.

lawyers fear that this fact would result in

Fami

heightened job stress for family court services workers and
a drop in the quality of services provided in mediation and
evaluation settings.
(6)

Family

procedural

lawyers

safeguards
We

proceedings.

are

are

for

concerned

parents

very

in

at

the

juvenile

concerned

that

lack

of

dependency

this

lack

of

appropriate safeguards would creep in to the administration
of family law if the courts are combined and if the code is
integrated.

2.
Should all aspects of the systems be jo
or should some
aspects remain separate?
Which aspects should remain separate?
Why?

Those aspects dealing with criminal or quasi-criminal matters
should be kept separate from the consolidated court system
because of
criminal

the

differing

defendants.

procedural
so

am

I

rights

concerned

combination of proceedings in which one
financial

guaranteed to
about

the

ion might involve

sues and the other might involve a restriction on

liberty: the removal of a c

ld from a parent's home,

restriction of access by parents

to a

child.

I

am

so

concerned that consolidation of all of these matters into one
super court might result in those families without special,
identified child-related problems loosing access to the system
in favor of those where children's issues are raised.

The

goal should be to improve the processing of families through
4

the system, not just children.
3.
How common is the problem of overlap
court systems? For example, how often is a fami
required to appear in more than one court
experiences to more than one person?

the different
r family member
1 difficult

Given the vast number of family law cases

are filed

in the Bay Area Counties each year, very few

the

overlap problems described by this

The case

with overlap is certainly the exception

than the

rule.
both the
common?
criminal
cases arise

4.
Are there problems caused by cases be
civil and criminal court systems?
Are
Would there be any advantages to combining
matters and family and/or juvenile matters
out of the same family transaction? Dis

family law case

Whenever criminal allegations are present
"problems are caused."

are not common

Fortunately,

I

problems in most practitioners' experience.
advantages

to

combining

family matters whatsoever.

hearings

matters

on c

There may,

two

systems would

and

certain appropriate

juvenile matter is a criminal act by the minor.
combining the

can see no

give

disadvantages, and would likely require dupl

to

In general,
substantial
proceedings

in the same case given the different procedural processes and
safeguards existing between the two systems.
5.
Does the organization of the court system serve children and
victims well? If not, how might the structure of
system
better serve children, other victims and their
It is not the organization of the court system which has
5

area so

impact

as it

fact of an

The tragic fact

adversarial

that a

a parent must from time to time take

lawyer represent

procedures which by definition do not

steps and

by terms of

serve children.
his/her duty to his/

client to take such steps and is

not permitted to avoid them based upon a duty to the
client's child/ren.
to

impact of

The same concept

accused
s il

by definit

serves

the accuser and
victim.

taken within the court system to minimize

Care should

the detrimental
Approaches

Our system

the system on the

demands confrontation of

true with regard

to

of

on children.

1

educational

this

programs for parents

for

counselling

1

and training
should

court

so

emotional
families

end of

and proper

context of minimizing

the detriment to children and family structures.
6.
Do you
1 there is a need
special programs to educate
children and families about the court procedures, visitation
rights, etc.?
If so, what programs would you recommend and how
could they be funded?
Yes.
Programs similar to "Kids Turn" in San Francisco and similar
6

programs

in Arizona are very helpful
These

crisis of litigation.
"legal rights"
judicial

but

process

t.he

and

shou

dynamics,

in

particular

families.

A mandatory

divorce prior to a

needs

of

in

the

not deal wi Lh

program~:;

stress
operates

amilies

in which the
ize

c

in

family

divorcing
families in

orientation"

irst court appearance

to me to be

a good idea.
Foundation funding has proven avail
program.
raises

In addition,

funds

the local

San Francisco
as

ation annually

to support the San Francisco program.

programs should be the ones for which
are made available, but I have no expertise

These

State grants
this process.

7.
Have any states or county attempted solutions to the problems
identified by the Attorney General's report? What worked, what did
not, costs involved, etc.? Can federal court procedures be adopted
to the state court?

Several states have a consolidated Farni
New York, for example.

I do not: have

ations Court.
tion to respond

to the remainder of this question.
8.
How are the juvenile, family, probate
judicial assignments made? What is the rotation
I

mental
licy?

health

am not qualified to answer this question except for a few

counties

in which

I

practice.

Trad

assignments were given to the least senior j
I believe this to continue to be the pract
and believe that it has changed in some.

7

family

law

on the bench.
in many courts,

juveni

For what
family probate
Not

s?

s

have
your court?
f
ly and juveni
these calendars be

10.
Are

total

I cannot answer as to

of referees

courts in

commissioners

I

practice.

to other

to

referees are ass
assignments.

that referees

I

ficant

are
on

a

do

sioners and

not believe an

if

I

sues
For

routine
essent

example, a commiss

1 family

Mateo

to s

one

I

matters
Costa County.
I

essent

not
exc

(or for

that matter

I

s

0

sits on

a

ass

truly learn the
calendar,

while

of

nuances of
a

11

j

tra

rotate off

who
to

a family
at

the earliest

opportunity.
The Judicial Council
recently adopted standards for
juvenile court judges.
These standards emphasize the need for
continuity in the juveni
court,
a recommended term of
three years for the judge of the juvenile court.
Do you believe
11.

8

the same standards should apply to ot.her court calendars?
F'or
example, should these standards apply to fami
nvenile, probate
or mental health court assignments in the
Court.?
Judges on these assignments should remain

one year.

Ideally, they should not be required to

the assignment

for a longer period than they desire to s

on that particular

calendar, but should be motivated by
more than one year.

tors t.o stay

concern is with a

who might be

assigned one of these calendars against

will sitting

on the calendar with less than enthusiasm, b

his/her time

until the required term is up.

'l'his

quality of judging on these calendars,
detrimental to it.

increase the

ll

could actually be

It is my experience

judges who are

educated about this exciting area of the

are willing to

take these calendars and to remain on them.

Those who have

misconceptions about the field and who are

educated on it

are the ones who suffer through the ass
requiring a longer term, I would suggest
1.

Require all judges to take one of

programs on family law at some specific time

Rather than
llowing:
excellent CJER
latively early

in his/her tenure;
2.

Recruit judges who are committed to family law and

who will agree prior to appointment that they will sit on a
family law calendar for a specified period of time; and
3.

The family law assignment has

given to the least senior judge, the one
a more

"important"

assignment.
9

ionally been
could not obtain

Efforts should be made to

of the fami

increase
1

the
izing

trial

law assignment as
ass

j

t

j

in

managing a family law calendar is as important
of

as trying a

cases,

estate fraud cases

or auto accident cases.
12.

Should judges in departments
include any training about the

any

special
e of running a law

?

Should attorneys involved in litigating cus
and visitation
disputes be required to have any spec l training or education?
If so, what type of training or education?
Judges' Training.

Yes,

above.

touched

This

contrary, a fami
some of

judges should
Despite

judge

most

special training.
perceptions to the

to understand and dec

sues

are presented within

judicial

without fami

law or private

receive educ

on
at
involved

It

area.

is

that

(part

t

informed

cost

realities of the

of 1

should learn about
in dol
the family,

as

of

cost of

a

j
)

be

law off
1990's.

to a family law 1

igant

1 as in emotional trauma to the
they should be assisted in understanding the

need for reasonable litigation expenses if a matter is to be
resolved.
10

Attorney Training.

In my

personal opinion, an attorney shou
case without substant

on a custody

experience and

in the field.
training

before representing a
different matter.

litigant

proceedings

in

is

a

I would not object to
who are asked

special training for court-appointed
to represent children, nor would I object

training as
attorneys who

c

a prerequisite for public defenders
work in juvenile court.

ses

13. Would closer judicial supervision
resolution of family law matters?
In all
cases? Explain.
Closer judicial super..rision would facil
almost all family law matters.

While I

facilitate
only certain

resolution in
application of

expedited trial procedures to family law cases for a number
of reasons, I feel that judicial supervi

f

cases in the

context of status conferences at specif

during the

pendency of the case would be of great

The program

followed by Justice King in his work in

San Francisco

Superior Court is an excellent example of
judicial supervision in these cases.
"federal

system"

where

one

judge

it of close

I personally favor a

is

familiar with the case from start to finish.

t ted

to

become

I am one of few

trial lawyers who do not generally object to the same judge
being involved in settlement and trial of a case.

11

14.

to?

more
court?
As an

, I

to be

to

courts

more

the staff,

not

published and

1

general a focus on
an

and
are

an
so

ions to

cases
ficult

necess

time, ex

t

As

to

ef

schedul

1

I

f

from the

in any court, a

and

not

I

courts

Area

f

see

cause

as

to see a

s

to a

cases are
cases are
tried,
millions of

of court

resources are not
15. Does your court
a
or
how cases involving the same family
appear
court simultaneously should be coordinated? Specifically, do you
have a written policy or protocol relating to cases arising in both
family court and in j
court?
juvenile
dependency court
In
court
12

criminal court?
Not applicable.
16 . Does your court have a writ ten
l
facilitates the movement of information from
to the other? For example, are Family Court
investigators
able to acquire
informat
investigations from Emergency Response (CPS
informat.ion relating to a criminal prosecut
child abuse available to the dependency court and

which
courts
rnediators or
dependency
workers?
Is
intra-familial
versa?

Not applicable.
ses coordinated
f the matter,
s?

Are domestic violence and child steal
among the various courts which may hear a
i.e., juvenile dependencyr family and criml
17.

Not applicable.
that are
criminal

18. What problems do you foresee with
in the family, juvenile, mental health,
courts?

differences

As noted above, there are significant

mental health

between proceedings in juvenile, criminal
courts and those in family law courts.
problem.
to

This

s a significant

I feel coordination of certain

the entire case)

is

important

(as opposed
tances.

in some

For

example, CPS and the Office of Family Court Services should
ha·.re

access

to

the

same

information wherE':

a

child

allegation is made in the context of a divorce case.

work at

odds with another.

That

is

, and none should

not to

juvenile proceeding, the criminal proceed

say that

the

and the family

law proceeding should be consolidated in such a case.

13

In such

in concert

cases, all sections of the court system shou
toward treating the crisis within the fami

abuse

Force Report identifies a number
courts are insensitive to
spec
a number of
solutions. Do
solutions of
the Task Farce?

19. The Child Victim
of ways in which
needs of children
you have any comments

I will not comment an each and every recommendation made
are

the report.
Child Interview Specialist.
idea.

Great care will

qualifications

of

of

In general,

seems a good

needed,
given the

this

proposed exception to the hearsay rule which might allow the
as evidence

to

specialist's

lieu

testimony

ishment

special centers
As
this

I

of

I

concept,

soc

services, and
to no. 1.
to no. 1.
I

approve of

1

I

above regarding a
periods of time"

ject to

comments

serve "
these positions.

Suspending Domestic Relations Custody Actions in Child Abuse
Cases.

This is the common practice now, and the proposal does

not seem a significant change.
Child Advocate.

In general,
14

seems a good suggestion.

Great care should be r.aken in determin

lifications

of the child advocates: their

include mental

health and legal

at

advocate and the

's attorney may f

I

am c

the c

ld

at odds.

In that event, who •:-ontrols?
Hearsay

The proposal s

Excegtio~.

enactment of an

exception to the hearsay rule for juven
proceedings

for

certain

court dependency

statements

I

concerned that this exception, codified in a

ly Relations

Code·· might also be applied in other
might not be appropriate.

I

where

am also

verification of the hearsay statement:

about
wi l

if it is the report of a social worker or
presentation of a video tape taken during
child interview specialist; if the latter
that the parents'

counsel is permitted

provide questions

to

am

be asked the chi d

the

be adrni t ted
11 it require
interview by the
11 it provide
opportunity to
the

interview

specialist?
20. The Attorney General's Report recommends that after a
determination is made that a criminal or
investigation
ld should be
is warranted, a comprehensive interview o
conducted by a Child Interview Specialist. Please comment on this
proposal.
As noted above,

s sounds like an excel

the Child Interview Specialist is carefully
job,

idea, providing
in his/her

and providing all parties are permitted some indirect.

participation in the interview.

This is

if there will only be one "comprehensive" i
15

ally important
which may

act

form

,

in a

and in a c

in j

court
's

I

finding that it

that the child not be subjected

to repeated

different

The Attorney
Force
counties so
jects be initiated
Division would be created coequal with the criminal
considering applying to
divisions.
Is your
Division within your
county or creating a Family
your court p
on taking (i
Court? If not, what
fied in the
Force report?
to address the problems
21.

I

do not believe any of the

planning on becoming

are

I

counties

program.

not aware of

I

am

San Franc

Superior court to

problems

Force Report,

in

no means

Task
are

not in
The consensus of
focus on
be established

a court

own

facilities,
Santa

Clara,

re
) I

and

established in a court
for family

a

mot

aaml: testimon

16

,
be

1

or

resources (

or no
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TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS

TESTIMONY BY
JOANNE LEDERMAN, EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT

DECEMBER 5, 1989

STRUCTURE OF JUVENILE, PROBATE, MENTAL HEALTH AND FAMILY COURTS

I would like to spend just a couple of minutes describing
the current structure of the Alameda County Superior Court.

The Superior Court maintains separate Juvenile and Family
Law Divisions:
1•

Juvenile Court:

Presiding Judge/Juv Northern Division

Dependency & Delinquency

Referee

Northern Division

Dependency & Delinquency

Referee

Northern Division

Del i nquenc y

Judge

Southern Division

Dependency & Delinquency

Referee

Southern Division

Dependency & Delinquency

ATTACHMENT C

2.

Probate:

Commissioner

Northern Division

5 days per week

Judge

Southern Division

1 day per week

3.

Mental Health:

Judge

Writs, Conservatorships

1 day per week

Judge

Competency Hearings, Writs

1 day per week

Referees

Gallinot and Competency Hrgs

Half time equiv

Judge

Northern Division

5 days per week

Judge

Northern Division

4.

Family Law:

Civ Harass/Domes Vio

1 day per week

Judge

Southern Division

5 days per week

Commissioner

Southern Division

5 days per week

Judge

Eastern Division

2 days per week

5.

Assignment Svstem:
The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court has the authority

to make all assignments, with consideration given to seniority.
By tradition the Presiding Judge has made a

2

limited number of

assignments and the remainder are selected by the
of seniority.

udges in order

The Presiding Judge appoints the Presiding Judge

of the Juvenile Court and the Family Law Judge

he Northern

Division.

The Presiding Judge of the Juvenile Division
Juvenile Court Referees, pursuant to

Welfare~

Ins

points
tutions Code

Section 247.

The entire court appoints Commissioners whose assignments
have changed depending on the needs of the court.

A commissioner

was assigned to Family Law for the first time in 1989.

The mental health calendars heard by judges ar

considered

ancillary assignments and are usually assigned to judges in trial
departments.

Generally,

judges have taken this assignment for

more than one year.

The court employs three attorneys to sit as referees to hear
mental health calendars three days per week and competency
hearings as required.

3

My remarks today will focus mainly on questions related to
how the superior court should be structured and how child-related
matters should be processed through the courts.

My opinions and comments here today are based not only on
the experiences and concerns of a court administrator, but to a
great extent on my 10 years of experience working in the juvenile
justice system in three diverse jurisdictions.

One of the questions this task force has asked is:

SHOULD TWO OR MORE DIVISIONS
MATTERS

COURT

COMBINED SO THAT ALL

ARISING OUT OF ONE CAUSE OF ACT ION OR ONE PARTICULAR

FAMILY SITUATION ARE COORDINATED BEFORE ONE JUDGE?

My response to the question is another question:

What's

wrong with the current structure and what will the creation of a
Family Relations Court accomplish?

And, will restructuring

facilitate better case coordination?

It is a given that children are special and matters
involving children are different from other court matters and
require different treatment.

However, the focus, emphasis, goals

and legal issues can and do vary tremendously.

1.

In a dissolution,

the focus is on the parents

contested matters, one of which is child custo y.
issue of custody includes allegations or a hist

2.

In a child dependency matter,

the focus

s

nd resolving
met1mes the
abuse.

y

0

he child

victim: how to protect the child through the p

; where the

child should be placed; findings regarding abuse

/or neglect;

and providing all necessary services to the child and the
parent.

Sometimes the process includes adult cr minal

prosecutions.

3.

Delinquency matters have a different focus.

is still the central figure,
a major factor;
after a

While the child

the welfare of the community becomes

the rules of criminal evidence are applied and

jur1sdictional finding

is made the court addresses the

issue of punishment and victim restitution as well as a treatment
plan for the youth.

Under the present structure, matters involving child
custody, dependency, delinquency and guardianship are handled by
specialized departments and for

the most part by judicial

officers and staff who have special training in those areas.
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In recommending the creat on of a Family Relations Division
the Child Victim Task Force has raised issues which need to be
considered.

The first is the issue of STATUS:

1•

The Child Victim Task

Force suggests that a family relations division would raise the
status of juvenile, family law and mental

lth assignments.

I

would question the proposition that creating a "coequal" division
would either raise the status of child related court activities
or even if the status were raised, if increased status would
"significantly improve the manner in which courts dispense
justice"
related.

Status and the quality of justice are not necessarily
Ri

t now I think we do our worst dispensing of justice

in the civil area.
for

j

Whi e it may be the assignment of preference

and at orneys it is the area in which the citizens of

this community may be the most short changed.
someone is dying, civil liti

Literally, unless

s are at the bottom of the

priority list.

In Alameda County, there is no significant delay in
processing juvenile and family law cases.

With juvenile cases,

if the juvenile court cannot handle all matters in a timely
manner, cases are sent to specially designated trial departments
and take precedence over any civil or criminal matter.

6

2.

Another concern raised by the Task Force is that of CASE
OVERLAP:

One of the major reasons given for

family related matters is to prevent multiple c

mbining
urisdiction

over related matters.

When I asked family

law and juvenile cour

they experience concurrent

j

jurisdiction problems wh

is before a family law judge for a custody decisi
the juvenile court on a dependency matter,
that the problem was rare:

e a family
and before

the majo ity responded

"Once every six month

10 times per year across all departments".

es how often

"less than

Two judges who worked

in Family Law departments several years ago indicated it was a
frequent problem.

However, they noted that the mai

really that it was difficult to obtain information

problem was
egarding

past, present or pending matters in the other court.

According to Ted Rubin from the National Center for State
Courts, who evaluated a variety of family court structures, we
really have no evidence that a Family Relations Court will
provide a higher quality of justice or that it will
coordination of related cases.

7

improve the

Implied in his paper, Child and Family Legal Proceedings, is
the reality that you can change structure without necessarily
changing practice, improving coordination or improving the
quality of justice.

Before we are prepared to require courts to change to a
unified structure, we need to better determine: 1> the frequency
of the problem; and 2> whether coordination problems would be
better addressed by developing policies, procedures and
information systems.

3.

SHARING AND COORDINATING INFORMATION is critical to proper

operations in family and child related courts:

The sharing and

transferring of information is a problem and it needs to be
addressed if we are to improve the quali
children and their families.

Juvenile d

of justice for
ency

ing matters

and orders need to take precedence over domestic relations
custody decisions.

This cannot happen with regularity without

the ability and willingness to share information.

While coordination between Juvenile and Family Law
departments happens in practice in Alameda County, there are no
formal protocals.

In addition, although concurrent custody and

dependency actions are infrequent and easy to identify, prior

8

orders may not be as obvious and the courts and st
protocals and guidelines to ensure the sharing

f

f

need

ess obvious

information and prior orders.

It is p otocols and good information systems

at w1ll

minimize duplication and provide judges and staff w th the
information they need to make the best decision fo

the child and

the family.

Issues of confidentiality need to be addressed, but certain
key pieces of information <investigations by social services,
family court services, probation, court investigate s; findings
and orders involving the child and/or a parent in any court> need
to be accessible to another worker currently conducting an
investigation.

The information and security technology exists to provide
staff and

judges the information they need to avoid conflicting

orders and to coordinate activities.

4.

JUDICIAL ASSIGNMENTS UNDER A FAMILY RELATIONS COURT:

9

Juvenile Law and Family Law share c mmon issues and are both
specialized fields.

It is also true that except for some very

"committed" judges, family and juvenile law are not the
assignments of preference.

However,

legal areas within the jurisdiction of the juvenile

and family court are very different.

Family law focuses on

division of property, support and alimony
custody issues.
d

wil

well as child

Juvenile focuses on delinquency as well as

y matters.

While we should be able to say that judges

accept whatever types of cases are assigned, combining these

calendars may further exacerbate the problem of getting judges to
accept these assignments initially and for any length of time.
Al t

I do not often hear family law j

want to handle juvenile cases,

say they do not

I frequently hear the reverse.

Comments such as: "If you give me a family law calendar, the
women of Alameda County will be demanding my removal"; I couldn't
tolerate the petty adult bickering".

These are not comments that

we should be proud of, but they are instructive.

I have no doubt

that if a Family Relations Division were created that judges
assigned to the division would handle all matters assigned.

10

However, we may, at the same time run the ris

of

sing those

Judges who prefer one over the other, and do not want to be in a
department that handles both areas of law.

5.

COURT RESOURCES:

The Court Administrator 1n

to talk about the issue of court resources.
don't have enough.
we specialize,

I

Coupled with that is the fac

is compelled
fa

words:

We

that the more

the more we lose flexibility in assi ning cases to

trial.

While Alameda County is large enough to accommodate specialized
family and

juvenile assignments,

it must be recognized that most

California Courts are small and may not be able to accomodate
specialized calendars.

Alameda County accomodates specialized departments, but does not
have enough resources to designate an additional administrative
judge to supervise a family relations division, as the proposed
structure seems to suggest.

11

6.

PROCESS:

There are issues that need to be addressed if we

are to improve the treatment of children.

However,

I see the

area of process rather than structure needing the most attention
and the Child Victim Task Force identified several of these
reas:

1> Every effort should be made to limit the number of
interviews a child victim is put through.

The idea of utilizing

a child interview specialist and the creation of special
interview centers should be pursued.

2> Courts and agencies tend to be departmentalized: One
judge, one attorney and one worker for intake and pre-trial
matters; another set of judges and workers for

jurisdictional

matters; and possibly another worker depending on the court's
finding.

This lack of consistency is detrimental at best.

Vertical prosecution and attorney representation should be
explored.

A long term volunteer assigned to a child <dependent and
delinquent> needs to be considered in each case.

This would give

children a consistent person who would provide support and insure
they receive the needed services throughout their involvement

12

with the court.

Many juvenile courts have imp emen ed CASA

programs for this purpose.

Alameda County was the first to

include delinquent youths in its CASA program.

3>

I am very concerned about the size of the

and staff workload.

It is my be ief that concern

quality of justice needs to consider the number o
processed by workers and the courts.

Caseload siz

the amount of individual attention each case rece
to the amount of time and energy we all have to th

urt calendars
ver the
cases being
elates to
es;

it relates

k creatively

in each case to make sure we are doing everything we can for a
child and his or her family; and it relates to how much time is
taken to coordinate services, treatment plans and

elevant

information.

SUMMARY

Before a decision is made to restructure the superior court
to create a family relations division we need to give more
consideration to what problems we are trying to rectify and
whether or not restructuring will accomplish that.

13

It makes more sense to me to start with an evaluation of how
we process cases which involve child victims and how we can make
it the most humane and sensitive process possible.
this is done -

I think if

if we develop sound protocols and procedures and

maintain small enough calendars that we can give adequate
attention to each case- a variety of structures will work.
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ATTACHMENT D

CALifORNIA STATE SENATE
TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS COURT
SENATOR BILL LOCKYER AND JUSTICE DONALD KING,
PUBLIC HEARING ON fAMILY RELATIONS
SAN FRANCISCO. CA -- DECEMBER 5.
TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY SUSAN E. HANKS, S.M.,
DIRECfOR THE FAMILY & VIOLENCE INSTITUTE
CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE CENTERS
2030 MIL VIA STREET, BERKELEY. CA 94704

Dear Senator Lockyer, justice King, Judge Rosenfeld and Members
Family Relations Court:

Task force on

I am a clinical social worker and a member of the adjunct

and teaching

faculty at the California School of Professional Psychology, Berkeley I Alameda where I

Institute is a clinical treatment, training and .research project
intervene in the psychological causes and consequences of violence

to train mental health practitioners and other service providers

purpose is to
the family,
researchers to

work effectively with this problem, and to contribute to the

within

the field of family violence. In addition, I have been a licensed psychotherapist in
private practice since 1975.

I am pleased to be invited here today to share with you some

my impressions

gathered over the past twenty years in the field of family violence treatment and
prevention. During that time time I have vork.ed as an individual and family therapist
with adults and children. as a researcher and educator. and as an organizational and
social policy consultant to a vide range of agencies and groups. I

worked

extensively with men and women vho are physically and sexually abusive towards
their partners and children, with women vhom are battered by their partners, and
ATTACHMENT D

with children

are the

victims of

sexual

physical

violence
Today I

on families in which intrafamiHal

abuse

has occurred or is alleged to have occurred. 1 will highlight the relevant social
areas related to some of the questions posed by the Task

science research
Force on

Court

Relationship Between Prevalence and Report.uu of Intrifamilial Sexual Abuse . The
fact that this Task force exists bespeaks the significant societal changes that have
occurred over the past twenty years

our society regardinl our ability to

acknowledge the existence of i.ntrafamilial sexual abuse. For instance, eighteen years
ago, a standard psychiatric training text placed the prevalence rate of incest at 1.8 per
million (freedman, Kaplan & Sadock, 1972). More current demographic research
studies tell us

H% to

of

before the age of eighteen

sexually

in their families

Russell, 1986).

boys too are

is clearly .............,.&£

11% are females

higher risk
Recent .......,.,.,,,",T

that sexull

are
is prevalent in

virtually

remarkable
circumstances.

are at

&

disproportionately prevalent

1986). However,

abuse

not

lower social classes. the child welfare system is heavily

biased toward identifying abuse in lover social strata. In addition, the reporting rate
for intrafamW.al sexual abuse has been found to be lover than that for extrafamilial
child se1ual abuse (Russell, 1986). The abuse of boys is still quite underreported.

It is my impression that improving the reporting and investigative processes
will improve the reporting rate. Hence, I yholeheartedly support this Task force's
effort to improve and streamline California's investiaatiye and iudicial process. This

process should be structured to mitigate the inevitable secondary emotional trauma a
child and her/his family endures when passing through the

of the legal

justice. child welfare and mental health systems following a

intrafamilial

sexual abuse This process should support. rather than
ability t.o weather with this crisis
rather than sabatoge,

facilitate

family's

famHy·s
participate in.

reporting and investigative process

of

Traumatic Secondary to the Disclosure Process . A disclosure
intrafamilial sexual abuse catapu1tes the family, and the
major life crises Subsequent interventions

result in

. into a
trauma having

life long impact on the psychological functioning of the

on the

viability of his/her family as a unit.
Classic childhood depressive and anxiety related symptoms

noted in

children in the first few vee.k.s after disclosure, including separation difficulties.
sleep disorders. fear of specific people, loss of appetitie, physical
problems. These symptoms were found to be most serious when

and school
people ha.d been

in contact with a child during the investigation. In fact, the
professionals involved , the greater the trauma (£Jwe11 & Ephross,

It is my opinion that family members should not be
involvement of many different professionals and the child should not

number of
).
the
exposed to

repeated questionings. I sron&1Y support the California Child fitness Judicial
AdvlSQry (',Qmmittee's proposal to require tbat tbe number of intervieys of children be
substantially reduced if not limited to a com»rehensive interview conducted by a Child
Interviey Specialist yhose clinical data yould then be available for review by a
multidisci»linary t,eam.
A competent evaluation would require knowledge of normal
and assessment, special techniques needed for interviewing child

development
and

typical characteristics and effects of

assessing

and a

familiarity
a

his/her conscious memory of the abuse
,..,..,. •.,....,.previous evaluations in order to learn
what

to

have altered the

disclosure may

gathered during the evaluation process

should be limited to those who
much as possible

an. effort to respect and preserve as

child's

privacy in. disclosing

emotionally

charged material.
and professionals to child """ ........ abuse can .mate a

The response
significant

~;;oJJiow:Y

trauma

1986; Summit. 1983).

Because of the

are
for

throughout-··-

::1''-u'u!;J;,

.LU,.,,,.,.• ....,

the same fuaity.
in the general """''"" ..'""'"'M
into submission. is in a

occur within

more common in

which incest occurs than

an incest victim who is herself being terrorized
to protect her children from the same abuser

<Gilgun, 1984; Hanks & Rosenbaum. 1917; Sink. 1988; Truesdell. McNeil & Deschner.
1986) In addition, this finding

indicates that some child victims of se:wal abuse

s
are doubly traumatized by having witnessed the physical and
their mother <Hanks. 1989; StuUman, Schoenenberger & Huts.

abuse of
&cause of the

complextities of the family dynamics involved and the likelihood
violence exist within the same famHy system. I recommend that
involved personnel include information about the prevalence,

forms of
all
and

interrelationships of .ill forms of violence within the family.

Assessing the Veractiy of Allegations Qf ~hild Suual Abuse.
allegations do occur, it is important not to overemphasize such cases at

risk of

denying the reality of abuse. False allegat.ions should not be confused

allegations

which cannot be substantiated. Truly falsified, vindictive allegations are

my

experience very rare and an experienced evaluator is unlikely to be deceived by them.
expedally when very young children are involved.
Additionally. professionals should not automatically suspect fabrication because
of the context or nature of the allegations. We do a grave disservice to children who
have actually been abused by reflexively doubting disclosures made

divorce

proceedings or disclosures that seem unbelievable because the behavior described is so
bizarre or repugnant.
Finally, there are many cases in which abuse has probably occurred but
adequate evidence is not immediately available. In these cases it is important to protect
the child from further abuse. from reta.Hat.ion and from being silenced or forced to
retract either due to internal guilt or external intimidation. This requires the
continuous presence of a supervising adult who is not related to or involved with the
aHeeed perpetrator,

The Role of the Mother/ AHeaatjons of Collusion and fabrication. The mothers is most
often the person in the family responsible for protecting the chHd, enlisting

v

appropritate

on

contact

for
she
that she has

responsible

responsible for

the abuse

social
same.

by

over

spouse

In ........"'..."'""
blaming and ........,..,u....
person on the front
office visits to the

resistance,

is the

home visits and
contacts are

7
often emolionaUy traumatizing. time consuming. exhausting, and financially
burdensome The mother also simultaneously lives in the home with

abused child

who is manifesting the traumatic psychological and behavioral emotional sequelae
described above. She is the primary adult buffering and mediating the traumatizing
impact of the systems' interventions on the life of the individuaJ .... ,u,,.,.., ... child and the
family as a unit (which often includes distraught siblings). She is

the primary

adult responsible for confronting the denial of the alleged abuser.
We should never forget that such a formidable task can only be accomplished by a
mother who has adequate emotional support herself. As one mother anxiously shared
with me during her initial telephone contact. "I have a masters degree

business

administration. but no one ever taught me how to handle my daughter's molesta.t.ion".

The Trauma That Neyer Goes Ayay, The long term traumatic psychological aftermath
of childhood sexual abuse has been well documented in studies of child and adult
psychiatric populations. (Gelinas. 1983: Herman. 1986; jacobson. Koehler & jonesBrown. 1987). Childhood sexual abuse is a common thread throughout the psychiatric
and psychological literature devoted to the adult psychological disorders of delayed
onset post-traumatic stress disorder. dissociative disorders . eating disorders.
alcohol/substance abuse and multiple personality disorders <Gelinas. 1983: Ulman &
Brothers. 1989; van der Kolt. 1987). One adult incest survivor poignantly described to
me her emotional legacy saying "The trauma never goes away ·- it only
intermiuenUy recedes from consciousness". The fact that intrafamiHal sexual abuse
(or an allegation of sexual abuse) occurred will forever be a fact in the life history of
the family and in the personal histories of the individuals involved
Hence, we must remain vigilant in our attempts to ameliorate the inherent
psychological trauma of intrafamilial sexual abuse by not compoundina it with societal
interventions which. although implemented with the intention of safe suarding the

best interest of the child, may be experienced by the child and his/her family
members as additional trauma
force on family Relations Court

that caveat in mind. l would like t.o thank
the opportunity

Task

share my views and experiences

with you today. 1 applaud your efforts and wish you well in your thoughtful attempts to

confront this lons denied problem within our society.
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;1 lncnd to Children

()nee
volunteers are trained to he a
child'::. V\'H c 1n court. They learn about courtroom
procedure. the ~O( 1al ~C'fVI< c and JUVCntle court
'>V.~tcrm. and the
1al needs of children who
have been
~md neglected

to meet program coste.

It takes ah< 111t 10 t(\ l ">hours a month to be a
C/\SA volunteer it~ hard work, and very gratify.
l!lg If ym,
JrJtcre~tcd (on wet The Marin CA::,A
Pmllrarn. J:I2IJ Second Street, San RaJad C\.
I 'l) ''· ' 9"> 'i'i

who
1r1 i\Lnin lia'
home
in
I ifc ol

5-100

c f,lr

ORDER APPOINTING SPECIAL CHILD

rate

Child's Name

f

Court f

arinq
B

Child

t

te

I. The above named minor is the subJect of a curcen

action.

t

II. It is hereby ordered that
A.

A Special Advoca:e ce 3ppo:~ted t~ be
facil1tate lmp1emeGtatlOn o~ court orders.

B.

The Special Advocate is requested to:
l.

e :::h1ld and

Offer the chi:d support and assistance.

2
J.

Superv1se v1s1ts.

4.

Supervise and/or facilitate transfer of

).

C.

Prov:..d·~

lntor:;o.atl:Jrl t::: :he

0pe:at1

~

~f

t~e

r:.)urt

regardi

:~stc~y/~1s:tat~on

6.

Report obsecvat1ons of the results o
to the Court or mediation staff.

7.

Respe

The •dvocate be a
499-6699/499-6813.

f~:~

t~e

:ASA

the

actual

pla

an

all areas of confidentiality per
~c:nted

ild for visits.

Prngra~

of

ssessment

d1re~tly

ininq to the case.
lrln. phone

III. As an officer of the Court. the CASA 1s hereby qranted
thority to review
court documents, mediat1on 1nformat1on and evaluat1ons relating to the
Court action.
I

.,y

The CAS .."\ Pr c g r a~ s h"' : ~ :: ; : •; >:· n ' "'as·:;:: ~: ~ e :· :: t 1 <:: e by
)ud:c:al hear1ngs. iepos::lons ~~ ~-d:cla! confer nces
CASA Program can be ma1led cr del1vered to the Mar1n CA
St., San Rafael, CA 94901.

Judge/Comm

y who sha!l s:ned
Wr~tten

Program,

no:ice to the
1320 Second

oner

Superior Cour , Marin County

CASA PROGRAM Of MARIN
FAMILY SUPPORT COMPONENT
The Family Support Component of CASA offers support serv!ces or o le who have divorced
or are divorcing and are attempting to establ1sh an effective plan for co-parentlnq. The
goal is to asaist in 1mplementat1cn of a custody/medlatlon pl
and to make the plan on
paper a funct1onal reality.
Med1at1on

Service~

S1nce

1961, California law requ1res parents 1n conflict
r
their disputes before go1ng to court. The 1ntent
between parents that allows ch1ldren cont1nu1ng contact w1th bot
the parents' d1vorce.

mediate

s ody and v1s1tation to
ncourage an agreement
a ents during and after

fifty percent of marriages 1n Mar1n County end in d1vorce.
eventy percent 1nvolve
children under the age of twelve. Of these seventy percent, ten pe ent w1ll have disputes
concerning custody and v1s1tat:on. Co~~ty ~ed1at1on staff serv1ces that ten percent. Its
object is to reduce the number
f
contested custody court "b tles." There are f1·:e
mediators work1ng withln the Pr bat1on Department who serve approxlmately 400 to 5CO
families per year.

MEDIATION PROCESS
Onentat1on

Meeti.n~

explai~s the med1at1on process. g1ves an overv1ew of th
on children and the lmpcrtance of cooperatively ma1nta1ninq
parent with the ch1ldren.

Tha Hed:ator

effects of separat1an
relationshlP of each

Med1at1on Sessions
Both parents meet with the med1ator, who evaluates thelr posit1o
and their ability to
negot1ate a reasonable settlement
Parents may have up to three sess1ons. The mediator
rarely sees the ch1ldren at this phase. The work and a;reement 1s between the parents.

CASA may be asked to part1c1pate 1n a prel m1 a y v s1tation plan. b;
:ASA ~olunteer to superv1se the v1s1t a~dior prepare ~~e parents and chlldre~
for the vilHt and "deboef" them afterwards.

At th1s
assignlng

pol~~

a

Settlement Conference

If a settls~ent is not reached in three to five med1at1on sessions
settlement conference
is held.
The meeting lS 1nbrmal. ''off the record" w1th the J
, parents, medutor.
attorneys and CASA volunteer present.
elder ch1ldren also somet mes partic1pate. The
Judge lets parents know the cost, ~onetary and psychologlcal, of further court act1on at
th1s t1me.
About 25\ of the med1at1on cases go to settle~ent. About 95\ of these settle
at this conference.

2

Support Component

t
is point the CASA volunteer may be asked to help implement the VlSltatlon dec1s1on or
to cont1nue w1th :heir prev1ous 1nvolvement.

If no se tlement is reached at the conference, the medlator conducts an evaluatlon.
Evaluation

is
nvo:ves
1ntense investigatlon. home v1s1ts. collaboratlve 1nformation, CASA
consult tion. school assessments
etc .. by the ~ed1atcr. The evaluat1cn can take a week
to three months.
Meanwh1le, the parents ar~ to comply w1th the temporary arrangement
ordered by the Judge.
Second Settlement Conference

The Jud<Je rev1ews the med1ator's evaluation and CASA volunteer's report. The parents get
some idea of how th1ngs may be settled 1n court. About 38\ of these cases are settled 1
thlS
second settlement conference. There 1s pressure to settie voluntar1ly to avo1d ~ore
lit
ion.

tlement agreements may require that the CASA

vol~nteer

rerra1n involved to help implement
plan.
The CASA volunteer can help ensure that the ch1ld experler.:es stab1l1ty and
ont1nuity of relat1onsh1p w1th both ~arents untll all have gotten through th1s d1ff1cult
t-divorce per1od of mourning and adJustment to losses.

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIATOR
The mediator's role 1s to negot1ate the parents' d1spuce and to work toward the best
esult available for the ch1ld. They work mostly or exclus1ve:y w1tn the parents.
attempt to:

1.

Reduce anxiety
problems.

between

Reduce communicat1on
problem-solving.
3~

parents, offer a safe arena for representing and worKing out

problems

by

def1n1nq

1ssues

clearly

and model1ng effectlve

Explore alternative custody or visitation arrangements.
goal is to reach agreements and prov1de a model for resolv1ng confl1cts 1n the future.

Often mediators educate parents about chlldren's responses to d1vorce and what the
ch ldren's special parenting needs are. The med1ator's JOb 1s to a1d parents 1n developlng
a successful co-parenting relationshlp. The med1ator is pr1~ar1ly concerned w1th presenr
,and future behavior, rather than resolut1on of past confl1cts. Thelr goal is to help
parents make a conscious declsion to separate thelr issues as a couple from the1r 1ssues
as parents.

1mily Support Component

3

THEmE_OLE OF THE CASJ\

The role of the CASA is to:
1.

Support
thro~gh

2.

the ch1ld bet re.

d~~1~~

a~d

1fter v1s1ts an

sc

_t

tte parent's efforts

encouragement, praise, ana sympathy.

stan- to the child's and each parent's concerns ani prcbl

'vfith the plan.

la

work.

3.

Ass1st - !he ;arents to develop steps

4

Intervene - w1th

5.

Facilitate - communicatior. between parents and between pa ent

6.

Link - the parents with support services tor themselves and the ch1ld .

..,

problem-so:~l~

t

techn1~ues.

'.

0 b s e r v e - t h e p a r e n t s ' a nd t ;, e c n 1 l ::l i r e

8.

Re~ort

9.

Develop - a relationship with the child.

10.

PresE-nt

1 .

Monrtor - compllance w1th the plan.

- the progress and

~he

ey can take to ma

proble~s

J '

s t e h a n o r a :-; d

1 nt

to the med1ator and the

e

child.

: t 1 on .

ud e

child's exper1erce of the Court's orders.

developing a safe, trust
relat1onsh1p w1th the chrld. th
A volunteer can gu1de
child throu9h the unpredictable ups and downs of changing
lationships. The CASA
volunteer can introduce the ch1ld to var1ous strangers he must mee . i.e , the therapist.
the Judge.
The CASA vo!unteer can be present dur1ng d1ff1cult e t1cnal transrtions tc
act 11 a natural. non-Judgemental tufrer an1 s~ur~e cf support.
By

the

By relat1ng to each parent as a separate ent1ty 1n the ch1ld's l fe, ~he CASA volunteer
anticipates that each parent Wlll establlsh an 1ndependent, healt y relatlonshlp Wlth the
child.
Drvorce and c~stody battles can be very acri~on1ous. It can be an 1mmensely painful time
f~r
parents and ch:ldren.
Tnere 1s ~:~~er~ess fr
the loss
d a sense of betrayal.
Often ;~rents f~el a need
~a~~ ::~e 1~1 ; ·s3ess1?r :t the
r:1d. These 1ssues are
often C?~pllcated by pa~holo91 al beha~lcr :n t~e par· c! e1ther or oath ~arents.
By developing a close, working relat1onship w1th the parents by be1ng there as an advocate
fer the child, the CASA volunteer can be the one person who can influence and moderate the
parents
behav1or.
The CASA volunteer can ~rov:de a wealth of pract1ca! 1nformat1on fro~
long term ocserva:1on of the ~arent ~arer~ 1~d ~arent-chlld 1nter :t~ons. thus br1ng1ng a
valuable report t: the JJdge, who :s dec:1:~~ the :h1ld's future.

SUPERVISED VISITATION
The goals of CASA supervised visitation are as follows:

1.

The ch1ld 1s phys1cally safe.

2.

. e ch1ld 1s protected from d1scuss:ons or behav:or that may cause
stress or be harmful emot1onally.
The child is supported 1n h1s/her desire to enJOY the visit Wlth the
parent.

The CASA vclunteer may prov1de :nformat1on to the court and med1ation staff to
a1d the court 1n declSlon-maklng.
In order to safeguard the ch1ld during the v1sit, these rules are to be followed:
1.

The visit with the ch1ldren
pr1or approval 1s g1ven.

s to be w1th the parent only, unless

2.

The parent may :nv:te. bu: may not demand
other phys1cal contact w:th the ch:ld.

3.

The parent and ch1ld may not be alone together or engage in whispered
conversations.

4.

No negat1ve r8marks or references of any k1nd ~ay be made about the
other parent, or about any aspect of the ch:ld's l1fe w1th the other
parent.

5.

focus of t
visit and conversation is to be on the present 1n
order to avo1d reference to past problems or ant1c1pation of future
e ents whlch may be uncerta:n.

6.

No prom1ses are to be made to che ch1ld wh1ch are not real1stic.

any hugg:ng, k1ss1ng or

If the visit is too stressful, either emot1onally or phys1cally, for the child,
the vislt may be term1nated at the d1scret1on of the CASA volunteer.

CASA PROGRAM - FAM:LY SUPPORT

~''' Situation

l.

One parent

as no contact with child(ren).

2.

Court ordered supervised visitation.

3.

Independent observation of ch1ld's situation
others.

4·.

Court ordered transfer to be

1.

facilitate contact.

2.

Arrange viSl ts.

3.

Arrange phone calls.

4.

Supervise vlsits.

5.

Supervise transfer.

6.

facilitate transfer.

7.

Facili•ate child's long distance commun1cation with non-custodial parent.

8.

Assist parents in arranging visits or phone calls themselves.

3.

Facilitate reacquaintance of child(ren) with parent.

10.

~cdel

11.

Ass1st parent in dealing with anger and other issues that are interfering with
parental cooperation and good parent1ng.

12.

Assess non-custodial parent's appropr1ateness w1th child.

i3.

Prepare child to enable healthy contact.

14.

Provide feedback to court and mediation staff as requested.

15.

Assess child's reaction to custodial d1spute.

:~1

requested

court, mediation staft.

acilitated and/or superv1sed.

good parentlng.

Succe3sful Outcomes

1.

Child has regular, healthy contact with both parents.

2.

Parents are able to independently arrange a v1sitation and commun1cation schedule.

3.

Parents' mutual acceptance of the other's parenting role.

- FAMILY SUPPORT
2

thy contact.

L

Amount of contact, visits, phone calls, etc.
b.

Observe transition behavior before and after contact.

c.

Observe visit behavior before, durinq and after.

d.

Note child's unsolicited comments regarding vi its.

e.

Is there a reqular schedule for v1s1ts?

1)

Is it followed consistently?
time?

For what
f

Note

rvations of

ild by famlly members, teachers, others.

independently arrange contact.

2

there a
( 1)

How

IIIU

a.

tor parent arranged visits and transfer?
it

anee

in effect?

ot

's parenting roles.

Does each parent cooperate with visitation arranQement?

(1)

What difficulties are there?

b.

Does each parent refrain from discuss1nq the other in
ld?

c.

Does each refrain from discussinQ custody dispute in front of or with child?

d.

Does each parent have a posltlve attltude about the child's contact with the
other?

(1)

Do they communicate this to child?

ne~ative

terms in front of

::es)

' 1

th s

~s

when CASA comes to the rescue.

e Superi r Cuort

As

teers

assist in

t

Judg~

disput~J

presiding o

ch1~J

custo
e

z..lua~-:;le

c:h1.ld visitati.on,

rov

ir.£orL:.-::iticrt ir: t:--:e Glsses ~ent of pd_r

r

Juvenile

c ses.

As an

ed me with
and child

interaction.
We in :-:ar:tr.

Cc;tF:

/

ll1

are for tun te r:o have

o many capable,

ir~gly

nd their energies

g '.'e their time
r~

/
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MARIN

PROGR M

F A.HI LY SUPPORT COH?ONENT
PROGR/1.11 DESCRIPTION

The

Family

has

Support Compunent of the Marin CASA Frog

CwO

primary functions:
1.

To provide short term
three to six mont
sup
famjlies
who
need assistance in implement ng
divorce child custody/\·is!catlon co,.;rt orders,
t.)

services
heir post

rt

To provide a sistance to far:dlies who
nab
to arrive
2'
a::
a
satisfactor custody/visitation arrangement
through
the
nor::1a1
r.1ediacion
oru;·ess.
'.,cHki:.g
in coordinat
with the
mediation services a:~·j JuCgt's hearing the case,
CAS
provides
hort
terrr. worK with ti"'.e fd::1i1ies in question o assess
their
parenting cf!pabilities a
.·'eir abil~ty to ;..rork
"'operacively
toward preserving t:he c.1J ld's relationship with each parent.
Reports of our wori<. ..;ith the families is made to the court
and
mediation services so that our experience can be used 1n helping
the court develop the most effective custody/visication orders.
Stat sties on dJ·:or
;evea] Lhat al::.oot
50/; of all
rriages in
."Larin County end 1n .jfvorce.
Research also re;;eals that children
who are victims of hi~h conftict divorce suffe severe emotional
tra,_:r.Ja which ofte:1 i:::raccs the rest of tneir lives.
The children
irr.·o:ved ln these hjg.-:1y con:ested custody batt es arc
"silent"
\'lctims of abuse and neglect wh<) are give;J very lJttle ,.J.ttentio:.
t n r o c; g h
t h e d i v o r c e p r o c e s ::, •
.. _ i s t n e i n t e n t 1 o n o f
the
CAS A
Program to prov1Je dn intervention into the divorce pr cess which
i s
c h i l d f o c u sed a r; d w n i c h ..... i l L c; r, :1 e r s co r e t h e
ed s
of
the
children 1:-, the divorce settle:nent ..Jhi.ch is ordered
the court
system.
The following
is a ?ar~1al list of
the duties
and
functions which the CASA Pro~ram may provide within this
?rogram

component:
1.

Supervision u: parent/chJld visits Jf
here is a question of
risk to the child or ::<2ed fJr c::;ective r)bservations of
parent/child interaction.

2.

!Jork directly wHh the parents to problem solve any conflicts
which arise over the custody/visitation issue.

3.

Offer supportiq: triends':lp to :he parents and children
are trying to :nake a c!fficult slt~ation work better •

..

,

·,.;ho

4.

Offer information to the Judge and mediation staff who are
working with the family which will help them to better
understanding the needs of the situation.

5.

Provide information to the parents on chile development
issues which would help them to better ~nde tand the needs
of their children during the crisis period of a divorce.

6.

Suggest other support services in the community which may be
of help to the parents or children.

7,

Consult with other professionals who are involved with the
family and/or children in order to coordinate professional
responsibilities and tasks.

CAS~

PROGRAM Of HARIN

FAMILY SUPPORT COMPONENT
The Fam1ly Support Component of CASA offers support services
or are divorcing and are attempting to establish an effect1ve
goal is to assist in implementatior. of a custody/ffiediation pla
paper a functional reality.

p es ~~o ha1P divorced
or co-parenting. The
nd to make the plan or.

Med1at1on Services
Since 1981, California law requaes parents :n confl.ict
mediate their disputes before going to court. T~e 1~tent 1s t
between parents that allows ch1ldren cont1nuing :0ntact Wlth both
the parents' divorce.

and visitation to
ncourage an agreement
ents during and after

percent of marriages in Marl
County end in divorce.
venty percent involve
children under the age of twelve. Of these seventy percent, ten per nt w1ll have dispute£
concern1n1 custody and vis1tat1 ~- :~u~ty Med1at1on staff ser 1ce
hat ten percent. Its
o b j e c t 1 s to reduce the numb e r of con t e s t e d c us to d y co u r t "b a t l e s . " There are t 1 v ~;
mediators work1ng within the Proba 1cn Department who serve approx1mately 400 to 500
families per year.
flfty

tlEDIATION PROCESS
Or1entat1on Meeting
The Mediator expla1ns the med1at1on ~recess. g1ves an overv1ew f th effects of separation
on children and the importance of cooperat1vely ma1ntaining th relationshlp of each
par~nt with the children.
Mediat1on Sessions
Both

parents meet with the mediator. who evaluates thelr pos1t1ons and their ab1lity to
a reasonable settlement. Parents may have up to three s ss ons. The med1ator
rarely s es the children at this phas0. The work and agreement is between the parents.
negotiat~

At this point CASA may be asked tc partic1pate 1n a prel1m1nary v1s1tation plan, by
ass1gn1ng a CASA volunteer to superv1se the v1s1t and/or prepare ~h parents and children
fc.:r the visit, and ''debnef" them at terwards.
Settlement Conference
If a settlement 1s not reached 1n three t f1ve med1at1on sessions, a settiement conference
:s held.
Tr.e meeting 1s lnforma~. "off the re:::ord" w1th the Judg . parents. mediator.
attorneys and CASA volunteer presen~.
0lder ch1ldren also somet1mes partic1pate. The
Judge lets parents know the cost, mo~ecary and psychologlcal, of further court act1on at
th1s time.
About 25% of the med1atlon ases go to settlement. About 95% of these settle
at this conference.

t

poi t the CASA volunteer may be asked to help implement the v1sitat1on decision or
ue with their prev1ous :~ olve~ent.

o

If no s

tleroent ls reached at the conference, the mediator conducts an evaluation.
Evaluation
intense investigatlon, home vislts. collaborat1ve 1nformation. CASA
school assessments. etc .. by t e ~ed1ator. The evaluat1on can take a week
months.
Meanwh1le. the ~arents are to co~~:y w1th the temporary arrangeme~t
the Judge.
s

is
:ens

o

three
red

Second Settlement Conference
e
1

eviews the mediator's evaluation and CASA volun eer's report. The parents get
th1ngs may be settled 1 court. About 98% o~ these cases are settled 1n
second settlement conference. There :s pressure to set~ie voiuntar:ly to avold ~ore
e
a

f how

l i 1gat

agreements may require that the CASA volunteer remain involved to help implement
The CASA volunteer ca
elp ensure that the ch:ld exper1ences stab1lity and
relat1onsh1p w1th both paren:s ntll all have ;etten through this d1ff1cult
per
of mourn1ng and adJuStment to losses.

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIATOR
1

media
's role ~s to neqotlate the parents' dlsp~ e and to work toward the best
lt available for the ch1ld. They work ~ostly or exclus1ve~ w1th the parents.

to:
ety

between

Redu e communicat1on
problem-solvlng.

parents, offer a safe arena for representing and working out

proble~s

Cy

def:n1ng

1ssues

clearly

acd model1ng effectlve

alternative custody or visitation arrangements.
al is to reach agreements and prov1de a model for resolv1ng confl1cts 1n the future.
n med1ators educate parents about ch1ldren's responses to d1vorce and what the
ldren's spec1a parenting needs are. The med1ator's JOb 1s to a1d parents 1n developing
uccessful co-parenting relationshlp. The med1ator is pr1~ar1ly concerned w1th present
uture behavior, rather than resolution of past confl1cts. The1r goal is to help
make a conscious decision to separate the1r issues as a couple from their issues

~~mily

Supper~

3

Component

The role of the CASA is to.
1.

2.

Support
the child before, dur1 g and after v1s1ts and
throuqh encouragement, praise. ~nd sympathy.

st

to the child's

and~

ch pa ent's concerns

th the plan.

and p

lan work.

3.

Ass1st - the parents

4.

Intervene - with problem-solvlllg techn1ques.

5.

Facilitate - communication between parents and between pa ent

6.

Link - the parents w1th support 3erv1ces for themselves and the child.

t~

develop steps

the parent's efforts

u

0 b s e r ve - t n 0 p a r en t s ' an d

r.

t~ey

c f! 1 l d : r e :. ; ' s

8.

Report - the progress and probl

9.

Develop - a relationship w1th the

l0.

P r e s en t ·· ': he c h i l d ' s e x p e r : e ;. '.: e

11.

Mon1tcr - comp!iance with the plan.

can take

t~

reak

hav1ct 3nd

h

n

nd ch1ld.

ra t1on.

:o the med1ator and the JUdge.

~s

~hild.
~

f

t

h e Co u rt ' s

r de r s .

By developing a safe, trusting relat1onsh1p w1th the child. the CASA volunteer can guide
the chi~d trrough the unpred1ctab:e ups and downs of changi g relationships. The CASA
volunteet ca~ 1ntroduce the ch1ld tc var1cus stranq~rs he must m t 1.e., the theraplst,
,JuC;t;:.
The CASA volunteer ~an ~~ present durlng d1ff1cu t e t1onal transltions to
as a ne:ural, n~n-Judge~ental b ffe. and source of support.
!:ly

relat

anticlpates
::!-.ild.

to each parent as a separate ent1ty ~n the child's l1fe, the CASA volunteer
that each parent w1ll establ1sh an 1ndependent, healthy relationship Wlth the

1vorce ctnd c~ tody battles ca~ o ~ery acr1~0n1ous. !t can be an Immensely painful time
for parents a
chll1ren.
Tn~re
1s bitterness from t~e loss and a sense of betrayal.
ften paren
fee
a need rc ha~ love 3nd p:ssess1on of he c~1ld. These issues ~re
often oropl1~a~ed bi patholog1cal btha 1or on the part of e1ther or
th parents.

B

developing a close, working relat1onsh1p w1th the parents by being there as an advocate
tor the chil~ the CASA volun~eer ca~ ~e the one p~rson who can 1nfluence and moderate the
pa ents' tehav1cr.
The CASA v !~n~~er ·an ~rov:Je a wealth of prac~1ca: 1nformation from
ong term observa:1on of the ar~nt-~aren~ and parent-chlld ~ :erac 1ons. thus brlnging a
valuable repcrt to the judge, who lS aec1d1~g the chlld's future.

SUPERVISED VISITATION
visitation are as follows:

CASA

The Chlld
2.

lS

safe.

s1call

The ch1ld 1s protected from d1scuss:ons or behav:or that may cause
stress or be harmful emotionally.

The child is supported 1n his/her desire to enJOY the visit with the
parent.
C SA v lunteer may prov1d
1nfJr~a::o
aid the ccurt 1n declslon-maklng.

In

tc the

a~d

~edlat:on

staff to

to safequard the child dur1ng the visit, these rules are to be followed:
The vi 1t w1th the ch1ldren 1s to be w1th the parent only, unless
rior approval 1s g1ven.

2

e parent ~a 1 v_:e but may n~t demand, any h gg1ng, k1ss1ng or
other
1cal contact w1th the ch1ld.

parent and

ild may

t

be alone together or engage in whispered

conversations.
negat1ve rerna ks r
e parent, r abou
parent.
N

r~fe

0

a~y

nces f any k1nd ~ay be ~ade about the
aspect of the ch1: ·s l1fe with the other

The focus of he visit and conversation is to be on the present in
r er to avoi reference to past problems or antlc1pat1on of future
vents h1c ~a be u -e •a:n.
6.
f

t

No pr

1ses are to be rna e

o the ch1ld wh1ch are not real1st1c.

sit is too stressful, either emot1onally or phys1cally, for the ch1ld,
VlSlt may be terminated at the d1scretion of the CASA volunteer.

CASA PROGRAM - FAMILY SUPPORT

<;ase Si t\!a tion

1.

One parent has no contac

2.

Court ordered supervised visitation.

w1th child\renl.

Independent observation of ch1ld's situation is reque ted
others.

4.

Court ordered transfer to be facil1tated and/or superv1sed.

1.

Facilitate contact.

2.

Ananqe vis1 ts.

3.

Arrange phone calls.

4.

Supervise visits.

5.

Superv1se transfer.

6.

Facilitate transfer.
Facilitate child's long distance

communica~ion

with non-cust

8.

Assist parents in arranging v1sits or phcne calls themselves.

9.

Facilitate reacquaintance of chlldlrenl w1th parent.

10.

Model 100d parenting.

11.

Ass~st

12.

Assess non-custodial parent's apprcpr1ateness w1th child.

13.

Prepare child to enable healthy contact.

14.

Provide feedback to court and mediation staff as requested.

15.

Assess child

parent in dealing with anger and other issues that are
parental cocperation and good parent1ng.

~.usful

1

S

ourt. mediation staff,

ial parent.

nterfering with

reaction to custodial d1spute.

Outcomes

Child has regular, healthy contact with both parents.
~aren~s

J.

are able to independently arrange a v1s1tation and communication schedule.

Parents' mutual acceptance of the other's parenting role.

..

contact.

heal

1

a.

sits, phone calls, etc.

Amount of contact,

fore and after contact.

Obs rve transition behavior

visit behavior before, durinq and after.
Not

e.

Is there a regular schedule for visits?
consistently?

it foll

!

For
Note

period of t
of child

?

family members, teachers, others.

Parents

tly arrange contact.

a.

an for parent arranged visits and transfer?

Is t

How
(2)
3.

comments regarding visits.

ld's unsolicit

d.

Is it

Pa ents' mut
Does
(1)
b.

effect?

i
1

acceptance of the other's parentlng roles.

ach parent cooperate with visitation arrangement?
W'hat

ff culties are there?

Does each parent refrain from d1scuss1nq the other 1n negative terms in front of
the child?
Does each refrain from discussing custody dispute 1n front of or with chi

d.

?

Does each parent have a positive attitude about the child's contact with the
r?
(1)

Do they communicate this to child?

s)

~s

whe~

.~ s

t l1 e

r• in

CA A

co~e

Sup e r i c r

Ma~in

volunteers :o

i~ ~J or t

c:u

J u d be p r e s i d i

County, I have
s' ist: in di

r1

o

ed CASA

~~~y

~1tcd

c.:ven i le

h ld

c se

Ll

pr

.

ed me

As an
th

nnd child
intcr;:>ction.
J

capable,

MARir\J

PROGRA

FAMILY SCPPORT COMPONENT
PROGR~~

DESCKIPTION

The Family Suppor:: Component of the Marin
primary functions:
1.
to

C~S

am has

r

To provide short term (three to six mont
families who need assis::ance in impleme

c

services
heir

post

divorce child custody/visitatlon rourt orders.
prov1de assistance t:; fa:r.l !.i.es w[-,o
satisfactory custod /visltat!~n
;1orma l
mediation process.
medj cit ion
services and ~:udf':t>'> hea ri L)l \""
2.
at

To

u

a

;;e,

term work
it.h t;;e tami1it~s ~~ ,j 1Jt?:-:~iort to
par"' ting
rapabJlJ:Je;
, d r:.cJ~· a'clil!t:; to w:rk
toward
preserv;ng
: . _. ch;~.~:-·~~~ re1c1tiunsl-:i?
with

ble to arrive
i1 rough
the
w t h
the
prvvldes

their

no

Repocts of our w·c:·r.
mediation servi es s
the court develop the
Stat~stics

~·1~:1

-

ta::·Jlies is madr; :o
our
ex;H:rje
,·e can DP us
Cit
st effective custody/vis1tat

,(/pe ra c i ve ly
',',ich

pdrent.

court

c;e

and

r.elp.tn 1~

c

de rs.

eal that dlmost 50% of al
rr1ages in
Research a:so reveals t a t children
nflict dl~0rce s~ffer se ;· re emot iona 1
tra-.:r:1a which often lmr;acts the rest of ttleir li
"''
The crlldren
invulved :;, these ':i!i£:lly contested cus ody ba~tles
"silent"
\'JrtJms of aLuse a~1d nee,lect wno are given ver lJ
attention
ti-.rough the divorce process.
It is the 1nt.en::.io of
the CASA
Program to provide an intervention into the divorce process whic~
JS
child focused anJ which ~ill underscore the needs of the
children in the aivJrce settlement which is ordered
tne
court
s 1 stem.
The f o l l o ~ J :;g is a partial list of
the duties and
f~nctions wh!ch the CASA Pro~rarn may provide within this
program
;A,ar

:1

on d1vorce

Count:y end in d ·:orce.

c,>t::lronent:

1.

Supervisio;, of parent/ch1lu visits if Lhere Js a question of

risk to the child or need fur objective observations of
arent/chi lei ir~teracti::Jn.

cor,: l i cts

2.

'Jork directly .... ~th ::he ;'arents co pr.Jblem solve
vlhich arise over the rust0 /visitation iss·.; ,

3,

ffer supportive !:'riendship to the parents and c ildren
are trying to ~ake a ditficult situation work b~tter.

~If i -~I

1
',

•

I,

'

who

4.

Offer information to the Judge and mediation staff who are
working with the family which will help them to better
understanding the needs of the situation.

5.

Provide information to the parents on chile development
issues which would help them to better understand the needs
of their children during the crisis period of a divorce.

6.

Suggest other support services in the community which may be
of help to the parents or children.

7.

Consult with other professionals who are involved with the
family and/or children in order to coordinate professional
responsibilities and tasks.
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Relations

I am a retired lawyer, and now volunteer child advocate
for Coleman Advocates for Children & Youth
San
Francisco. After admission to the Bar
196 , I became
active in the Barristers Club and Bar Assoc
ion of San
Francisco. Juvenile Court Committees were
by these
organizations, and the Barristers set
a
of
volunteer lawyers who represented parents and occasionally
children in abuse/neglect proceedings
San Francisco
Juvenile Court. I was the Chair of that
and later
also chaired both the Barristers and
Bar Committees.
I founded and later chaired the State Bar's Juvenile Court
Committee. In 1970 I started work as a staff attorney at
the Youth Law Center; when it was renamed National Center
for Youth Law in 1978 I became Executive Director. On leave
of absence in 1975, I served as special counsel to the
Assembly Criminal Justice Committee in Sacramento regarding
juvenile justice matters and in 1976 as a co-founder and
staff attorney with Legal Services for Children in San
Francisco. In 1975, I co-founded Coleman Advocates for
Children & Youth, and have been a board member of that nonprofit organization ever since. Coleman advocates at all
levels of San Francisco City Government for improved
services for the City's children.
Over the years I have represented parents and children
in many juvenile court and guardianship matters. From 1982
to 1988 I was a partner of a small law firm which was
involved in numerous domestic relations matters including
child abuse situations.
Question 1
Yes. The advantages from the child's perspective are
set forth in the Child Victim Witness Study. Combining all
non-criminal aspects is also to the advantage of all the
other participants: parents, stepparents, guardians, foster
parents, and the lawyers for all these parties.

culianne Matveaux
ira Jkur
Suiu>ag, Palega
Carel Polk
Caro• Ann Rodgers
R,ta R Semel

E.xeewt.rve Dtrector
Brodk1r

Star rJVe,sner

From Coleman's perspective, the juvenile court
departments of superior courts are too often physically
isolated, occupy cramped and decrepit facilities, and serve
much too often as a kind of dumping ground for deputy DA's,
public defenders, and even judges. It is in the nature of
ATTACHMENT F

juvenile court that it is a court for poor families; second
class citizens, welfare recipients, persons of color who do
not have the resources (or so it is believed) to properly
raise their own children or find or pay for the services
their children may need when they get in trouble or their
families disintegrate. So depressing are the surroundings
and so inadequate are the resources of the juvenile court
that even the most idealistic professionals must fight a
daily battle against despair and burnout, a battle which
many lose and become cynical and punitive.
The point I wish to make is that ~here is an additional
reason to support the concept of a Family Relations Court
with integrated investigations. This would bring
proceedings for poor persons into the mainstream, where
there is a much higher possibility of decent resources and
fair and dignified treatment of family members.
Question 2
I agree that all non-criminal proceedings should take
place in the Family Relations Court. I would also include
criminal and juvenile delinquency proceedings in which the
victim is a family member.

cow~on whenever child abuse is
. In
abuse cases, there are often
simultaneous dependency and domestic relations proceedings,
both involving the issue of custody and visitation. If
there is just one proceeding, it will likely be in juvenile
court for poor families, and
domestic relations court
for middle class families. Sometimes the party who
anticipates losing custody in one court, will commence (or
get the authorities to commence) a proceeding in the other
court.

Question 4
Yes. As in the civil-juvenile overlap, there is
duplication of effort in the civil-criminal overlap. I
think we would have to experiment before concluding that
evidentiary hearings be combined, because of different
rules of evidence, different standards of proof, and
different interests at stake. But there could still be
2

savings, and also a better outcome, by comb ing
investigations. As noted above, I think delinquency and
criminal proceedings where the victim i
a
ly member
should be in the Family Relations Court.
Questions 9,11,12
Three years would be an appropriate
Relations Court. Training for judges
necessity. I am also concerned that jud
should not stay in such a court too
officer in a juvenile, family, mental
proceeding should be determining the
law as in any other case, not applying
theories of social work or psychology.
the problem of burnout.

a Family
ssioners is a
officers
udicial
or probate
and applying the
particular
, there is

Questions 14, 19
A Family Relations Court will be an attractive
assignment only if it is given at least the same level of
resources as the civil divisions, and I am here talking
only about the amenities of the courthouse, public areas,
law library, law clerks, and so forth. If the investigative
function is administered by the court, then the resources
must be much greater than in the civil divis
One aspect of this is that parties be
represented. I agree with the Task Force
recommendations on Child Advocacy. Children should be
represented by a trained attorney in every case. Funding
must be sufficient so that the same attorney may represent
the child in related proceedings and in dealings with
schools and community services, as the Task Force pointed
out. I would add a requirement that the attorney may not
withdraw from representation except with court approval.
Multiple Counties
It is not unusual to have multiple proceedings
affecting one family in different counties. For instance,
the domestic relations proceeding is in the county where
the father lives, and there is a dependency proceeding in
the county where the mother and children live. Because
there is suspected child abuse, the custody issue has to be
tried in both counties. While there are competing
3

interests, it is probably best to consolidate these
proceedings in the county where the children live.
-end-
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and Research
Transition in

I am speaking today as

representative of the Center for the Family in
Transition, which, over this past decade, has been
engaged in research on the effects of divorce on parents
and children, what makes for good

after

CCXJ'"t o1 Appea

t. tva·~ Me-~ ~;le·

v:::

lrv,ng P'1tli>ps V

D

Llf'tiY"efSrt1 0 1 :-d1:forma
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divorce, and preventive interventions.

The Executive

Director of the Center, Dr. Judith Wallerstein, is very

Fra11C1SCC

Ait>et1 J Sotr!! ~ D
Yale Uotverstty
Gu, E Swanson Ph D
U'>tllfi"St'> ::>1 Caltfomta Ben<eiE!\'

sorry she cannot be here today to testify personally.
First, a disclaimer. I am a sociologist and a
social worker, not a lawyer.

I have only worked in the

STAF>'
JuCl••""

S Walierstetn Pt" D
Exocutt.tf? Ovecro·

Jane•R Johnst.r. P'•U

courts for a very brief period of three months (as a
mediator with the S.F.

Family Court Services) , so I

01rector o' Re'::.earcrr

Cherv 'JandetWaa

M SW

Assoc1ate D•recro·

cannot speak with any intimate knowledge of the
structure and functioning of the court systems.

On the

other hand, my special expertise as a researcher and
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clinician is with families who are entrenched in custody and
visitation disputes.

Together with colleagues, I first conducted

a longitudinal study of 80 such families with 100 children,
between 1981 and 1986, in which we tried to understand why some
parents become locked into ongoing conflict with each other,
putting their children at grave risk, and what kinds of
interventions are effective in helping them.

The results of this

study are published in a book I coauthcred with Dr. Linda
Carnpbe~l,

entitled Impasses of Divorce, N.Y. Free Press (1988).

I

am currently involved in a second study, funded by the Judicial
Council of the State of California, for which the mandate is to
develop guidelines for the resolution of custody and visitation
disp~tes

where children have witnessed domestic violence between

their parents.

Hence the particular perspective I have is that of

a professional working with high conflict divorcing families, many
of whom are repeated users of the Family Court.
I wish to address my testimony to two issues:
1.

Concerns about joining the Family and Juvenile Courts under
the umbrella of a Family Relations Court.

2.

Concerns about the qualifications (training and experience)
of the proposed Child Interview Specialists.

With respect to the first issue, the philosophical stance and
approach of each of the two courts, Family and Juvenile, appear to
be very different.

The Family Court is largely a dispute

resolution forum operating under relatively few and fairly
discretionary rules, or laws.

The assumption appears to be that

Staterne~~

to Senate

Ta~k

F~rce
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divorcing parents have the right and the capaci
g~ve~

~he

opportunity, to organize their pr

way they choose.

s in whatever

1

The premise is that dissolut

doesn't give the State the right to interfere
arrange~ents

should be

f a marriage
the e

unless there is evidence that publ ely accepted

standards of child care are being violated.
The Juvenile Court, on the other hand, seems

function

primarily as a means by which the State can

to protect

chi:dren, where there have been significant questi

raised about

the capacity of parentsjguardians to care for,

, protect or

control their children.
There appears to be value in preserving this

ilosophical

distinction, which has important practical consequences for the
majority of users of the systems.

From our own

others'

research,l we estimate that Family Court mediators are helping

access as well as providing invaluable prevent

and educative

services, crisis counseling, and referrals to othe
resources.

In the majority of these cases, parenta

not under question.

community
capacity is

Two entirely adequate parents can have a

serious dispute after divorce when, for example, one parent wishes
to relo8ate across the country, essentially limiting the child's
access to the other parent.

"Good enough" parents can seriously

lcampbell, L.E.G., & Johnston, J.R. (1986). Impasse-Directed
mediation with high-conflict families in
disputes.
Behavioral Sciences & the Law, 4, 217-241.
Pearson, J., & Thoennes,~ (1984). Final report of the divorce
mediation research project. Association of Family &
Con8iliation Courts, Denver, Colorado.
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disagree on whether to send their child to a public or private
school, or in one or the other's neighborhood.

For most young

parer.ts, divorce is an entirely new and traumatic experience,
they are searching for

an~:

idance about a myriad of questions with

respect to what custody and visitation arrangements are best for
their 2, 3 or 4 year olds.

They need a dispute resolution forum,

unfettered by questions about their parenting capacities, which
reaffirms their responsibilities and rights to order their lives
in whatever v.·ay they choose.

Since we have no adeq'..Jate social

scier.ce data that can definitively indicate that certain custody
arrange~en~s

on

are better than others, the burden of proof should be

ing evidence that parents are not able to provide for

't.heir children.
On the other hand, for the majority of children and youth in
the Juvenile Court an interventionist stance is needed.

Serious

questions have arisen about the capacity of the family or the
community to protect and

for these children.

The court

needs clear standards for intervention, power to investigate,
author1ty to preempt parental rights, and resources to deploy on
the child's behalf.
apprcp~iately

The burden of proof in the Juvenile Court

seems to be upon producing evidence that

pare:-:ts;'guardians are indeed capable of managing their own affairs
and providing adequately for their children.
our fear is that, in merging the two courts, these important
and useful differences 1n philosophical approach will be lost.
There is the fear that the cases in Family Court will be
overshadowed and overwhelmed by the often devastating, urgent and

Statement t

cases of child neglect, abuse and del

seric~s

preventive and
Family
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Co~rt

g :L \'E: wa

The fear

ed~cat

ens of the

mediators with the majority of d

parents wi

to a more cursory, coercive style which

lves more

questioning of basic parental rights to sort out the r own
problems--and even to m3ke some mistakes while lea
Havi~g
~he

said this, I would now like to a

s_g~2ficant

~inority

do nL:

s~:~:e

re~ain

en~renched

their

these families,

s

of divorcing famil

dispu~es

20

with skilled med ati

in conflicts inside and out

de

one or both of the parents may be

to do so.
plight of
3 0%)

1

2 who

who
court.

In

logically

There may be allegations of substance abuse, physical
violence cetween parents, or ongoing verbal den

ion, fear,

avoidance of one another, and repeated struggles over the
This is the sub-population of children with whom I have
become most familiar over the past decade.
1rave r

~.~:.c

These ch ldren are at

for deve:;:;_;:-;::,en:.al skewing and emotional and behavioral
and

psychosomatic
I~
c~aract~

the

patholog~

:a~?-:.errn,

they are at serious risk for

s, the consequences of which will be visited
T~ese

reoei~e

pr~te~tio~

little

children at the p:esent time
they are not

in the Family Court,

eligitle for the services of the Juvenile Court.

:: :.: -" _ '"

' ·l · ,

~• ,

s~~nford

C~~ldren,

& Mn o o :~ 1 n ,

R.

(l 989 ,

S p r i ng ) .

Pre

Child Custody Project to the Stanf
Yo~th & Families, Stanford Universi

Let me describe

tations of the
Center for

T~F~
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Twe

r-old Elise has been
dispute s

ect of an ongoing

th~

she was two years old.

The

mothe~,

a

borderline-functioning woman, has filed upwards of 45 court

neglect.

The child has been subjected to four complete custody

evaluations, seven therapists, and three mediators.
been heard by numerous j

s.

continue to take place

every other weekend at the

ice station

often called to arbitrate.

The father, who

entire

adequate

, has

resources and stresses h s
, which

lat

s

her

, she

prov.:..de the long-terrr tbe

e to survive
on very poorly with

months or so and I

share his profound frustration, sadness and
He is not

throwr:

, wary child with

This father calls me every s

sol ut. 0:-:s to offer

new

's only stable home,

that was born o
Not

f

which drains his

is a

this situation.
her peers.

this case is an

to the po nt that h
the chi

jeopa
a hard, rr.an

and the police are

but not obtained any rel

from the court for the repeated 1

:marr_

ten years,

During the

es of the child between the

The case has

I

have no

a financial position to

that his child really needs.

It is

this sort of family situation in which the present Family Court is
not well equipped to protect the children.
If there are substantial allegations of abuse, molestation or
neglect, as well as divorce or a paternity suit, the case may be
heard in both the Family and Juvenile Courts.
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Chid

\~ctim

W1tness Judicial

Corrm1tte

1

r~:t~?lication

ana

la~k

of

coordination of effo.

lting from

tat is not only seriously failing to

syste~

I~eport,

:988) has documented the consequent

~cta~e~,

be

Advisor~

but may also

exacerbating the children's cliff

se~ic~sly

He have

seen many such cases during the tenure of our

any

th these

recor:r::-.e~'

Better coordinate the efforts of both

ly and

Provide for rapid and effective

protect

in marital dissolution cases wt

t:he parents'

fa1lure to a;ree places the child at ris

(including b1..:.t

c~ildren

~ot

lirnitej to using resources such

attorneys
~

wo~ld

f~r

t~e

court-appointed

child; court-mandat

, subsidized

unselin; f:r parents and children; and

'v/:-~.c

_

are

1

es;JC.; s ib.":.e for coordinating t:.h

l:kE to prorose that more broadly and

...i...ll

order that they

ca~

e·-managers
f

,_ts of all

learly defined

become eligible for

the St.a:E'; intervention, protection and resources normally
avai~at!e
fail~:e

to children 1n the Juvenile Court.

tc agree about their children

des~ite

Pare. ts' continued
the

forts of

Farri.ty C::;u.rt Serv:'..ce me:Hators should be appropriate criterion to
~cvr

t~e

3

burden of proof from showing that parents

re unfit, to
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show i r.g

seems

s of the

services of the
parties' capac

and mediation

e, educat
Court using

same criterion, i.e., the

and to ab

to

It also

the Juvenile Court to

cases

ate

ava

their children.

are able to provide f

tha~

the

made.

Finally, with regard to the second issue, I wish to raise
some concerns about the
Interview Specialist.

ficat

of the

There is a ser

(and one that is

'Jr dismissed)

that

new disciplines

not have their roots in

ional training and

ise of established
can

Some a

earn by exper

knowle

isc

Just as a surgeon cannot

practice surgery w

of the

child devel

and

child

and

cou .sel

prese:--.t

as wel
ch

es

0

as
for a Child

ion to the
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While many would agree with this standard in principle,

ln practice budgetary constraints and shortage of manpower often
dictate a compromise.
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TESTIMONY
SENATE TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS COURT

BY HERMA HILL KAY
SCHOOL OF LAW (BOALT HALL)
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
SAN FRANCISCO, OCTOBER 20, 1989

Lockyer,

Justice

appear before
today.
at

My
the

Boalt Hall).

the
name

King,

Senate

thank
Task

is Herma

University

of

you

Force

Hill

for
on

Kay.

California,

the

Family
I

am

a

Berkeley,

The testimony I present today does

represent an official position of the University
of the School of Law, and my title is given for

to address the proposal of the California Child
icial Advisory Committee that:

Courts of California should create a
Division grouping all civil child,
human relations oriented legal actions
division.
The Family Relations Division
coequal with the Civil and Criminal Divisions
supervising
judge
and
proportional
support. 1

Report of the California Child
Committee 9 (October 1988).

Victim

Witness

1
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I

offered

support this proposal.

twenty-three

years

::::::;::',mission on the Family,
serve.

i"i i

a

by

the

California

body on which

I

Governor's

had the honor to

want to outline that earlier proposal briefly today and

I

to tell you why I
the

ago

It is similar to a proposal

think the reasoning underlying it reinforces

recommendation

of

the

Advisory

Corruni ttee

on

Child Victim

tnesses.

The Governor's Commission on the Family was appointed
in 1966 by then Governor Edmund G. "Pat" Brown.

It is best known

for

the

its

reco~~endation

divorce,
t:.he

remove

fault

from

grounds

for

a recommendation that led to California's enactment of

nation's

remembered,

first

all

no-fault

perhaps,

Family Court as
over

to

is the

divorce

law

Commission's

in

proposal

part of the Superior Court,

matters

relating

to

the

1970.

family;

with

Less wellto create

a

jurisdiction

equipped

with

a

qualified professional staff to provide counseling and evaluative
services,

and headed by Judges with special ·training in family

law who would serve in the Family Court for terms of at least two
years.
court,

The no-fault divorce law was enacted without the Family
primarily

for

fiscal

reasons.

I

continue

to

believe,

however. that the Family Court proposal was a sound one, and that
its

implementation

would

have

justified

costs.

2

its

initial

start-up

-:·he
l

GovE~rnor

1

s

Commissior:

Court recommendation

on

for many
1

re
li

rom

the

Division:
present

Family

of the

the Advisory Committee s
Relations

the

current

inefficiency

overlapping

same

to

reasons

proposal

that
for

a

injustice

jurisdictions

affecting

Let me quote from

ssion's 1966 Final Report:

[T]he Commission has taken as its principal
the
development of a system of judicial
which
ll
deal with the troubles of a
family
in a
omprehensive way, and which will insofar as possible
uce the friction and destructive hostility which are
engendered by the present adversary process and the
concept of fault as a determinant of divorce and its
consequences.

* * *
We have concluded that under our existing system for
handling domestic relations matters, this sort of
reatment is virtually impossible.
Family cases are
ikely
to
be
fragmented
among
several
different
ions and departments of the same Court, and there
not
and cannot be
any unified approach to
them.
It is not at all unusual that, in a given case,
here may be simultaneous actions on the iaw and motion
and domestic relations trial calendars, in the Juvenile
Court, and in the Probate Court.
All involve related
aspects of a single troubled family, yet each is likely
be treated and disposed of as a single separate
controversy.
One hand does not know what the other is
ing.
At no point are the scattered pieces brought
ogether and viewed as a whole, and we believe that
is is essential if our legal institutions are to be
unctlonally appropriate to the end they seek.

* * *
We recommend, therefore, that the procedures for
andling family problems be reconstructed, and that
there be created in each county a Family Court, as a
part of the existing Superior Court, which would have
full jurisdiction over all matters relating to the
3

its

even

ion involving children and fami 1 ies.

and

came

fa~ily.
These
would
1nclude
~ar iage;
legal
separation declaratlons of nullity, anc d ssolution of
marriage; child
and support; al1mony and the
division
of
prope
paternity
and
legitimation of children; adoptions; emancipation of
children; guardianships of the persons of minors and
incompetent persons;
1 of contracts for minors'
services; relations between parent and child; matters
now handled in the J
le Courts; and any other cases
which involve the legal relationships between members
of a family unit.

It is essential to the proper functioning of a
family tribunal that it be a part of the Superior
Court, the Court of general jurisdiction.
To attempt
to "spin off" a Family Court and constitute it as a
separate entity would be to invite conflicts and
overlapping of jurisdiction, and wou j result in the
waste of public money by splintering the administration
of the judicial process . .

* * *
The
handl
ems requires
that the judge have
lar
ialized
lls, and
the
Commission bel eves
it
to the proper
functioning of the envi
system that the judge have
an appointment of sufficient 1
to enable him (or
her J to develop these
11.
Reassignment of judges,
say, every six months cannot provide the continuity of
direction which underlies a successful Family Court
effort. We therefore recommend that the ass
of
judges to the
Court
be for not less than
two years.
Additionally, we think it essential t:o afford the
judges an opportunity to obtain the assistance of
others in acqu
ing these skills, and
for this reason we
conferences of
Family Court j
staffs, on a statewide or
regional basis under
direction of the Judicial
Council for the purpose of developing the uniformity of
policy and practice that we think is essential to the
proper operation of the Court (especially with regard
to support awards).
No matter how highly skilled and dedicated the
judge, however, he [or she] cannot properly deal with
family controversy alone and unaided.
The complicated
conditions of our changing society and its great
advances in the knowledge of human behavior require
4

Court be assisted by a trained professional
assist the parties 1n understanding their
and to inform the Court of all facts and
s material to a proper resolution of their

* * *
Commission is well aware that creating a
onally-staffed Family Court will be
ive,
ieve that the cost will be overborne by the
to be derived from a proper handling of family
ies.
The costs
dollars from
homes
the expenditures required to
proper
and professional staff serv
the cost
s in fact large only in relat
small
the law now provides for that purpose.
Furthermore, substantial savings will result from
streamlining of the administration of justice in
lations cases.
With (as we have noted) these
constituting the greatest part of our civil
the saving of judicial time alone to be
the unification of functions in a Family
be considerable. 2
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Committee working
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on the Act

the organization of a state's judiciary was a local

of the Governor's Commission on the Family 7-14
1966).

See Kay, Equality and Difference: A Perspective on NoFault Divorce and Its Aftermath, 56 Cin. L. Rev. 1, 4-6 (1987).
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Relat
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Judicial Advisory Committee can

contains a proposed restructuring of the
a

Family Court
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The comment to Section 305 of the Uniform Marriage and
Divorce Act notes that "[t)he Act does not forbid the creation of
a family court, or the use of a family court division within a
court having jurisdiction over divorce and related subjects."
Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, 9A U.L.A. 91 (1979).
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California Child
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tion for a Family Relations Division.
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ATTACHMENT I

IN RESPONSE TO "QUESTIOI\15 FOH Hit
BY H-E STATE SENA IT TASK FORCE Ot~ FAMILY
Decemhef· s~ 198~'

INffiODUCTION
Hono~·:J:-.i,~

Senator Lockyer, Justice King, artd rne·nbers
Force on Family
Court, rny name is Jess Barba and ! orn the
tor
the Public Safety
DeptJd•ner1t in the City of Sunnyvale.
I havE~ been in
enforcement for the past
25 years. My responsibilities as the
law enforce;nent
in the City involve
not only t'1e protection of life and property and the provisl
r 1ormal police services,
but also to serve the commu:1ity as a representative of the
I crimina! justice
syste:n.
Rei·J~ions

BACKGROUND
I or:, a •ne:nber of a County-wide inter-disciplinary task

'Tled to address the
of October I 988.

issues bro••ght forth in the Ch;ld Victim Witness Task

The Hononble Judge L. Edwards of the Santa Clara County
ior Court has Chaired
the Task Force since its' formation and has been the driving force behind getting some
solutions worked out to the issues identified in the aforrnentioned Task Force report. i
arn sure that this Task Force will be hearing testirnony directly relating to changes
that ha·Je been made and that need to be made within the Court process in dealing
with the c~ild as a victim/witness. My comments are restr
sol
to the involvement
of municipal law enforce11ent with the process.

THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND H-E CHILD VICTIM/WITI£SS
I re;YeS-2'>t tf!e So'>ta Claro County Police Chief's Association on the County Task Force
for, ned

Judge Edwards.

Tf-)e C)u'ltv's Police Chiefs concur that the existi~,g system for handling a child
vict11n/witness through the criminol justice systen is one that is in serious need of
to the needs of the
rev;s!rY~.
The needed revisio11s are ti·)Qse t'-lat address sensitivi
s/her exposure and
c\j;ld as well as to preventing trourna to the c'lild as a
the syste;n to the
involv>.:ne,-,t wit'l the cri'ninal justice syste'Tl. The insensitivities
C'iilc v;cLrn/witness occur as a result of atte:npting to handle the case in a manner
that addresses only the needs of the system in order to odj
cote the case.
The Task :.::- orce made a co:nmitment to develop a process whereby both the needs of
tl1e cr!·ninul justice syste:n and the needs (physical, emotional, Qnd psychological) of
the child can both be best served.
ln SanL] CJara County, an inter-agency protocol was developed which coordinated and
ial Services, the
, and the Juvenile
developed and a
interviews, as well
for; .Jttr'.i interview wos created which would lirnit the
a5. i·1t1:~vie.ver<;, who a child would have to face. Standardized training to certify a
strf·o n!ined the roles of law enforcement, the Department
Pruix1t>>'l Depart·nent, the County Counsel, the District
Co;1• t.
The co~Kept of a "Child Interview Specialist" was

AT'I'l\CHMENT I

"Questions for the Public Hearings"
State Senate Task Force on Family Relations Court

poge 2

Child Interview Specialist was designed and the first training session
II be
d in
Sunnyvale in February 1990. Attendees at this first 40 hour training workshop will be
representatives of all the agencies that are involved in the process.

The City of Sunnyvale volunteered and has served as the pilot police agency to test
o·Jt the inter-agency protocol and the for·natted interview. Contained in the handout
material l have provided are the status reports for the pilot project. In summary, the
protocol has been successful in accomplishing its' original intent.

CONCLUSION
We in law enforcement strongly believe that changes need to be made within the
crimin,JI justice system if we ore to better serve the communities we represent. The
Santo Claro County Task Force on the Child as a Victim-Witness is a prime exa~ple
of how all disciplines that comprise the criminal justice system can come together to
resolve a cornplex issue in a cooperative and effective manner. We strongly urge the
Task Force to closely scrutinize the issues addressed in Santa Clara County's
pilot project and ta~e the action necessary to bring the system closer to being one
that serves the needs of the child victim/witness.

(}:;J ~~14''--'
V~ss

Barba, Chief
Department of Public Safety

rmj
cc: Judge Leonard Edwards
Santa Clara County Superior Court
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Leonard P. bh• ards. Jud_>.;e

August 2, 1989

TO:

Members of the Transfer of Know
the Child Victim-Witness

FRm~:

Judge Len Edwards

F::::rce on

Enclosed is a fu:::-ther update on the prog:::-ess of our
plan to institute the child victim-witness protocol in Santa
Clara County.
Chief Jess Barba's letter indicates the pilot
project is well under way.
For those of you who hz.1v2 questions about. how it is
you may want to talk directly with
1n James Brice
of the Sunnyvale Department of Pub1 ic Safety ( 4 08-7 3 0-7159} or
Di k O'Neil, Director of the Departmc~t of Social Services.

worki~g,

'de will rece i ·;e fucther up.Jates.
Aft
t.he pi lot has
progressed for a sufficient period of' time,
should plan on
meeting again to d~ cu s developmenrs and the possible expansion
to other department .

Enc

408-

160

July 18, 1989

Honorable Leonard P. Edwards
Jurl9e of the Superior Court
Superior Court Building
191 "~orth First Street
San Jose, CA 95113
Re: Status Report, Pilot Implementation of the Interagency Protocol for the Interviewing
of Child Victims/Witnesses
Dear Judge Edwards:
This letter serves to provide you with a status update on the pilot implementation of
the interagency protocol for the interviewing of child victims and witnesses. As you
may recall, the TOK Task Force agreed to allow the Sunnyvale ~)cpartment of Public
Safety to be the pilot agency for imp!ementati0n. May I, 1989 was the implementation
date. The following has occurred since May ! , 1989:

I.

We had originally anticipated investigating eleven (l l) cases per month. During
the first two months of the pilot program, we only experienced a total of eleven
cases. Of the eleven, none resulted in the necessity to book a child into the
Children's Shelter; four of the cases were unfounded rmd two were cleared by
arrest. In one case the suspect was on rarole ond was remanded to prison for
violot!on of parole and, in the remaining four cuses, the suspect did not live in
the same house as the victim.

2.

Over the last two months, the two Su~myvale Juvenile Investigators and the DSS
Social 'Norker conducted in-service training for all Sunnyvale Public Safety Patrol
Officers. The training co-;ered the concept, cb .veil as the spf;cifics of the protocol.
The feedback from the Officers was very positive and supportive of the pilot
project. The Officers appreciated that the protocol would save them time and
also eliminate them from having to osk sexually explicit questions of the
chi Id/ •;icti rns/v1itnesses.

3.

May, Sunnyvale Public Safety Juvenile personnel r11et with the Probation
Dependency Intake Supervisors and described the pilot project and the
protocol. The concept was readily accepted and cooperation has been excellent,
th~JS far, in the project.

In

~)c-rortment

ADDRESS ALL MAIL TO: P.O. BOX 3707

SUNNYVALE, CALiFORNIA 94086-3707

For deaf access, call TDDmY (408) 730-7501

Implementation af the lntc:-ogerv::y P:-0\,v::ol for the Interviewing
of Child Victims/Witnesses

Statu::. G.epv;-1, Pilot

4.

Also in t·Aay, the Sunnyvale Public Safety staff rnet with staff at the Children'~
Sh:::lter and the pilot project was presented to them. Emphasis was placed ii-1
getting agreement that oniy designated child interview specialists would interview
chiidren in the pilot Sunnyvale cases. The trailer is now at the shelter and is
expected to be operational by July 19, 1989. Shelter staff expressed support for
the project.

5.

A meeting is scheduled for this month to meet with the staff of the Center for
The project and protocol will be presented and details worked
out for coordination of the interview process where children in Sunnyvale cases
are taken there for examination.
Child Protection.

6.

To dote, five cases have been reviewed by the C:strict Attorney's Office and
criminal compiaints are pending. We have received full cooperation.

Summary
To date, all government agencies involved in the handling of an abuse case have been
cooperative and are willing to assist and participate in the pilot implementation af the
protocol. I expect to provide you with another status report in October 1989.
If you need further information, or clarification, l will be happy to provide whatever
is needed. I leave it to your discretion if you wish ta distribute copies of this report
to the members of the TOK Task Force.

Yours Truly,
.

;)..1

fje;s

'
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Barba, Chief
Depart,nent of Public Safety

rmj

County of Santa Clara
Social Services Agency
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August 11, 1989

f.'J G :
TO:

Santa Clara County
Eoard of Supe:::-viscrs

/~/- 4_.-~-

Direct~
1

FROM:

James L. Fa.::-e,
·"'
Department of Family and E ildren Services

SUBJECT:

NEW ASSESSMENT CENTER AT CHILDREN'S SHELTER

~ 1989

f[Jl
l1Jj

BLIC SAFETY

We are pleased to ann6unce the Center for assessing the needs of abused and
neglected children being admitted to the Children's Shelter will be
operational effective August 14, 1989.
As a pa.::-t of the Department's Emergency Response Program, the Assessment
Center is located in a modular at the Children's Shelter.
The Center has two
special interview rooms for conducting s<?nsitive interviews of abused
children.
These rooms featu:::-e one-way mirr:ors and observation rooms.
The
special interview rooms are available for social workers, probation officers,
law enforcement investigators 1 District Attorney investigators, and County
Counsel to conduct evidentiary interviews of abused and neglected children.
One room has been set aside for use by law enforcement officers to complete
paperwork and make phone calls in conjunction with taking children into
protectiv~ custody.
The tenter is staffed by five experienced social workers and a social work
supervisor.
The hours of operation are from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Saturday and Sunday coverage is provided by one of the five
assigned social workers from 9:00 a.m. t.o 7:30 p.m.
On-call staff are
available as needed on weekends and from 10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. daily.
Spanish bilingual capabilities are provided by one of the assigned social
-workers.
~he

function cf the Center is three-fold:
1.

To provide admission service::s for the Childr-en's Shelter;

2.

To ass0ss children at the point of admission to the Shelter for
early release to an environment that will ensure their safety;

3.

To provide a special setting where sexually abused children can
be interviewed by one specialist, thus eliminating the need for
multiple interviews.

Board of Supervisors: Susanne Wilson. Zoe Lofgren. Ron Gonz<Jies. Rod Oindon. Dtanne McKenna
Counry Executive: Sally R. Reed

£::\
Q:l

-=highly traumatic e~ent for a child tc be removed from his/
fami
en
vic s at the Shelter a-e directed at reducing this trauma whi
the same time assisting the child to u:--,derstend what is happer:ing
.-/ im and what '.Nill be heppening in the irGnediate future.
a

cele
f children from the Shelter to a non-custodial pi:lrent
re 1 at l ve ,....
n the child's safety can be insured is a goal the l'"gency a
ile Prcbation share.
Since December
1988, an e~r!y release system
in place.
This system involves social ,.,·orkers assessing the child'
released to a relative, sharing this assessment with an on-ca
n officer who, if they concur, authorizes the child's release from the
sessment Center will enhance this rol ase s
tern.
Every child admitted
he Shelter can now be assessed fer potential release.
If a child fits the
iteria for release, the social worker will rna c an on-site assessment of t
ilities to care for and ensure th? safety of the child.
ishmer:.t of the Assessment Center is a direct result of combined
S-:cc al Services Agency, Probation, law enforcement,
Ccun
Counsel.
The single evidentiary interview of
has been a long-ter~ goal of the age~cies involved in
iga i n of, and the provision of, services to children ..,.,•ho h
d U1e trc.uma of sexual abuse.
The establishment of the Assessmen
l l help reduce the trauma for _these young victims, and provide
c operation among the agenci'es involved in the investigat
ess.
ne
';!inning of the site design work in November, 1988, until
modular was occupied July 17, 1989, a great deal of time, energy,
resources went into the establ isrunent of the Center.

t
and

rd
ro al of the design costs and the bidding prGcess was complete
nuary.
T e bid was approved by the Board, and site construction bega
mid-Narch.
The modular was delivered to the site on March 23, 1989 and
sidewalks, handic
d ramp and stairs were comple

lor

1

~:

shing, laying of carpet, water, sev:er hook-ups and telepho
accomplished July 17, 1989, the date the Shelter Admiss
to the Center.

i~hout

S

r

the cooperation, construction management, and resources of the Genera
ices P_d;r · nistration, the task of establishing the Center could not ha•.re
ccmple·: d with in the time constraints of November to July.

RO/BE:mg
c:

County Executive
Chief Probation Officer
Distri t Attorney
County Counsel
Chiefs, Law Enforcement

INTERAGENCY PROTOCOL AMONG LAW ENFORC
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, PROBATION DEPARTMENT, C NTY COUNSEL,
DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, AND THE JUV ILE COURT
REGARDING INTERVIEWING
THE SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILD

Sally Reed, County Executive
Bob Carroll, County Coordinator Child Abuse Services
County of Santa Clara
County Government Center
70 West Hedding Street, 11th E1oor
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 299-4709
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BAC~GROU~D

In late l~S7, a team of key players involved.in th Child Abuse
SPrvice De ivery System was called together by th presiding Juvenil:
Court Judge to address the problem of unnecessary repet tive
interviews of child victim witnesses. One of the main
recommendations resulting from the meeting was to fo m n interagency
committee facilitated by the Coordinator of Child Ab e Services
assigned the task of developing a county wide draft Protocol
outlining the manner in which child victim witnes e
interviewed
w to
and designate the person(s) responsible for the
substantially reduce the number of t
es the child s
terviewed.
There were twelve members, approved y their respective
administrations, the Judicial, District Attorneys Offi
, Criminal
and Dependency, County Counsel, Law Enforcement, Departm nt of Social
Service, Probation, ~ental Health, County Office of Edu ation, Center
for Child Protection, and the Office of the County Executive assigned
the task.
In approaching our task, the Committee was guided by what would be
the best approach to handle the interview with the child in mind. We
recognized that this may challenge the traditional roles of
investigators and agencies involved but were committed to develop the
best system possible for the child victim. As a result of this
approach, the committee was able to reach an unanimous agreement
after considerabl~ discussion over eight months of work. The
Committee members are to be commended for their hard work and
dedication to this task. ~e hope our work was not in vain.
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I 1\TERAGE~CY ROTOC
A~lO\G
AW E\FJRCP,~E~\T,
OF SOC AL SERV CES, PROBA:ION DEPARTME~T,
L, DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S 0 FICE Ai\D
E JU\'E~I LE
REGARDING INTER\'IEWING THE SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILD

:p

C(HJ

TY

R

RT~EST

CuRTS

LEM

The Child VIctim Wi ness Ju ic a Advi
r Committee of the
Gen ral's Office indicates that the child who is
th victim of sexual abuse is interviewed on an average of
t~elve (12) separate occasions prior to termination of the
Dependency and Criminal proceedings. Multiple interviews
further traumatize victims of c il abuse, yet children are
asked to describe abusive events over and over, each time
to a new person in a other unfamiliar sett ng.
Little
effort is made to link children to a person who could
provide a small sense of continuity and of security in an
uther~ise frightening process.
The ch d is further
traumatized by long delays in bringing the matter to a
onclusion.
At~orney

GOAL
''Velop a Countywide policy to reduce access to the child
victim and create the least traumatic and best coordinated
srstem possible.
III.

~ETHOD

TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL

Establish a countywide Protocol among all the participating
a encies outlinin the manner in which cases are processed
through the system and designating the person(s) who should
In rvi w he child.
bstantially re uce he numb r of tines the
ard ng an abuse nc er:t.
tervie
r

ild victim

eq ire to he e tent possible t at su
nterviews be
cnducted by the same well-trained interviewer.
-Substantially reduce the length of time necessary to
conclude the matter.

IV.

PO lCY AND PROCEDURES
A.

Coordination between Law Enforcement and the Department of
Social Services Emergency Response System.
1.

e responsible Law Enforcement Agency and the
Department of Social Service's Child Abuse Reporting
Center shall notify each other by telephone
immediately or as soon as practically possible, and in
writing within 36 hours of all child abuse reports
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c cc
t

o

Law E

t

i

c a s e s of genera 1 neg 1 c ,- t " h i c h
t
e r f: p o r ted
but no t cr os s - r ' por t ed t o

d 1·; e l f a r e S e r v i c e s

o cement [Penal Code

11166(

)

•

n response to a repor of Child Abuse there should be
a jo nt initial contact by the Law E or ement Officer
and the Emergency Response Social W rke
enever
possible.
3•

There shall only be a preliminary in
at the time the Law Enf rcement Off
Emergency Response Soci 1 Worker r
initial referral. The
terviewer(
follow the established
delines
Sexually Abused Child.

conducted
the
the
ired to
~ing the

:,ft r

t

e i

nterviews v:it
except under
f rth e.:_ltJ"W.
a.

c.

'-le no further
g the sexual abuse,
in- e th i terview proc dure set
re

In cases where a
stody
io c nnot be mad during rhe
preliminary nterview~ t e ol owing interviews
must take place within 24 hours:
1.

Med cal examination and interview by the
Center for
ild Prote tion.

2.

Psy otherapist qualified to evaluate the
nonverbal child; or

3.

Professional qualified <o evaluate the
special needs child.

b.

en the police o f1cer member of the
n ct team is a
ild interview
Specialist, in-dep
interview may be conducted
immediately.

c.

e the Deputy District Attorney is
ca e for co rt, he/she will need to
ss t e child's su tanti e testimony with
him/her. Ev ry att
t sho ld
made to hold
off on this conversat on until testimony is
imminent, since the need for the child to testify
in court is often avoided. Up until that time,
a 1 qu stion r ardin
h child's statement
sho ld e d rected to t e S cialist.

d •

the even a
I
nter iew
wer to be ass bn,,
to
D. 6. , page 6 upra,
course be
this circumstance to re- nterview

1.-\L I ST

( CH

NTERV EW SPECIALIST)

An in-depth interview shall only be conducted by a
Specialist.
A Specialist is a person specially selected, screened
and trained to cond ct in-depth interviews of sexually
abused children.
).

There will be a minimum of one designated specially
trained Specialist in each police jurisdiction in
Santa Clara County who will be readily available to
conduct an in-depth interview on an emergency basis.
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1.

).

6.

D.

The Specialist will have the following
responsibilities:
a.

Condu t the in-depth interview;

b.

The Specialist is required to fo
established guidelines for inte
sexually abused child.

c.

Immediately after the intervi
will verbally communicate the
a written report
r the Inve
Officer and De
ncy Inves
Officer or Soc
rker, or
supervisors;

d.

Be readily available to the ch ld nd the
professionals handling the case to address issues
regarding the interviews;

e.

Be available to testify as an expert witness in
dependency and criminal proceedings; and

f.

Be available to further interview the minor at
the request of the other professionals handling
the case.

w the
ng the
pecialist
nd prepare
g Police
robation
ective

The Specialist will have the following obligations:
a.

The Specialist must commit to serving as an
interviewer for a minimum of two years;

b.

The Specialist ~ill rem in 3Vailable as liaison
to the ch ld until the epcndency and criminal
proceedings are complete. This includes
remaining available after a job transfer.

The Specialist is not responsible for investigation of
the case. The assigned Police Officer will be in
charge of the criminal investigation. The assigned
case manager (Dependency Investigation P.O./D.S.S.
Social Worker) will be in charge of the dependency
investigation and provide the nc ded support and
coordination of services needed by t e victim and
family. The case manager shall assu e the
responsibility for maintaining and disseminating
copies of the in-depth interview report.

ASSIGNMENT OF SPECIALISTS
1.

There will be an ongoing established list of
Specialists. The list will be composed of Law
Enforcement Officers, Social Workers, Probation
Officers and specialists at the Center for Child
Protection.
- 5 -

In

:o
ficer and a
/
s ~n·ill be the'-.........._
11 immediately/
arrange a
of t
Police
iate contact ~ th the assigned
o
ffi er to arrange

o

Like"' se, i
S eci
st o m
De pendency I
e
a joint in-d t

f the Law En orcement
cia ist s able to
conduct the n rvi w ~j
in one jud cial day,
the Probation Officer designated as a specialist,
shall make ev ry effort to be present at the
interv ew.

a.

the P lice A ency i
ciali t within one judicia
esi nated as a Spec
in- epth i terview.

b.

3.

In connected cases
Cour

e
d

o provide a
, t e Pro ation
hall proceed

of Soc al Services
or shall assi n
ation Social Wor r
(In most cases this will
e Soc 1 Work r designated as
te y c
act the police
the case nd arrange a
t

a d a

be th
e S
agency
joint in-dep

Lih i-.·ise, it
Speci

o
t

the Police
....-ith the assi
joint

d

1n-

b e to
ial day,

a .

e

ist

b

Wh n the Po ce Age y is unable to
ovide a
Special st . . - th
on
die al day t e Social
Worker designated as a S ecial
shall proceed
~ith the in-depth interview.
'

\.

,.;d

1

2

Probat n cases are cases
ere the hild has b en t ken in
protective custody and a depend ncy investigati n and possibly a
criminal investigation, will be required.
A connected case is the same as a probati n case except that ~)~\<:_J-- ,,...
member of the family unit is already under the supervision of
~r
the D partment of Social Services.
() \.
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4•

In cases where there s a c r: :r: 1 n a 1 corn p l a i n t \\. i thou t a
dependency investigation, the assig ed Po ice Officer
or a District Attorney Investigator bo h of whom
have been designat d Specialists, wi
onduct the
in-depth interview. There will be
nimum of two
District Attorney Investigators who i l l e designated
Specialists.

5•

When an in-depth interview has been
initial contact by a Police Office
designated Specialist, that person
Dependent Intake Supervisor or D.S.
Supervisor to be assi
d the ca

at
s also a
ify the

Where a criminal inve
ation is
by the
police agency having JUrisdiction
rime and a
criminal complaint is to be request
upervising
Detective or a Supervising Deputy D
Attorney
may assign a second Specialist to o
a new
in-depth interview if, in the judgme t of either of
them, it would be in the best interest of the child
and promotes a successful prosecution of the case.

In any c se in which a second in-depth interview is
contemplated the original Specialist and the Attorney
for the child in Juvenile Court shall be consulted
prior to assigning a second Specialist.
E.

Tl\lE REQUIRD1E:\TS

1.

2.

~ote:

Law Enforcement Agencies will be requested to provide
Dependent Intake with an initial police report, not a
JCR, within 4 h urs from the time the child has been
placed in protective custody. A system has to be
developed to make sure that the tnitial crime report
is transported to Dependent Intake within the 24 hour
period. The Emergency Response Social Worker will
provide the SC22, SC1416 and SC1416a within that time
frame. This will prevent the necessity of the
Dependency Investigation Officers' interviewing
children about the sexual abuse prior to filing
petitions.
The in-depth interview will be conducted within one
judicial day from the time the child is placed in
protective custody. Before conducting the interview,
the Specialist will discuss the case with the assigned
Police Officer or Supervisor dnd/or the assigned
Social Worker to obtain information regarding the case.

In cases where the Sexual Abuse is discovered after the
child has been placed in protective custody, the procedures
in D-2 and D-3 shall apply.
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the
The ~r ten nterv eK re ort pr par d
S cialist shall be available i hin one judicial day
o the interview.
In out-of-custody cases, the Specialist ~ill conduct
the interview within a week of assignment. The
Dependency Investi ation Probation Officer or D.S.S.
Dependency nvesti a io Soc al Wo ker ~ill complete
the investigation ithin 30 days cf assignment.

F

TAPE RECORDINGS
1.

Whether or not an audio or visual tape ecording s
made is left to the discretion of the r spective Law
Enforcement Agencies.

2.

If the case does not involve Law
for ement, the
creation of a tape recording is lef to the discretion
of the investigating De ndency Probation Officer or
investigating Social Wor er.

3•

recording is ere
If in fact a ta
handled in the allowing manner:

it shall

The tape shall on y
order of he court.

b•

The court ord r shall provide f r the stric
confidential ty of the conten s
he tap • No
one other
n counse • the c 1 e s, r court
approved
rts shall acce s the ta

c•

e
the
3.\'0

4.

'

a.

e

iste ed

e

o/ watched upon

a
c ion w·here
a ta
d
ewed/1 ste e
o n order to
ssity of copyi g the tape.
be

e

a ta
In no vent sh 1 u
r ng and order o
noticed
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be op ed 'v:i thout a
court.
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The preliminary interview will be conduct d
h
i e the Law
Enfor ement Officer and Emergency Response S i 1
rker respond
to the initial referral from the Department of Social Services
Child Abuse Reporting Center, ("C.A.N."). Th Law Enforcement
Officer and Social Korker are on y required
ufficient
information to determine whether reasonable
c
exists to
believe that a child has been sexually abuse
~hethcr or not the victim needs to be removed from
and
placed in protective custody due o any imm i t
at to the
child's health and safety.
If further investigation is warranted, a Ch
will conduct the necessary in-dep h intervi
necessary information for a criminal complaint
petition.

pecialist
n
dependency

By way of introduction, obtaining an initial crime r port for
Child Sexual Abuse s not an easy task.
It often takes over an
hour to obtain the 11 story" and is emotionally dr ining for both
the child and the interviewer. The following are s me
suggestions that may help ease the child's anxiety and make the
task easier for you:
Coordinate your efforts so tha the victim only has to tell
the "story" once. Prior to interviewing the child decide
who will conduct the interview and where it will be
conducted.
Exclude family memb rs or involved parties from the
interview. If a relative must be present,
ave them sit
b t: h i ::1 d t h e v i c t i m o n o e y e c o n t 3 t t a·k e s p 1 a c e .
Ad \' i s e
the relative that they are not to participate in or
interrupt the interview. Assure the relative that they
will be given ample opportunity to share information after
the interview.
Put the child at ease. The Police Officer in f 11 uniform
can be intimidating to a frightened and embarrassed victim
of sexual abuse. This can be reduced by presenting an
image of concern and patience. Try t
position yourself on
the same face to face level with the viet m. Sit on the
floor with the victim, if necessary to accomplish this.
Eliminate potential distractions. Your portable radio can
be very distracting to the victim and yourself. Telephone
ispatch and advise them of a telephone number ou can be
contacted at for Code 3 purpose, and then turn off your
portable radio while interviewing.

-
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un i c a t e

r- ·

~<. 1 _,

r, g

t

lhe v

n d t ha t

t :

that he r he has done notr.1ng
appencd is r:o his;her fault.

Rc~ssu~e

the victim that )·ou have tale
any reports of
th s nature and that nothing he/she say will be shocki g to
you.
Allow the victim, urin t e Int rv ew, to
ll
ou the
st ry without interruptions. Allow the viet m to tell the
"stJry" in his/her own \<.'ords no mat er how difficult it is
for him/her.
Ignore your own discomfort, and allow the
victim to tell his or her story for ho v r ong it takes.
Be very cautious to avoid any leading quest ons.
Do not
ask any questions until the child has compl ted his/her
S~0r)".

the victim for sharing his/her st
know you know it was difficult fo

y and let the
he/she to talk

ut it.

A.

RY I

\FOR~1AT

I ON FOR POLI C

The District Attorney's Office requires that certain
factors be covered in the police report.
Be sure to cover
th following items in the interview and in your report:

If appropriate, verify the child's competency and make
note of it in your report. Determine if they know the
difference between a truth and lie. Does the victim
know how old they are and their
rthd te? In order
to assist you to determine the ch~ld's co petency, the
following questions are suggested:
"Is my shirt red or blue?"
''If you took money from your mo er 's
purse, and she asked yo if ou had
taken it, and you said no, would that be
a tru h or a lie?
"Will you promise to tell the truth?"
2•

E\' i d c n c e

,,:ake sure there is an understanding bet...:ecn you and
the victim of what names the child is using for all
body parts. Have the victim use his er own words,
but be sure you know what they specifically mean.
Start at the top of the head and work toward the feet
asking the child to identify each significant body
part.

Ascertain if skin to skin contact took place. In
other words, did fondling take place from outside the
clothing, or did the abuser reach under the clothing?
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~hat

~as

buse?

the abuser saying and Joing durin

the sexual

~ere

photographs or video tap s ever take
particular sexual aides used? If s , how
used and where were they kept?

3.

Jurisdiction
Determine the time, place and natur
abuse.

4.

Were any
they

~ere

Other Victims or Witne

e sexual

f

es

~ho

~as the first person the victim
ver
the sexual abuse? Who else did he/she t
did he/she tell them?

t

l

d about
and when

•'~'hy did the victim tell another per
?
"l'l'hat were
you thinking about when you told this oth r person?"

If the "secret" has already been divul ed
family, who is siding with whom?

~ithin

the

Who is the child's regular pediatrician?
Interview the reporting D rty in order to determine if
the victim's statements to the reporting party and to
the officer are consistent ~ith each oth r.
Interview other siblings in the family to determine if
they have been sexually abused. Ask the s bling if
they have seen or heard anything suspiciou .
[Contribution by Brenda Wells, Detective, Sexual
Assault Investigation Unit, Snn Jose Police Department]
B.

GUIDELINES FOR PROTECTIVE CUST(IDY ON CHILD ABUSE CASES

The following eight situations require prot ctive custody:
J.
ln a physical or sexual abuse case ~here a suspect
remains in home and legal parent dcni s that abuse has
r; c cur r c d.

2. Minor or minor's sibling has prior substantiated
referrals for sexual or serious physical abuse.
3 . Ch i 1 d v e r b a 1 i z e s f e a r of r e n. a i n i n g a t h me d u e t o
abuse. Children of adolescent age should be c efully
questioned regarding incident of physical abuse to rule out
family conflict cases of beyond control or unmanageable
children.

,

1

4.

Suspect has prev ous do

mente

, stor

of child abuse

nd has acce s to chi

).

n cas s f susp c ous in ur es "-'here
rdians have no reasonable explan tions.

t

.e parents or

Siblin s of an ab s d
1 d
ust be as3e
d
individually o determ
ethe o
o pr tee ive c stody
is necessary for the siblings. Determ e ~hether or not
he sibling is a pas
ictim of abuse or is at imminent
risk for present or future abuse. Are the possible
~i:nesses to the abuse?
6.

~
Any child ~ho is a
immediate isk to health or life as
a result of the acts of omission by the
reta er.

8. ~e~born babies showing a positive
narcotics.

t

xology screen for

Consider other children in ot r fam1 ies living in
the same home where the abuse occurred.

~OTE:

the determination of risk to he child, the
investigating officer and/or socia worker Qay explore
~hether there is a safe placement for the minor ~ith a
1 gal parent or relative.
If a place ent is available and
can protect the
ild from further abuse or intimidation
from suspect or a denyi g parent,
1 cement should be
u
d. There must be a eg 1 avenue to make the placement.
e legal parent must agree to the us
of an alternative
placement, o her~ise protective custody must be used (Sec.
Follo~ing

3C;~
l

1\'~I).

IEWS BY A CHILD

I .

It is very important that t is informat on h
ascertained
as soon as
ssib e.
requen 1 , witness s ~ho believe and
are support ve of
e child cha ge his er tory ~hen he/she
re li:e that it may have a tr umatic impact on their own
life, spouse, relative or even acquaintance.

A.

R~PORTI~G

PARTY:

l.

How did the reporting party become a~are of the
abuse?
i.e. The circumstances, ~hat was reported and
observed?

2.

Determine the reporting party's relationship to the
victim and the suspect.

3.

What ~as the child's demeanor when the disclosure was
made to the reporting party? Was the child crying,
tearful shaking?
- 12 -

1

-.1 ..

~·,· h <J ~ j e t & i : s ,__ ~. ~" _2 t
t ; 1 c o f f c- n ~, ~- d ~ d t
e ,~
1 d b ;. \ e
reporting the in~ident-:'
il s :he reporting
rs n
noticed any changes in the child's b h
o ?

~·he

n

~hat information does the reporting
rt have
concerning the abuse? Have there be n ny previous
re rts?

6.

B.

Has the reporting party reported the
other person or agency in the past?

bus

to any

INTERVIEW WITH THE NON-ABUSING PARENT, OTHE
CHILDREN IN RESIDENCE
Note:
Interview these paten ial
the child victim.

~itness

epa Ll t 1 y from

1.

If the victim reported the sexual abu
o a household
member, what specifically did the vic im s y

2.

Has the witness seen anything in the uspect's conduct
or behavior to indicate that the sexual abuse
allegations are true or false?

3.

Have th~re been any behavioral changes on the part of
the victim to~ards the suspect?

4.

What are the family dynamics? What are the attitudes of
the siblings of the victim to~ard the suspect? Does
the victim or other children in the home have any
animosity to~ards the suspect based on something other
than the abuse? Did the attitudes of the victim or
siblings to~ards the suspect change at some point or
~as there a gradual change?
What is the attitude of
the suspect to~ards the victim? Is there any conflict
in the home? Are the children a~are of it? If ~here
are other children in the home, ha~ the suspect singled
out the victim for special treatment (either special
favors or harsh treatment)?

5.

llave there been any changes in the victim's performance
or conduct at school?

6.

Has the child exhibited any medical problems? Has the
child complained of stomach aches, pains or soreness in
the vaginal or anal areas, or vaginal hleeding or
discharge? Is there a medical history as it relates to
the abuse? What is the name of the physician(s) who
examined the child?

7.

What are the alcohol or drug abuse habits of the
suspect?
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1

d

L

to corn
t the
e v ct m(s at the
chedu e of the
schedule?
\\he were the
present in

e

',' c i m ?
t

me of

tim,

non- bu i
t e home?
If the s spect
or contcadict

resents an a

bi, can

he witness verify

7

10. If the incidents re orted by the

the home, when and

ere

i
occurred outside
d the fam ly or suspect go?

l. Has the child made any other

11

ations of s xual

abuse.
12. What exposure has the
ild had t
the child had any sexual educa io

13. To whom has

he victim disc osed

al matters?

e
e

2

Has

se?

diti nal nt rviews should be cond
d with me bers of
suspect's househo d and w th all
sons to whom the
child reported the sexua a se.
ers and sisters of
t e victim or ot er
ildren who live in the home should be
interviewed to determ ne what they know about the case and
etermine if
ey rni t be victims.
ave any of the other
child en observed an t i
out of t e ord ary in the
relation hip between
e sus
t
d victim, i.e. special
favors or harsh treatment, trips to ether. etc.
A

:~e

c.

UIDELINES FOR THE IN-DEPTH I
1.

Pre

ITH CHILD VICTIMS
w

The Spec
s
all xi ti g information
prior to t e
ew. This wou d include:
any informat
d;
range f
sexual eha
ld by th
adult offend
s
a onsh p of
he
1 -v cti
t e durat on
of the a
e us
sence of
force within the exploita ion relationship and the
reaction of the adul s and s gnificant others in the
ild's env ronment to t e discovery or disclosure of
the sexually abusive relationship.
The specialist must determine a
appreciate the
developmental stage of the child. Lack of knowledge
concerning the cognitive developm nt of children of
different ages can hinder an effec ive investigation.
The specialist shall be knowledgeable concerning
developmental psychology. It is important that the
specialist recognizes that every child is a unique
individual.
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mental Issues "'·ith Youn

Children

- Use short s ntences and simple wo ds
- Avoid double negatives and "if the
- Avoid compound senten es containi
thought.

sentences
m

e than one

- Avoid using pronouns, use names ra h r than "he" or
"she".
- "\\'ho", "what", and
ere" are ea
understand; "how", "why", ''·...·hen",
later in development.

e" come

- Questions beginning with "why'' may c u e a child to
feel blamed.
Children are very literal; don't
and be very specific.
b.)

se cliches

Co nitive Limitations

Children have a limited concept of time and best
remember or recall via events and images.
- Help place incidents in a time frame by referring
to events:
birthday, Christmas, grade in school,
etc.
- A young child's memories are m st accu ate regarding
central event , less accurate about details.
- Children may know exactly "'hat happened \-.·ithout
understanding why.
- Children have difficulty with the order of events;
disclosure may come out in bits and pieces.
- They may answer a q :1 est ion b f: cause they now the
answer to a part of it; often they do 't realize
they don't know the entire answer.
-Don't ask, 11 Do you underst:Jnd?", instead, a k the
child to say what he thinks you asked.
If the child
does not understand your question, rephrase it so
that the child understands your question.
- Children believe that adults know ev rything.*
[Contribution by Kee MacFarlane, Director, Child
Sexual Abuse Diagnostic Center, Children's
International Institute.]
~~ot

quoted from Kee MacFarlane infor ation.
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(a)

h /she is and
ay wonder why
what t
nat re of your
i
ssues can be
disc
a y other questions
that the
is means that the
rd n is o
e
rviewe
a
t e
detail quest ons to elicit t e ec ssary
informa ion.
e inter ewer sh uld be honest
and matter of fact in talkin wi h the child.
The interviewer should
11 t e child that he/she
talks with ch ldren ev r day.
e interviewer
should reassure the child they k
t e
interviewing p ocess is
icu t but that the
specialist will not be sho
o surprised.
It
is important to let the chi
now that if he/she
feels uncomfortable with a y f the q estions to
let the interviewer know and they wil
talk about
The

i

.

question
generally at fir t
it
becoming more specific.
of most ages. Some suggeste
sexual a se are:

e raised

e

uestions
ies to children
ways to ask about

"Is he e an th ng hat
u feel
comfortable
about that you would like t
talk about?"
or
"I have

lot of t
can you te 1

".

0

ha

n n

hou
a
our family,

or
"I kn w ou
now in th
how that ha
(b)

ave
ild en's
ened?"

yo

a

Can yo

ily and are
tell me

If these opening questions do not esult in a
spontaneous account, you can ask ore specific
questions:
''Has an one touched you or your bo y in ways
made you feel uncomfortable?"
or
Has anyone touched your "private parts"?
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hat

(c )

Cl, i [ ,; ~- : _: n r.; a y n e e d mo r e f a c i l i t a t i on
permission to disclose the secret.

Be

ure to use the child's ter

very open-ended questions prod

he int rviewer remains
the following:
"I talk to a lot o children,
kid who've been touched on p

their bodies. It can help to
Has anything like that ever ha

d

If these
:,1.\ers and
s, one might ask
y.

times to
rts of
ut things.
o you?"

or
"Some kids are tou ed in pri
s on their
body by people who are very clo
hem, like
their parents, or their brothers
aunts, etc. or even by people who take care of
them. Has anything like that ever happened to
you?"
(d)

If the child says yes to such an bjective and
facilitating question as this, then the next
question needs to be put in a very o n-ended
fashion. For example:
"Can you tell me a little
bit more about that?"

(e)

Once the child begins to talk about being
sexually abused, the Specialist should encourage
the child to give a full account. Allow the
child to give his/her o~n story at h ir own pace
with th ir own words. You must be cautious to
avoid the use of suggestive or leading
questions. Once a relationship has been
established you can start tQ gather as much
detail as possible about the abusive incident.
[Contribution by "lntervie\·:ing the Sexually
Abused Child", David Jonc~s and ~lary 1>1cQuiston,
Volume 6, The C. Henry Kempe National Center
for Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse
and Neg lee t.]

4.

S

cific Interview Guidelines

It is doubtful that even the most expert interviewer
will be able to obtain all of the relevant information
with just one interview, or from just one protocol.
The following guidelines are examples of he types of
questions that should be asked when interv ewing child
victims, and the list is certainly not meant to be all
inclusive.
(a)

A detailed account of the sexual abu e in the
child's own words, including s cific details
about the acts.
- 17 -

sr abuse

even s
n seve
ty of
n:her re oved

bet wee
victim
a
the most

r

c

(c)

Determine
of occurre

ok

ce
of ye r, g

etc. Did it
\\as the vic
fter s
holida ?

s
were rela

lace.
e time
g victims
o
ate ate of
events, time
eside ce,
schoo
ay?
sc ol or was i
a d if so wh i

cd)

se
s that are
elp pr v
his or her

( )

o s wer

lved,

eit

e

a in 1

(h)

ay b
(i)

k t e
blood as
suspect
id t

(j)

nd or
se.

Did the
d pain,

e sus

or

?

e
cialis
d establ sh t e
ent and
emotion of th per trator. De ermine if there
was planning by the per trator? Were any
forei n objects used sue as Vaseline or a
condom? Was the victim wiped off after the
abuse, were any
otos taken, etc?
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l k)

Did the victim tell cf!)
e i.ibout the
buse,
either his/her parent, r school frie ds?

(J)

!las anyone else ev r

rhysically
se ually
Was that reported?

abused the child?
( m)

Determine if there is a dissolu ion of marriage
action or child custody proceedin
rogress.
\\lh at is the chi l d
k no~ 1 edge o
h
proceeding? What s the child's att
de toward
it?
1

If the report was
the victim id n
11 someone
Th i s i s no t me ant to be a
h
q
meant to establish whether threats
11

.....

(o)

S

1

'

ask why
tely.

on but is
\-.'ere used.

Assess the child's emotional t e and his/her
willingness to talk about the matter. Be
sensitive to suicidal risk or other major
psychiatric disorders.
cial Considerations for Non-familial Per

trators

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
published the following excellent guideline regarding
interviewing child victims of sexual exploitation
\.;here the perpetrator is not a member of the ••ictim's
household or extended family.
(a)

Obtain a description of the offender in as much
detail
ssible, even if the offender is known
by name.

(b)

Obtain a dcs:ription of the 6ffender's clothing,
vehicl , or house.

(c)

Determ:n the number f and specific acts
committed by the offender.

(d)

Determine how the offender induced the child to
perform or submit to such acts.

(eJ

Attempt to pinpoint dates and times.

(f)

Determine if pornography or erotica was present
or was used, and, if so, what kind, how much, and
where it ~as kept.

(g)

Determine if drugs were used and, if so, what
kind and where they were kept.

(h)

Determine if the child was photogra ed and, if
so, what kind of camera was used an wh re it was
kept. Was the photograph kept b the perpetrator?
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er cr.ildre
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( k)

l lp

'

(1)

Determi e i th
other person •

(m)

sk if th
fe er ent
called the child on the

(n)

Ask

child has been

(o)

i
er ine i
e
such informat on to he off
it was recor ed.

cp)

Ask if

( q)

Ask
the 0
d scr

e

adults who

e

ictimized by

d

hil re give
an , if so, how
ry

r computer.
or
oks a
deta led

(r

s
( s)

0

me, address,
an , if so,

if

how the

or

child's home or

e e
er to
er recorded it.

the

\..

v;i th the

in

or tele

..

te

d

r

0

}~

pa
defend

ve

\'
+-

ts.

As

6.

The child is not t b am for wh t h ppened so
he child do
have to fee g lty or
responsible. E athize with the chil by
acknowl
i
hi /her feelings so he she wi 1
you understand.
know
There are s ciali:ed counse in resources
available for the victim which s ould be used.

0 -

Counseling resources ar ,;vailable
help the them deal wich c li1 o t ion a
to the sc ual abuse.

parents to
s related

The interviewer must pr:pare th
d for what
to expect in the futu1e:
conti
interviews,
psychological or developmental e aJuat ons,
possible treatment, etc .. Altho h not always
known, the overall investigatio I
ion
process can be dis ssed with t
hopefully
eliminating some of the powerle
ings that
he or she may have. You have
the
process of valid t
the chi
abusive
experience by pro
f support
and concern for th
g the
child to express s me reldted
Invite
the child to conta t you anyt
them your
card or telephone number. Thi
s the
child the opportunity for conti ity
nd
psychologically informs tLe child th t someone
does care, and does believe him/her. This is a
necessary step in helping the
ild to
re-establish the level of trust that can be
placed in an adult.
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Developmental Stag-es of the
SOCIAL

B trth-:!

rn;

Ur.:tbie to form concepts
"me" from "not me''
Memory development
Sclf-{:entered
Drs:m,,J~e:hes

Cries wh.,n wet. hun~ry, frustr:lted. or
in p::t!n
Learnmr: to trust others
l\lost 1mpon:wt person 1s mother
c::1retaker
Poor defenses ac.:amst anxiety; crym~.
bttin~::". throw1ng- obJects. rockmg,
thumb sucking-, secunty blanket

Primary source of
socialization is
f::J.mily

LearnL:;.: mdependence
Dressmr;:, fet-dtnc;, ::lnd washing- self
Needs s:ructut ed sltl!ations
l"eeds outs1de C•:ln~rol and lim:t:ltJons
but also some fn·edom to explore

PrimaD· source of
soci::llization is
family and
peers

_-.,' years
Dev<>lopmen~ of L::tngu::q::e
lm::t:._>n:ltJve behaviOr
l..:arr:s throu;:h play
Intellt;ctt:al ;::-rowth develoos throuc-h
i="J.thcr:n:: lnform::~:JOn from senses
;;r.d ! hi:' ennronment
j .\LlcKai thmbnr: (believes if one
v.'1shcs somethmg, 1t w.!J haopen)

I

1------------------~--------

..;-7 years

Fills caps 1n knowledg-e throuch
quest1onm;c and experimcnrm~
Abiiitv to mahe juu::ments throu~;h
pnm1t1ve problem solvmg-

------------···--'------------<

Learning' imt:ative
\\"ants v.nshe:c meL nnrncd:ately

PrimaD' source of
socJ::~!ization is
fam1ly and
peers

f-------------------r--------··-----------__;.----------<
7-1:.! years

Sees others' v1ewpomt
Still concerned vnth the present.
m proJectmg- mto future
Operate:: <'fl tnal-and-error basis

Developin~ sense of independence
Cooperates w1th and understands
treatment efforts, 'Nlth sanple
explanations
Has developed son•t> defenses to cope
v.'1th anxtcty

Prim::~r;.·

Stri\·in~: for ntdep•:ndcnce from

Peer J:TOUp exerts
strong- pressure
Prone to takm:;:
irresponsible
risks

source of
socialization is
family and
peers

1 -'-1 .~ w·a rs

~

Understands cause and effect
Cons:ders possJbillties \\'1thout
exnenenc·1n;: tht·m
~ot huun~ U• what one c:m see and
tf1.H·:.

(p::lrcnts t:-:rr:ct of this con11ictl
Body 1ma~e IS Important

-----------.-.-.. -.-.-,.-.-,-------.-...L.---~~-,-nr-. -u-"-'"_"_'·-.-,.-,.-.,-u-.·---------·---..L....----------'

.
-.
------------~

'-

I : : :; '. · ~~ ~ 2 1 ~ ~ 2 t 1 r, : r: :- v i e ·r;: :-- s o f c h i ~ G; ~ n r, : . \' e s 8 :"; e
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in:el1ectua1 .·or social rn2turity.
But a ge eral knowledse
of what children c.re like at cer:ai~ ages is necessary
for the i~terviewer to choo e ap;:;rcpricte ne: ods of
gaining information and to assess the c. ld
res?onses.
The f o 11 c ,., i n g des c rip t 1 on s 2. r e no: in: en
inclusive but rc.:~er :o stirnulate disc~
study.
The descriptic~s fc s o~ char~
which are partic~larly relev n~ :~ :he

to be a11

and further
:: 'cs

ieh' process.

THE PRE-SCHOOL CH!LD
develops langu2ge as
ases t~o and

be~~een

pri~ary

6f

~~de

ur. ca:ion

f~ur.

coes r.ot unde~s:and ats~ract cc~ce~:s; therefore verb2l
sY.iJ1s may i~;1y ~ore comprehension t~2~ actuai~y exists.

cces

~ot
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d eve 1 cps
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and e~~ality.
Very
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se~si::ve :o unfairness.
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rather than
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~est

:hinking still concrete
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relates to peer group; G~y have
at least cut~ardly.

~i~i~al
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c.s

with

a~ults,

needs to establish own identity separc.te

fro~

facily.

may questicn values and beliefs he/she ~2s ~e~n tc.u;ht.
m2y be extre~ely shy in some settinss, very outgoing and
responsive 1n others.
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Host

2.

You cz.n sive then so:::et!"ling t.::J C:Jl

c~i1dren

need to like and

ycu

'rli,

CHILDREN -

11ing to talk with yc

~ef::-e

~:.J.::::1

he

of vo1ce.

leu

:Jr a

i

-~,
V"
li"U.l'.J.

bef::lr!! ycu begin the inte:-liew.

3.

Try to use a quiet and
sc=.e!...'1ing bad.

4.

Tr; to wat~, your facial expjP~s~ons -- a
fr:wnir.g face means w~nc.

5.

Chi1dr~n
a bre~k.

acce~ting t~ne

hap~y

i~

means

Ask one
ques~:on

8
9

de

richt. a sad face or

~e~ns

have short a~~n~~cn spans. ~nen ycu see wiggling and fidgeting, give
let ~~en get a drink of wa~r, etc.

Use sho~ sentenc~ -- a ~~ild c~ ~eive a sen~nce of 7 to 10
dcesn' t n~e.ssari 1y ::nean t.":e sentence is unders-::::;od.

(

sc~eone's

q~es-:~on at J t~~~ and wait
and fo~~1a:a an ans~er.

If vcu want

~

(new i f a

c.~i 1d

for an

an~wer.

has un::::cr.:;::.:::.::;d your

Don~ t ask. hir::r if he un:~r.:;:..::od it ~~us2 ~e ~ori 11

A

c~iid

wo~s.

needs to

unders-:~nd

q~2s~~cn, a5k hi~ t~
:2~iy say he dces.

Chi1d~n usually 1earrr ~ unders~nd sho~ questicns in ~ is or~er
most diffic~lt: what, wno, ~he~. ~en, ~v, h~, wncse. ~a7.p 1e:
t."le car?" is rruc."':~ier :.'":an N'..'hcse-ci"r -;ere you in?"

fr=~ e~sies~

"','ho

10

si~1e ques!icns -- ~1icated gr~~~tical st~c~~ c~ ccnfuse a
Ins~ad of, "'Jere t."Jere any ot..'1er d1i 1dr-e.."l present 'l'fhen you went ~o Mr.
house in t.~e red van last s~r?" try, ·rou went ~ ~~. S7.ith's house?
went in a red van? •~o went witt you?•

11.

Try not to use
you were told,

Use

if/~,en sta~nts
wna~

or q~esticns.
would have. happened ~ you?•

hcwever,

~a7.?1e:

was in

c!"li1d.
S::ii th' s
You

•If you hadn't done wi

12.

Tense on be confusing. Present is easiest, ;::ast perfec! is !..'1e hardest, i.e. ·~
be~-~ E..:::.amp1e:
•How 1ong had you be~n riding in the
• C1ear unde:s!.andinc
this tense probab1y doesn 1 t ~~ into L'1e child•s 1ansuage until about age 8 or~

13.

Chi1dr!!n will confuse pronouns, he wiL, she and she with
Use a name and i!.s
noun refe~nc~ in the sar::e sente~. Try to use th"e names t..'1at the child used ~c
identify the person in question. Examp1e: (poor} "Is she ~~e one who hur~ you?·
(bet~er} •o;d Miss Mary hurt you?
Show me Miss ~~ry.•

(__
\

Time conc~pts are diffic~Jt for young chi1dr~~ -- uo t~ about ~'1e second grade
probably can·t tell ti~e acc~rateJy. Use ~rning. lunch tir.~, dinner time.
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ESPECIALLY FOR TRAJMAT:C EVENTS
ATTENTION SPAN
MINUTES
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SoME.LOGIC
SrrLL VERY EGOT ST!CAL
[AUSE AND EFFECT
LAN CONTROL IMPULSES. DELAY RA F CA I N
HAS OWN INTERPRETATiON OF S!3NIFICANCE F EVENTS, TRAUMAS
ACCOMODATION SYNDROME IS STRONG
ATTENTfON SPAN 20-45 MINUTES
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FULNESS: THE CHILD IS REACHING FCR PO

WILL NOT

CHOS; ;o

SHOW HIMSELF AS A VICTIM,

AGE

4:

IMAGINATIVE, BOASTFUL, TALL TALE
FANTASY, TALES ARE BASED ON WHA
BEEN TAUGHT, HE WANTS I.J IMPRE
STORY,

~GE

5:

EXAGGERATES BUT CA CLEARLY DIST!NGU
TRUTH. ~EL? HIM SY IDENTIFYING PRE

L S ARE CLEARLY
H S EXPERIENCED OR
ASE ADULTS WITH HIS

H BETWEEN FANTASY AND
D" AND "REAL",

6: (ANNOT J!STINGUISH GOOD AND BAD GENERALITIES. BUT CAN
DISTINGU SH IF HES PRAISED OR PUNISHED FOR BEHAVIOR AND WILL
USE THAT TO DIFFERENTIATE, (ANNOT RESIST TEMPTATIONS AND
!MPUL ES SO MAY STEAL OR CHEAT AND THEN DENY MISBEHAVIOR EVEN
IN THE FACE OF EVIDENCE,
[NSTEAD OF CJNFRONTING "You TOOK
THOSE c~JKIES". ASK HIM "How DID YOU GET ON THAT HIGH SHELF
TO GET THOSE COOKIES?" ~E IS STILL EGOCENTRIC AND ?RELOGIC~L
HE IS M ;E C2NCE~~ED WITH HOW THINGS RELATE TO HIM TH~N :o
T HI ~i
;, " E s E;i s E . HE c:. ~j T K Ec 0 u NT A s Tp AJ :; HT s TGRy :: c.: T "' . - RAMBLE.

(

I

7:

LESS LY!~.JG, CONCERNED ~ITH "wRONGNESS". MORALS OF LYING AND
CHEAT:~G.

AGE

8:

TAKES THE BLAME FOR THINGS. FEELS RESPONSIELE.

TRUTHFUL IN IMPORTANT M~TTERS BUT BOASTS AND LOOKS TO SEE IF
HE IS BELIEVED. CONFRONT ~ M BY SAYING. THAT I S A GOOD STORY.
/1

NOW WHAT REALLY HAPPENED?"

AGE

9:

MOSTLY TRUTHFUL BECAUSE OF CONSCIENCE AND PRINCIPLES. RESISTS
TEMPTATIONS. "Goo WOULDN'T LIKE IT IF l WAS BAD" (AN ONLY JUS
NOW BEGiN TO RECOUNT IN A STRAIGHTFORWARD MANNER, ALTHOUGH MA
NOW BECOME BELLIGERANT OR REBELLIOUS

l

AGE

10+:

AwARE OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF TRUT

D LIES.

T~E

Y~ : S
FE~

c

l T T L E AND S C.:. R ~ D •
F~~~~~~R.

E

A T:C LATIN3. 3Y

RECJGN!ZING HIS
ELP N

L.~lT~TlO~S

N THINKING AND IN

?RCTECT

l,

DEFORMAL!:E: HAVE A CH!LDS:ZE CHAIR. SIT CLOSER, NO ROBES.

2.
3.

~E

NEE~S ~CTIVITY:

~E

CAN'T ~L~AYS VER3ALJ:E: LET H!M SH W WITH DRAWINGS. TOYS. DOL

4. LET

HAVE FRECLENT SRE~KS, LET HlM MOVE AROUND,

HIM HAVE A TRANS T!ON ITEM:

ET HiM HAVE HIS TEDDY BEAR IN

5 ..ASK

THAT HE-- p;:n;:PA ED 3Y YJSlT!~iG
E C:::'JRTROOM FIRST. HE tl ::
TO KNOW WHO EACH ?ERSCN IS AND WHAT RO E THEY PLAY IN THE COUR
PROCE S.

5.
7,

liMIT OVERZEALOUS ATTORNEYS F OM BAJGER!NG AND CONFUSING HIM,
MANY CUEST:JNS w LL CONFUSE HIS TEST:MONY,
INSIST ON SL'1P!..S
~UEST CNS A~D S MPLE LANGUAGE.

:::r

NCtl

Y

A E , ERE TO HELP,
iELL HiM TO TELL YOU
THE DEFENDANT IS MAK NG FACES AT HIM. ETC,

s

T~LK ~3

H

F ;_, K II

l T IS A
i:.N

3.
L<,

WHAT ARE THE ARENTS TELLiNG THE CHILD A30JT TESTIFYING?
ll EFFECT HIS RESPONSE.
INGS TO

TH

S

C~~1S!JER:

-HIS STAGE OF DEYELOPM£NT
-HIS INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITY
-HIS PREYIOCS AND CURRENT RESPONSE TO TRALMAICOP!NG STRATEGIES

-iHE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE

(

CHILD DEVC:L MENT ISSUES
t~

..

I

"-

'n':: •J •

Y

~I:G~
~rL

~· :: A 7 ,: ~l ,

COU'""~...,,...,C'i
!ii:\U i

t1 . ,~ ,

~ ~~~!LY TH~R~?IST
9, ~SS5
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tric assessment
oncern that the a
e
abused as a

ially if there is
or when a parent was

of
If

an issue,
ian ad 1
for the child
appo
to
the child's best
preventing parents from
the child to mu tiple
evaluations in the hope of finding an
who will support one
or another's contentions.
7.

needs to be considered,
are com
rather
parents are
over custody
or if the child
a
ler. Under such
the cl
c
should
obserJing the child
y
each parent. Before these observat
, the
should meet
the child to establ
trust and
that the child
e d
over the
If
et
sk
the
t w th the all
a parent alone is not
evaluat
as well,
chi
behav or
escents may also occasionally
nd
or to cover their
who
experienced
sexual abuse
actions of adults or accuse the wrong
8.

The magn tude of the charges
lved
al
child
sexual abuse, and the r ramifications in terms of
1 sequelae
and i
on the family require diagnostic evaluat ons with
certain modif
These evaluations differ from the usual psych
c evaluation
the examiner
being asked to determine whether certain
events occurred, and determine at least one individual's
cred ility. It is
1 that the clinician maintain
emotional neutrality,
the case with an open mind, adapt
a non-judgmental stance and seek out the unique particulars of
each case. Great care must be taken to avoid leading questions
and coercive techniques; the child must be allowed to tell his

Chi d Sexual Abuse Evaluation
June 10, 1988
age five

avoidance of sexual features altogether.
other tool, they should be interpreted by
clinician and in the context of the overa
12.

, as with an1
enced

Videotaping.

Videotaping, when possibl
purposes including 1) preserv
l statements;
2) avoiding duplication of ef
s by sha
ideo with
others involved in the investi
ion; 3)
defendant to plead guilty, thereby spar1ng
testifying in court; 4) present
the v
the grand jury in
lieu of the child; and 5) as a teaching tool to help the
interviewer and others improve techniques.
In making a videotape, the following concerns, disadvantages
or risks should be taken into consideration:
Videos can be used
to harass or intimidate the child on cross-examination, or
viewers may regard the testimony as more credible because it was
given on video. Videos might be shown out of context or fall
into the hands of those who have no professional obligations of
confidentiality or concern for the child's best interest.
Clinicians should familiarize th8mselves with laws in their
states relative to admissibility of videotaped testimony.
The child should always be inforned as to the purpose of the
videot3pe and about who is present f a one-way mirror is being
used.
Parental cons n~ and the child's assent should be obtained
prier to videotaping.
13.

E_.:;ychological testing.

Tes~ing alone does not diagnose sexual abuse either in the
victim or offender.
It is helpful as a part of the evaluation of
the alleged offender, and in cases of possible falseiallegations,
it may be helpful to have testing of both parents.
In all
fairness, if testing is done on one parent, it should probably be
done on the other as well. Testing of the victim mdy be indicated
if there are questions about intelligence or thought processes.

14.

Reporting.

Child sexual abuse must be reported in accord with ethical
and legal requirements in each state. Clinicians should be aware
of these requirements.
The parent(s) and child should be
informed as clinically indicated, and to the extent that the
child's best interests are protected.
Once the report is made
and the legal or child protective services investigation begins,
it often becomes difficult to obtain a history from the accused
p~rent, who may become defensive.

Policy
.

~t

te111e1]_t----

From the American Academy of Child and Adolescent

GUIDELINES FOR THE CLINICAL EVALUATI
ADOLESCENT SEXUAL ABUSE

OF

Approved by Council of

LD AND

, June 10, 1988

Introduction
The explosion of cases involving all
1ons of child*
sexual abuse exceeds the resources available to deal with the
problem.
Many clinicians lack specific training in this area,
and the legal profession is often confronted with an array of
self-identified experts who have emerged to fill the void.
Unfortunately, these evaluators often use inadequate diagnostic
techniques or fail to evaluate the child within the context of
the family.
If conclusions are drawn on the basis of inadequate
or insufficient information, children may be harmed, parent-child
relationships seriously damaged, and these cases contaminated to
the point that courts and other professionals have great
difficulty sorting out what did or did not occur.
The purpose of the clinical evaluation of child sexual abuse
is to determine whether 1) abuse has occurred; 2) the child needs
protection; and 3) the child needs treatment for medical or
emotional problems. Guidelines for validating child and
adolescent abuse have not yet been fully defined. The following
guidelines have been developed to assist clinicians performing
these evaluations:
The choice of clinician to evaluate the child for sexual
abuse.

1.

Persons doing evaluations must be professionals with special
skills and experience in child and adolescent sexual abuse, and
evaluations ideally should be performed under the direction of an
experienced child and adolescent psychiatrist or psychologist.
We recognize that in many cases this may not be possible.
Clinicians performing these evaluations should possess sound
knowledge of child development, family dynam
related to sexual
abuse, effects of sexual abuse on the child, and the assessment

~unless indicated otherwise, "child" refers to infants, children
and adolescents.
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May 18, 19815

Ms. Claudette Ca~avaggi
ABC 20-20
157 Columbus Avenue
N~w Ynrk, NY 10023

Dear Claudette:
has

Thank you tor the opportunity to express my
happening on the family-law sce~e for

~een

e•11s on what
past 17 years .

The fundamental political issue is that of
status of
marriage vis-A-vis the state. Does ~~e state
marriage as
an institution valuable to society, wor~~y of b ng upheld and
pr~tected by law?
If not -- and, in view of current legal trencs,
it would appear that it does not -- then any
scussion about the
injustice in what happP.ns legally to those who have exercised
most of the basic functions heretofore legally unique·to marriage
is moot. Those victimized by ~~e trends will simply have to deal
with injustice on a personal, private basis. Tne coming generations will, as a result, increasingly for~ t~eir man-wom~n liaisons on the same basis -- indeed, as men and women in great
nu.'"nbers are doi~g e•Jen no•..:, Wl. ~~ little if any comprehension .,:
what such liaisons mean in the journey ~~rough life (hence in t~e
increasingly wocbly framework of society as a whole) ~
If, however, the stat2 does regar~ marriage as an i=stitutic~
valuable to society, wort..:.:::· of !Jeing u::held a::.d. protect:.ed by la:..:,
t."'1e q•Jes tion arises as to what kind of la·..; is :::.eeded to assure
such protection. Th~ answer, of course, lies in what motivates
people. What draws them toward or away from t.~e co~~t.~ent to
marriage? Because we have separation of churc~ ana state, we may
not deal publicly with this question in terms ot Who, having
c=eated men and women (accountable to P.irn), instituted marriage.
We are still free, however, to discuss ~~e fundamental human
motivation which impels people to acceFt or reject certain courses
of action -- namely, their innate sense of justice.
The fundamental human-righ:s iss~e on ~~e family-law scene
that of justice be t:'..ree::.. husb a~ds a:-:.C. ·..:i ves, taki::.g i::1 to accou::.-:
t~eir biological and innately originating p~yc~ological differences as these are reflected in ~~eir ~esryective marital roles.
In this country we have. at least nom-::na! l~gal recognition {under
the "equal protection" clause ot the E'onr::eenth Amenciment) of t.:·:.e
coequaZ ~orth of men and women generically. Is ther~ a basis in
justice for ~~is recognition of coequality in wor~~ to extend
under law to husband and wife? Until a marriage encs in divorce,
states with community-property law imply ~~at
re is inde~d sue~
.l.S

~AEC can, and often does, influe::..ce state policy to c
hope it will do so in this instance. Certainly a ra
in what I see as current state pol.1.cy.

n~e, of course.
I
cal change is nee=ed.

ATTACHMENT J
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a basis. In an intact ma.rriaqe, the law implicitly regards the
earnings and other property accumulated in the op~rations of the
marriage partnershiP··as generated jointly and with coequally
worthy contributions, whether direct or indirect, by husband and
w~fe (just as it regards children as generated jointly and with
coequally worthy contributions by husband and wife). ~is means
for example, that· the law recognizes t.t.e carrying out of domestic
responsibilities by one spot,se in a given ma==:!.age partnership as
having equal wor~~ to the marriagP., society and posterity wi~~
whate•:e::- the ot!ie::: spouse coes in the oper.::.ti~ns of that partne::-ship. It means that, however husband anci wi.:e delegate the tas:-:.s
of the marriage par~~ership between the~elves (e.g., husband
attending school to acquire a professional degree while wife works
to pay for his sc~ooling and to support the fa~ily}, the attributes
of one spouse are regarded as equally worthy to the marriage,
society and posterity wi~~ ~~e attributes of the other spouse.
!~
~~e mutual selectivity operative in ~~eir free choice to marry each
other, a man and a woman intuitively and reutually acknowledge ~~eir
coequality in wor~~ at the outset: of their marriage, regardless of
the marketability or nonmarketability of t:.eir respective attributes. Nor is there any human who may rightfully judge after ~~e
fact whether or not the intuition was sound. As a reflection o=
th
intuitive acknowled~ent of coequality i~ wor~~~ corrmunity=
property law (as tar as i~ goes) is indeed a just and rig~tful
ext~nsion, from applicability to men and wc~en in general to
app lica.bi li ty to husbands and wives, of ~~e .. equal protec<:.ion"
clause of the Fourteen~~ Amendment.
fully
cr:.:ortuna t.e .!.y, t-~e -::<:.a t~ 1 ap?lies ~~e cc::-:.u.."li ty-pro;::e:-tj' pri ::cip
only while a marriage is intact. In t-~e event ot dive==;
{and it must be presumed under civil law that Nhen t:.is ccc~rs :..~ ~s
when husband and wife no longer mutually regard themselves as
coequal in worth), the state fails to acknowledge ~~at not only
the economic ben~fits aequired in the operatior.s of
mar
partnership resulted from the jo~nt and equally worthy efforts a~d
sacrifices of husband and wife, but also all of
accrued
its operations --all of ~~ose, that is, to be tangibly realized
Zater as a result of what had gone on during ~;.e marriage..
("Accrued"
is the key ~ord in the econcmic injustice su=fered by most warne::
after divorce.) Wit-~ this retroaetwve denial of L;.e coequal wcr~~
of husband and wife, the law confuses ~~e rig~ts of husbands and
wives in present and future rnar=iages and leaves ~'"l.e tar:-.ily in c:.·1il
anarc~y.

But haw can c.eeruec!. benefits of a marr:..age be measured? Ec·::,
for example, can a real increase in ear:1ings after divorce, ove:::those possible to the person prior to the marriag; and attribut~le
to the marriage, be measu=ed as time progresses past the point c=
divorce (the·se ·acditional earnings constituting a benefit accr·.:e~
during the marriage}?*
As a matt:er of fact, it can't be.?~_asaUfe::: --

-

.

* "· .. real

increase .•• ," as dis tinct from nomir.c:! increase, whic!1
would not take into account the changed nominal value at the ti~e
cf divorce of the qualifications whic~ the oer~on had at the ti~e
he/she married.
•
•
.

·--------~---------

..

'
. ·Ms.
Claudette Caravaggi

-J-

May 18, 1986

least not precisely. The reason is that time is irreversible.
At first ~lance, it might seem that drawing the person's actuat
earning-capacity curve from the beginnir.g to the end of the marriage
then proiecting it to ~e dat~ of retirement, and placing
a~other curve unde~qual to ~~e first part of the first one but
starting at the ena of the marriage and carried to the same retirement date, WO'lld provide an accurate measure. Th'! space between
t.'ie two cur1es would seem to i::-:.c.:.cate !".ow much the person's earnin;
;~:::en::::c:~ f-::::: the :;;er.:.cd :=::7:'1 C.i•:orce to retirement had increased
by reason of wha~ had gone o~ during t.'ie marriage.
In o~~e~ wor:s,
he/she has a potential for greater ear~ings during thJ'?~~-rl~v~~~~
h3d he
maintained the same earning capaci
throughout the marriage. Not on~y is the projection almo~t tota
speculative,
, but who can say, !or exa~ple, that
curve begun at age
22 would be the same . . i: begun at age 35 or 40 with identical
qualifications ot.~erwise? AginG went on during the marriage, too.
The most o""easpnah
let a~~t
.~.e.. SA.,-:.e time most practical method
1:r; a,._ J.eas
~--- c--...c_ ... a. ... r_...
f th
~o asce~~a~n wnac pe~centage o
e person • s
total earning capacity at the end ot the marriage is constituted
by the increase in his/her ear~ing capacity gained between the
beginning and the end ~f t.~e marriage. The subsequent earnings
f=om t.~is percentage would cor.stitute a benefi~that had accrued
i~ t.~e operations oi the r..a~riage part.""lership ~("What we are to
~ecom~, w~ are na~ becoming.•
"Today represents the sum total o:
all ou~ yesterda~s." ·The legally stated intent of court rulings
in di~or:e ~ases to enable t.~e parties to "start a nP.w life• while
~.:.sre;.:.= :ii.~g t.'ie ongoing e ::ect:s of t.~e "old life" is totally wi <;.."':.~

o~

measuremen~~s

Cl.:t

,.,·a:..:.::::ty.)

~~us, if an earning c~:;;acity of $~0,000 at divorce includes
a real increase of $16,000 gained during the marriage, 16/40, or
40 percent, of all of the person's future earnings from gainful
employme~t, as well as 4u percent of all benefits attached to the
earni::-:.;s, should be split equally -- as to both amount and .ann•r
of delivery -- bet~een t.,e t~o parties to the divorce. If they
wish to make a settlement ot.~er t.~an on an as-realized basis, they
should be free to do so. ~he state, ho~ever, would be acting outside its purvie•"' bv mandc:'!-:.na scme settlement other .than on an as=
reali:ed basis. (A man, f:r· exa~:le, micht die wi~/four or five
::·ears a!ter divorce, yet ;;.ad bee:1. ordered to pay to-his ex-wif~ as
a 1~~; s~ ir.mediately after tbe divorce a certain percentage of
an estimate of his prospective e:rnings based on anticipated gainful e:-::ployment of, say, 2: more years. St,ch a settlement would
.t'.lrn out to have been unjust to him, and the state would have
!aile~ in its dut~.t t~ aC..~inis t:er justice..; Or the market for the
qualif~cations he had gai::-:.ed d~ring t:.e marriage might exce--d ~at
antici~ated in the estimata.
Settle~nt on other than an as-realized
b~sis would proOably be unjust to the ex-wife, who had had an equally
worthy part wit.~ him in b~ild!ng thos~additional qualifications.)

dead
law,

In promoting legal c~ange, there is littl~ point in beating
ho~ses, Clau~ette.
A:Z of us who are vi
of unjust family
wi~, all of t.~e com~lex details of our individual csses, fall

tt"!
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We have a!

t!'le Fourteent!1 Amendment.
With the family in ci

t..~e basic
nation
world. I

unit of society.
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may be :eyond retrievability as a force
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th~nk you, Claudette, for
my views nationwide, on ABC
details of my own case.
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MIRIAM STEINBOCK
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Senat~

f: ' f

~

610

94612

! ( .• ( ) ()

Office of Research

1100 ,J Street, Ste.

650

Sacramento, CA 95814
Attn:

Rebecca Gonzales
Staff Director
Re:

Task Force on Family Relati

Court

Dear Ms. Gonzales:
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Alameda County
Family Law Association, I want to express our opposition to any
pro~osals which would result in the structural consolidation of the
Juvenile, Famlly Law and Probate courts in each county.
From our point of view as family lawyers, we do not perceive
problems with the coordination of these courts in Alameda County.
While the Family Court Services counselors may have problems with
coordinating services, we do not see these.
Inasmuch as it is unclear that there are any advantages to
structural consolidation of the courts which handle matters
relating to family relations, our association believes that the
most sensible approach is to improve coordination and communication
between these courts regarding any specific problems uncovered in
the course of the hearings by the Task Force.
There is one area in which our organization sees a benefit in
modifying the existing court structures, and that would be to
op~hlP the Family Court5 to administer funds fot paying lawyers tc
be advocates for childr n in the same way that lawyers are paid for
th1s in Juvenile Court.
Thank you for you

consideration.
Very truly yours,

Miriam Steinbock
!v!S : cp
cc : i\i.

Duryee, Ph.D.
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October 22, 1989
Rep. Bruce Bronzan
capitol Office
Room 448
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Representative Bronzan;
No one questions the impact that divorce has on peoples lives. This sad
statistic is made more upsetting by the fact that in many of those cases
children are involved. Frustrating the process of
with a slow
complicated legal system is the last thing the People of this state need.
As a member of the House Human Services comnlittee I feel you are
in a position to have an impact on how these cases are handled
and, ult
their effect on those defenseless children.
CUrrently the State Senate is preparing to hold hearings on the status of
the Juvenile and Family Court systems. As I understand it their goal is to
add yet another layer to a system already too complicated and overburdened
with bureaucracy. From personal experience, as well as stories related by
men and women who have gone through, or are now going through the system,
the solution is not to add more layers to the problems of family law, but
to reduce and/or simplify the existing laws and processes.
Too many lawyers have made small fortunes by advocating adversarial
postures between former spouses. In the event children are involved the
non-custodial parent, typically the father, may spend several months not
seeing his or her children, before an agreement is reached. If the courts
are truly acting in the best interest of the children, then there should be
some intermediate visitation law that comes into effect as soon as a
Petition is filed. Why should children be denied the right to both of their
parents?
This need has become evident to me as my former spouse has moved, not
telling me where my three year-old son is. Although this is in violation of
Sec. 277 of the Penal Code, local authorities will not enforce this law.
Nor does the local DA have any authority to pursue the matter because of
lack of requisite laws. Consequently my wife's attorney is able to
blackmail a signature out of me using visitation as the payoff.
Children should not to be used as negotiating chips in divorce proceedings,
but all too often they are. If guidelines for continued visitation prior to
a final Order were implemented, then the children of divorce would have an
easier time of adjusting to divorce. Additionally, with some degree of
visitation there wouldn't be the need to rush to the Court to get a
visitation order. This would relieve some of the urgency that accompanies
many motions in the court today. And as you may be aware, Family Court
Service is behind in their case load. Ensuring visitation while mediation
is proceeding eliminates much of the current difficulty with visitation.
Under the current system, more often than not s/he with the most money
wins. Typically the male will pay support to the female plus her legal fees
and other associated costs. With this approach to the system there is no
incentive for an attorney to finish the case as quickly as possible. They

can run up bills in the tens of thousands of dollars under the guise that
it is in the best interests of their client. It would seem that the best
interest of a client is to resolve the issues in binding arbitration and
put a cap on the fees that an attorney may charge. Only the best interest
of an attorney is served by prolonging the anguish of
protracted
litigation.
laws allow an attorney to charge fees according to professional
standing. But how is a $30,000.00 per year worker supposed to pay the fees
incurred by an angry spouse who has retained a $160.00 /hour attorney as
well as pay the ordered support.

The

Divorce is a nasty business and, in my op1n1on, the laws should protect
those cases where there is gross abuse by either party (ie. violence,
drugs, etc.). But on the other hand, so many cases could be simplified if
the attorneys were lirrdted in their interpretation of the laws as well as
how much they could charge for divorce proceedings. There is no reason why
one individual should shoulder the burden for a divorce if both parties
have sought it.
The issue of child abduction is real, and without legislative protection
for concerned non-custodial parents, these parents are legally defenseless.
Only if they sell everything to retain an attorney they can neither afford
nor, usually, trust will their parental rights of being with their children
be
secured. This sort of financial and erootional
devastation
is
unnecessary. If you doubt any of this I have a list of names and
organizationfi can refer you to.
Won't you please help.
Yours Truly,

y Thompson
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OBSERVATIONS ON DIVORCE

w·:'! ,ue constantly bombarded by stories about
the nuclear
l
is reaking down and causing all sorts of soci 1 ills. Sorn~
of tt1e ccnsequences of the breakdown of the
ly re; women and
tt:e:r children being driven into poverty at an
arming rate,
~~ildren teing deprived of their fathecs
rt 3nd a dramatic
~nc~ease in domestic violence.
~hat is the truth?
The family is not
down: rather,
~ e f~~ily is being destroyed by our government for the benefit of
~he BAR which controls our government.
It is lear that the only
~eneficiaries of divorce are l
rs and of course all judges are
ld
~rs.
Judges depend on the good will of the Bar in order to be
appointed LO higher benches and lawyers
on judges to award
them attorney fees.
Is it any wonder that d
is such a
r::1cket.
f3~

~cnen ~ho ~ant divor~es are provided free legal advice by the
·::_:c'..:err.:::ent and the BAR. ;he government and the BAR encourages and
~elps ~onen divorce their husbands and deprive the r children of
~~e love 3nd support of a father.

In

jivorces that involve children the great najority are
by women.
The reason is ~ost likely due to the rewards
promised by the court.
A woman is virtually promised custody of
ner children so that she can use h~r children to extort money from
tl:ei
father.
initia~ed

A father is routinely forced to finance his wife's kidnapping
his own children through the hypocritical mechanism of "child
s~pport''.
That is the real reason that most men are reluctant to
t:ay "child support".
~f

A father can be sun~arily jailed for not paying child support
even if that father can prove that the "child support" is being
used to the detriment of the child, as it usually is.
A child has no right to the protection, love or support of
it's father.
A father has no right to talk to or even see his own
children. That sounds incredible, but this is so because a divorce
judge can, at the mere request of the man's wife, prevent a father
from seeing his own children except according to a limited
visitation schedule dictated by the judge.
It is an axiom of law
that an unenforceable right is no right at all.
Lawyers
get
rich
prosecuting
criminals
and
defending
criminals.
It is a well known fact that divorced children are put
at great risk for deviant or criminal behavior. Could it possibly
be that the Bar is consciously promoting divorce in order to
guarantee a future supply of criminals for it's members to
prosecute and defend?
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SUGGESTIONS
V rtually all the psychological
literature on childre
~.:.zes that divorce is harmful to children especially when . _
er us0s div~rce as a means to deprive the children of the lcve
S'J_t::rort of their fathers.
The courts shoulc assune t:r.a:
vorce is contrary to the best interests of children unless proven
otner..:1se.
A parent who deliberately destroys a child's farr.ily
throu
divorce without just cause is an unfit parent and should
be treated as such .
.'c::L:es should be required to obey the lav;, specifically the
a;-;::: federal Co1.stitutions.
Ju es should be required tc
ljE ~ritten statements justifying their orders,
including what
:- ~c the judge considered, what lav:s v:e~·e applied and in cases
\' 1nq children holf; the children's best in E:rest would be

sta:.c

:ncc tne state Frc\ides frE:E legal hElp to V.'or:er: v.'ho v.:ant tc
J\c,(' thE:ir husbands an::: take their children fror: their father:::,
~

:c should also ~rcvicie free legal help tc fathers and their
sc that they may defend rhemselves against state financed

·s::ody eval t:at1ons should be done
people who have nc
financ:a
1nterest 1n the outcome of thE: custody suit.
rre:-,:.ly ''far:.ily co'J:::-t counselors" work at the pleasure of thE:
JUdoE: and are under pressure to please the judges who are in turn
unde:::- pressure to please their comrades in the Bar. Divorce judges
sacrifice our chil
for the benefit of their friends in the Ba:::whc 1r. tu:::-n support the judges.
th the state's help,
ze the fact that when a mother,
takes a child from
's father that is more an act of k
ing
than when a
takes his child and goes
hiding to prevent
the state supported kidnapping.
A:lo~ fatners tc provide food, clothing, shelter and love and
he w1Jl gladly.
Order h1m to pay "child support" so that his wifE
can afford to keep his children from h
and he will justifiably
res is:..

Rer.,ove incentives for divorce.
By far the most divorces
children are initiated by women. Women are provided free
lega: help when they want to divorce children from their fathers.
D1vorce judges routinely order the fathers to pay whatever legal
fees the mother incurs in her efforts to divorce children from
their fathers.
invo~v1ng
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I have been a v 1.ctim of the d 1 v.:)rce court tyranny for the last forty t·..·o
s ot my forty eight year life.
I shall relate my experiences as a child
·: ·:: m ::f the divorce court then my experiences
s the father of a child
·· ti~1~ed bv he divorce court. My story is one of dece tful euphemisms and
. ,:c,,l] nypucrisy.
I claim that my experiences .1re typ
al of that large cl3ss
d~es wh~re children are taken from their fathers by their mothers n-~inst
::~~·r fa~her 1 s will and without just cause: euphemistically called custody .
2~

.:. en

~

; 1 vc:; r.-cc:

: Lr~1S.

.:1,; six ye;'lrs old !nd h3d three ycunger .~loi i .js, ray mother as}:.::.::
; udge to grant her a divorce nnd
stody of me and my
My father was the best father a child cuu d hope for and he

'?~~

r~tely wanted to raise his own children;
my mother was incompetent and
: .:--::r·spons bl.:::.
My mother gave no reason for her requ
and I believe she
~3d n~ good r~ason.
These facts were well known
the
at the time but
::he
'Jdge, without explanation, granted my mother s request.
With the
_. 1<. ::-- :-.:::e cour:: 1 s help, my mother destroyed the very
rong bond between me and
:::y : 1ther, in the process destroying any love between me and my mother.
~~~~n to tne j~dge my mother was unable to support four young children, so
-3-~er than 1etting my father support us she marr
the first man she could.
··"::: .-c:s a c...:·vr:.c.·y recer;tl'l r(,}c_,,,sed from prison for rr.urder; he drank, smoJ.:ed,
r:=:, g'1 ... t: 1 e·J and -.~;as ()ft~r::n v ioler1t.
Predictably, I hated this man, ;:.:;:
-~ ~.~h :2~ ~i~ vi.:::es but :.ecause he was displacing ~y f3ther to whom I ~2s
~-c~gly a:t cned
and who h3d none of this man•s vi es.
I rebelled agatnst
::.1>?ufa .._he:- in every ·..;ay
couid, earning me a chi dhood of merciless
1
::c::-!t::.n.Js and a childhood devo1d of lm.re.
The taking of young children frc::r.
"~~:r fathers ~r ~others h~s a profound detrimental effect on those children
:::--.:! tr1at LLt: has been knm.;r. since the dawn of human history.
When that
·_;j~0 teo~ re from my father he knew with a high degree of probability that
>=: .: 1s
;~·::1r.ing r:e to
::1
c.iildhcod, and perhaps lifetime, of abuse and
J~~r:vaticn.
fortunately
r that judge, the Devil claimed his soul before
: ::e-ame a~~~e of the fact that he was directly responsible for my abuse and
.: c::-:..vaticn
~
a
,nild.
Atter carefully examining the facts
:-:~~:<undlr~
~
rc._·-::, I am convinced that j
e Clark Guild ac::ed
.-.·l :.:-: ma 1 ic 1 o:..:c::. -...on tempt t )r
. .:: ights and d 1 so the rights of my father ::o
provide me the love and suppor- that he was so capable of.
As a teenager I
hec3.me ar.t 1-soc ia l and border line juvenile delinquent, clearly a consequence
of my being denied the love and moral guidance of my father.
Fortunately
tor me and society, a ret1red German scientist took me under his wing and
gave me the moral guidance that the state would not allow my own father to
Jl·;e me.
Finally as a younq man temporarily free of the tyranny of the
d:~orce court, I
began to put my shattered life together.
I did not get
ec; far before I was drafted into the army and sent to Viet Nam to fight,
and perhaps die, ostensibly to defend the freedoms that my father and I were
so cruelly denied.
The irony and injustice of that galls me to this day.
I ::::;urvived Viet tJam and returned to California to prepare to be the father
t:v.: state denied me.
I went to college, established a career,
married and
t1.1d a "'ondHrul child, bl1s::>tully unaware that the state of California had
"legislated" r..arriage and fam1ly to virtual oblivion. During the first year
of my da 1 ~qhter's l1fe I did ever:tthing I could to be a loving, involved
father and to that end I established a very strong bond with my daughter.
My wife beg~n showing signs of emotional instability during that first year
and I encouraged her to join me in seeing a marriage counselor:
she flatly
refused.
I later discovered that she had for a for a long time been secretly
receiving free legal services from a feminist organization helping her to
plot divorce. This feminist organization receives funding from the City and
Ccunty of San Francisco and the Bar Association.
They then use those funds
to help wcmen take children from their fathers among other things.
over
T

, r.,y d,:,ughtt::: ~,.;as ont:: year, one month and se:\:en1..ecn days
rny ;,·1ft:: kidnappej rry
r and :moved in w th her mother.
She then went to judge Isabella Grant of the San Francisco
ior
Court; requested and to my di
custody of my
d u
er, 1 imi ting me to inf
acing terr le
emotional stresses on my infant
wife gave no reason
for her re~1est and judge Grant asked for none.
e Grant would
not even consider
aga
my wife's unilateral acts.
Wha qua ifications did Isabella Grant have? She never married nor
ha
ch dren, but instead devoted her life to being a d orce
1 av:ycr
destroy 1 ng other peopl 1 s f arr,i lies and 1 oot ing those
families for her own personal f
ncial gain.
For this judge to
claur, to be act
"in the best interest of the child" is hypocrisy
at it's venal worst. The court assigned
wife and me to Family
court counselor Marcy S. Belfer for mediat
Marcy Belfer took
e
children from their fa
through d
and, to my dismay,
us
that as an example of acting
"the child's best interest".
I then began worrying that my daughter and I were in real trouble.
suspicions became s
er ":hen Marcy freely admitted to be
"·work
at. the pleasure of the j
" and she said she could not
afford to risk her job by acting contrary t0 what she knew judge
Grant '"'anted. When 1 as}:ed Marcy v:hat udge Grant ~;:anted she told
rr:t::,
a stra i
face, that j udgs Grant norma 11 y a;..:a rds sole
cust:.ody t::J the mother if the mothe:::- does not:. agree tc oint custody
and f
ther~ore, I would save ev
a lot of trouble if 1 would
s1
1 y a ree to ;,..·hat t:.he jud
would almost certainly order anyy,ray.
1 was DG
ng acutely aware that what J had learned in high school
civics class about American justice was a cruel hoax.
I was very
much angered by this brazen attempt at
imidation and refused to
acree to what
d amount to the abandonment of
O~>.'n child.
Ma
Belfer went on to make a
carefully avoiding relevant
facts and sensitive issues. Marcy gave a copy of her report to my
wife's law~er, Diana Richmond, and to judge Grant, but refused to
s rve me a copy as requ
state law ( 4 02 } . Marcy explained
to me that:. j
Grant d1d not want:. me to have a copy and that
JU
Grant 1 s wishes took
over state law, at least as
far as she was concerned.
VJent on to " a~tJard" my child
to my nov..· ex-wife, Connie L.
just as
Bel fer had
threatened.
As if that was not
, j
in effect
ordered me to f
the abduction and abuse o
own
call
it "child
Isabella Grant had
del
condemned my daughter to a
of deprivatio~
and torment just as I had
simil
y
by a similarly
corrupt divorce judge. The effects of j
Grant's actions on my
and me were traumatic and del
y malicious.
It is
clear to me that judge Grant was acting in the best interests of
her friends at the Bar at the expense of my child. As a result of
judge Grant 1 s illegal and inunoral acts, I accuse her of abusing Ir:y
daughter. I also hold judge Isabella Grant personally responsible
for all ham: befalling my child as a result of her illegal orders.
h'r.

1 ci,

741-C Mason St.
/;san Francisco, CA 94133
'-'

415-474-5661
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HEARINGS TESTIMONY
by James A. Cook

for Judicial Council of California,
Task Force on Family Relations
October 27, 1989,

Los Angeles, Californ a

I am James A. Cook. I appreciate the opportunity to s
a brief personal resume as well as a sheet explaining the re e

Attached is
of the Joint

Custody Association.
Let me also express an appreciation. That is an appreciation for the task
that the Family Courts confront. I recognize that you confront a large volume of
highly emotional cases with the problem that they must be disposed-of efficiently
and with as much finality as reasonably possible, and that this should be done with
compassion and a recognition that your actions could influence and direct family
structures and relations betweeen the sexes for many years to come.
I understand the ambiguity and uncertainty of dealing with legislatures that

will have an impact upon the judiciary, and that the judiciary often confronts blame

by the public for what may be an ambiguity of a legislative directive.
JOINT CUSTODY ASSOCIATION
The Joint Custody Assopciation, of which I am the initiator and President, is an
organization of approximately 3,000 individuals in at least 43 states and 5 foreign
countries. About 25% of these individuals are professionals (psychiatrists, psychologists,
mediators, attorneys, therapists, etc). And, between a quarter and a third of the membership
are women, several of whom lost custody altogether during the vigorous sole custody wars of
the 1970's and before the advent of joint custody.
The remainder are men, although this is not a men-only organization. Most of our
comments and goals, however, do reflect the preferences of men, but while representing
such men we are particularly cautious that our ultimate aims and goals are not exclusively
at the expense of women but could be as beneficial to women as to men.
SCOPE OF INTERESTS
We
ve been in contact, in one form another with over 40 of the state legislatures
and have appeared before about 25 of those legislatures in pursuit of our goals. (We
encompass some 38 interests and issues).
We have also done the same representation in Canada and several of the Western
European countries.
AS .n

LIAISON

insure the best available and most recent of information we have made it a
point, for several years, to attend and participate in annual convention and midwinter
meetings of the American Bar Association's Family Law Council, and the annual meetings
and seminar·s of the American Orthopsychiatric Association. This enables our members to
~now the latest and most relevant thinking in those organizations and for us to
srtansize sucn information in pursuit of our goals.
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to our members
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a directory of member-organizations
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rvations and recommendations into issues and operations.
mean, 1i
issues which could require 1 islative sanction but wherein
come judiciary
rtic pa on. Then, a listing of operational suggestions that
imp emented
Judicial Council's administration.

Continued joint custody implementation. The most significant political imperative
most Americans duri
the closing third of t
20th Century is the equality of
s, and this has inc uded the races, the sexe , religious freedom, educational
nst tut ons
employment opportunities. The family iaw judicial equivalent is the
imp1
tation
joint physcia1 and legal custody.
While we

es,

shadings of interpretation about what "best interests 11 of
ng increasingly evident t t a child's self-esteem ('best
need by a recognition
adult lecel system views
(
an i i dual child's sex as ne ther superior nor inferior),
system decrees equality, and that both parents are confirmed as
s are followed by a reactionary hicc
no-fault divorce as
did the
s cultivated
th anecdotes or horror stories;
aw should
. Statistics, education and demonstration proiects will help to

parent is seek
a statistica survey of
exi
the i 1ementa on of
mec
sms for
int custody and the me
reso ving differences
r
rents as well as jurists).
When it comes to joint custody, the research community would be
more beneficially employed for the public by concentrating on
"how to' 1 rather than "why not."
This is reminiscent of the
dilemma of the research community following implementation of
civil rights for the races when researchers were torn Jbetween
demonstrating how equality could be made to work and those anxious
to prove that public resistance demonstrated why it would not work..
Demonstration projects could help show, by example, the means for implementi
joint custody.
~ssured custody participation despite out-of-state removals of children. Through
e ther l is1ation or more authoritative case precedent, we need to assure that access to
both paren s by a child will be guarded and protected despite an out-of-state move by
one of the parents. We do not intend to restrict freedom of movement, but by more widely
known
icia1 example or legislation we need to require that a child removed out-of-state
for ~ore than 90 days must sat~~ty one of the two following criteria:

Page 11n·cc
- Agreement by the parents on how visitation for the chi}d will continue on
a frequent and continuing basis, or
1
-Court hearing to assure continued visitati , de itejan out-of-state move,
t which an adjustment of child support would be cons1dered to compensate
costs of transportation. possibly at t
10f the parent so
moving.
Enforceable visitation. Seemingly, California has not
volume of thwarting
of visitation by one parent in opposition to the other that
s
experienced by other
states. However, the Federal child support enforcement 1 slat
of the 1980's has twice
reinterated a "sense of the Congress" to also examine the
of custody arrangements
and the assurance of protected and enforced visitation as
isms for increasing the
likelihood of payment of child support. Congress and the
ns tation are now close
(within a matter of weeks or months) of rna ng available s
ifi nt dollar funds for
research, st
, and demonstration projects to apply as
d 1igence to protecting
visitation as has been applied to the collection of child support.
Popular mythology (which may also turn out to be'statist cally true) assumes that
parents in regular contact with their children are more li ly to pay child support, in
a more timely manner, in more adequate amounts, and with less resentment when "visitations"
are 'lOt thwarted.
Procedural ease for distress child support payment circumstances. The judge, who
is the rare individual who has an opportunity to hear and evaluate both sides in custody
and support issues is often best equipped to assess the merits. However, in recent years,
the increasing rigidity of support enforcement procedures and parameters has increasingly
limited a judge's discretion despite the circumstances of a particular case.
Now that speedier, less costly quasi-judicial-adminsitrative procedures are
being implemented to pursue, determine and collect child support we now need the quid-proquo. The quid-pro-quo exists in similar relief and opportunity for the support-paying
parent.
Currently, the support-obligated parent, confronted with income-loss through
unemployment or drastically changed economic circumstances has to produce additional
funds (which will not 'go to a child') for legal respresentation in an appearance that
could be unlikely to provide the paying-parent with relief. Conversely, the recipient
parent receives public-agency support to pursue support actions.
We u
a two-way street quasi-judicial-adminstrative system to rectify, as
quickly as possible, the more obvious financial and economic reverses and physical
incapacity before the delinquent funds reach such larqe amounts as to condemn the paying
parent in perpetuity.
Granted, large build-up amounts fuel the publicity furnaces of agencies demanding
justification and keep-alive the resentments of recipient parents ... but such publicity does
very little for support of children.
Tax law modification. We will welcome the judiciary's lending their voice to
an issue that needs rectification in legislatures and other agencies: that of provirlinn,
- Dependency deduction for the support-paying parent.
- Head of household statute for a support-pa ng parent who must also provide
a residence for the child when alternate visitation takes place.
- Tax-deduction of child support (by a paying parent) as is now available
for a 1imony.
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marriages in one jurisdiction, divorces in another, and the obligations of military
ser~ice.
The diffi ulties of maintaining family life, even a divorced-family life,
are increased
the changes of jurisdiction.

removing on to ''operations" (topics lending themselves to administrative c1an
w1thin the family law system), as compared with "issues"
i h robably require legislativE
rectification), I am
ing to risk a generality.
rality may help to place in context the manner
which the sexes are
viewing c n s in family law. Generaliti s are broad, but they help stimulate a
provocati
way of viewing topics.
g the most active, politically, of vario11s
there is a tendency to view the situation, and the
~ands of
nant, arrogant, and unfeeling men.

nd their organizations,
p marily persecution at t

the other hand, from the most active, politically, of various men and their
organizations there is considerably less specific blame of women and, instead, the
'blame' is most often focused on "the system." (That usually implies the administration
of the family law justice system.)
In addition, among the generalities, although in the early Seventies women's
organizations were speaking of "equality 11 , the driving appeal by these organizations
to their members almost invariably emphasizes power and dominance.
On the other hand, the men's groups are highly preoccupied with "equality" (a
word derivation that appears, in one form or another, in t
names of many such organizations) and
with an a ceptance, or tolerance, with women nan equal, joint,
participating capacity with children after divorce.
Legisl tion and adjudication of joint custody brought about an important and
fortuitous chan . Before, \vhen tJoth sexes assumed they were entitled to fullscale
sole cust
• we need to be reminded of the murders (of judges, attorneys, and frustrating
spouses and ex-soouses) and child-snatching that dominated the family law news of the
mid and late 1970's. The advent of joint custody was extremely important at providing
a relief ~alve and a solution (the best from among less-than-perfect 'solutions').
fear is that if we don't continue the solution of equality, with emphasis from
the courtroom, we will undercut the equality-seekers among men and return them to more
open warfare, and we'll embolden the power-because-of-persecution solution by some women.
r instance, as I examine the rationale behind some murders that have taken
place between spouses, before any court appearance actually took place, the implied
threat has
"I'll take the child away from you.'' For these potential murders-beforethe-fact-of-court appearance, we need wider recognition by the public that sole and
exclusive custody is highly unlikely to occur in the court room unless a burden of
proof is assumed by the parent seeking sole custody.
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/\n interim decree of sole ustody at the fir''ot:
long-dela
aring that could be decreed, at the final
mer-ely upon the excuse of "no change of circumstnaces."

an
stret c
into a
rings, as sole custody

inle
ree of joint custody at the t1rs
a step closer to
form.
uisiana courts were followi
in the days 1mmed ately after the legislat ve
passage of Louisiana's joint custody statute. This was a procedure to get the p~r~1es
over the hurdle of focusing their entire attention upon
nni
sole custody. The jurist
wou d proclaim joint custody ... thereby proclaiming that
fight for sole custody was
virtually ended. The parents were then to return to court in 90 days for the recording
of a joint cus
plan. Thereby the parents were served notice, in effect, that neither
could win a sole custody fight, that they had three months to
-out whatever joint
custody plan they could devise in the interim experience, nd a the end of three months
any detail that they had not resolved would be subject to the court's ruling and interpretation.
~n
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INFOR11ED CUSTODY CRITERIA; DE-ESCALATING THE PURSUIT OF CASE PREC DENCE

The layman's image of courtroom success too often cente
on the pursuit of
case pr~cedents that can obliterate the opposite parent nd confine the scope of a
judge's discretion. As a style of family law litigation,
pursuit of case precedents
is more widely practiced in other states than in Californ a,
my observation. Often,
the files of parent's group organizations serve as source references for case precedents.
pursuit of case precedents often obscures the other
lities and solutions that
could, otherwise, help each oarent to appear as a worthy joint custodian or sole custodian.
oromote more self-examination and less precedent-pursuit, I favor the court's
distribution of informal criteria for child custody evaluations. I stress "informal"
(which impli~s information sheets or suggested guidelines) rather than formal statuteitemized criteria. When itemized in a statute they are more likely to be used as
litigation factors to eliminate ooposing parents and curtai1 a judge's discretion.
criteria applicable to both children and parents cou d be a stimulus to promote
recognition of why each parent qualifies for joint or sole custody rather than the tools
for elimination of a parent. As suggested criteria, for children and parent: General
health,
ysical and emotional development, home environment, mental status, emotional
stage and age, capacity to tolerate relations with the opposite parent, quality of
relationsnips, behavioral history, adequacy of supervision, child care resources, etc.

MED

~TORING

:Jit:hough we favor the availability of mediation and mediation counseling, both
pr vately-a;a1lable and tax-supported, there are increasing reqjirements for the
monitoring of the public, tax-supported mediation that serves as a court adjunct.
The public, tax-supported mediation serving as a court adjunct tends to be so
briefly administered, and so soon before a court trial that the focus is on obtaining a
so-called "agreement" rcth,er tnan understanding of the pathologies involved. Thereupon,
if the impression is conveyed throughout the court system that the seated judge does not
favor the "frequent and continuing contact" of joint custody, then the Conciliation
service f3 's to carry out the state's policy and forewarns the parents that joint
1:u::;
,n 1 ~kely to prevail, thereby weakening the conciliation stance of the most
~0ncilia~0ry parent.
This problem is further aggravated by divorce attorneys who
encourage their clients not to agree to anything during onciliation but to discern
during concil~ation what the other party will "give awa "so that this weakness
:an be exclo1~ed during trial.
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PERIODIC REITERAII

OF "NO FAULT"

FaJlt-finding divorce just;fication has been experi
finding of fault in the opposite party helps to a suage gu
We must be pari ula y diligent in scrutinizing parent's compl
he r inte retat ons of the past, which may have Jf
necessa lv admissible as faults in custody decis1cns
these reminders, cus
battles rPvert to fault-finding

slow death. The
he divorce-initiator.
ts to advise that
s lf-worth, are not
periodically v., e

ACCESS TO JUSTICE BY MINORITIES AND THE ECONOMICALLY-DTSAD
The poor, and those inarticulate in the idiom of
gl
are the most likely to be short-changed in the family court

judicial procedure,
of divorce.

We ~lave a continuing need
r
, putdic se
irections for those divorcing parents who cannot afford
a personal attorney.

tions, and procedural
tion and guidance of

At the present time we have a gap between Jerks
who carefully explain that they can give no legal advice)
have virtually no power to assure what a final
personnel

ut court forms (and
cil iation Court
ree will encompass.

At t
inbetween stage there is need for personal, procedural explanation .. without
going into the meriots of each case, individually.

THE EVENTUAL TRIBUNAL:

THE FAMILY COMPENSATION COMMISSION

do not necessarily subscribe to utopian alternatives in a seemingly ideal
situation with panels of peers, specialists, professionals, jury r disciplinarians.

Furthermore, ! think the
is good reason to retain the divorce/custody process
within the broaa framework of an established legal system w1th procedural access to
constitutional guarantees.
However, we need to ease the give-and-tak0 exchange of i formation so that the
exchange is not so formalized as to inhibit an ade•1uate exchange of information.
Furthermor~. we need to facilitate participation of the affected parents and divorcing
soouses direct 1 ; within their divorce experience rather than so much relia1ce upon
hired gladiators who shield a deciding judge from first-person access to the divorcing
parent or oouse.
Td :n·idge this gap, I am q1v1ng serious consideration to to a form of divorce
settlement Drocess resembling industrial accident commissions or workmen's compensation
commission '"'herein a family compensation commission can operate under the aegis of an
administracive law jurist, the give and take will have more informality, and the
outcome is sti; l accessible by the the protections of more formal law.

C

E

wr:
•hrough o

0

por'eciate the opportu'lity to participate, and \'Jil i continue to do so
network of interested organizations and individuals.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS
SENATOR LOCKYER, JUSTICE KING, MEMBERS OF THE TASK FORCE ON FAMILY RELATIONS
COURT:
IT IS A PLEASURE TO PRESENT TO YOU TODAY. MY COMMENTS WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 10
MINUTES IN ORDER TO LEAVE TIME FOR YOUR QUESTIONS.
THE GOAL OF COMBINING THE COURTS TO A COMMON JUDICIAL ACTIVITY TO EXAMINE AND
ASSIST IN ISSUES THAT RELATE TO JUVENILES AND THEIR FAMILY IS AN HONORABLE
EFFORT. MY INITIAL COMMENTS RELATE TO THE CURRENT PROBLEMS OF THE EXISTING
STRUCTURE:
The children and families that are brought to the attention of the courts as
dependents under the Welfare and Institutions Code 300 series are brought to the
court due to the limitations or the ability of a parent to protect a ainor,
Other children presented to the court are victias of violence fro• family
aembers. The current system follows the tiae honored foru• of debate following
the adversarial aodel. Confusion quickly arises when the aentally ill parent is
placed in the same category as the substance abusing or sociopathic parent, the
behavior of abusing their children being often the only common coaponent. The
questions hence raised for each category of parent include:
How do they relate to their child ?
What is the needed intervention to assist the child ?
What is the potential for rehabilitation of the parent

?

The responses to these questions offer interventions that range fro• possible,
with intense services, to i•possible, due to irreversible conditions that are
incompatible with effective parenting.
(The typology of liaitations, needed
treataent and categories available for rehabilitation of parents can be aade
available for your review upon request).
The current judicial aodel discourages discovery of the underlying problea or
liaitation of the parent. The parent is often initially told by the Public
Defender to reveal nothing and cooperate with the couon recouendations of
walking through the roadblocks of visitation, counseling and parent education
classes. If the liaitation is reversible (ex. a aental illness that can be
treated with aedication, a substance abuse problea that can be treated in a drug
rehabilitation program) this inforaation is usually not revealed or hidden, with
the aandate to rehabilitate the parent left to the social worker who does not
understand the problea and bas 40 plus cases in their case load. The subsequent
court trials often deals with inforaation that bas been discovered (ex. the
details of the abuse) rather then :

"WHAT WILL IT TAKE TO REMOVE THE LIMITATIONS OF PARENTING OR HOW WILL THE
PARENT RECEIVE TREATMENT TO ASSIST WITH THEIR PROBLEMS OR CAN THIS PARENT
EVER PARENT WITH THE PROBLEMS THAT THEY HAVE ?"
ATTACHMENT 0
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course of assistance is
court
ive
ion aodel
assess111Emt
parents in a ailieu that will encourage state111ent
a goal of rece ing help rather then hiding the probleas.
who enters this systea aust be assured that they are not in double
by revealing their proble111s and asking for help. If they fail the
alternative
1 to receive help in rehabilitation and subsequent
reunification, the traditional aodel should be initiated with protection of the
rights of the parent as to inforaation obtained in the process of the alternative
mediation model.
ilization of comaunity resources (ex. spec
in drug
1
health treataent specialists and professionals trained to evaluate and
sociopathic or character disturbed adult) are essential coMponents in this
new court Model.

CHILDREN

!

victims of abuse and neglect experience the rage and abuse from
and do, in a paradoxi
aanne:r, repeat
actions when
enough to infl
hara to
Treataent
a chi 's post-trauaaticstress disorder is not a luxury
essential for rehabilitation and the abili
to function
life.
current progrus in Social Service are a
ing failure if the end point is the ability of a child to function in
there are a few exceptions,
quality of life, as an
lt
the
raised in the foster care
terrible.
resources aust be available to the
from the "politics
structure where it can
according to need
a fail safe peer review procedure establi

Can we aix

le offenders with 300 Wll dependents

proposes that the two types
wards) can overlap and util
resources.
in aixing the resources and calendar of the court in juvenile criainal
proceedings is that this can create a time and resource drain on the courts with
e1110tional
disturbed and trauutized youth not receiving appropriate
resources and attention.
Are their special needs of Doaestic Relations Courts ?
current doaestic relations court is being challenged by cases that fall
between the cracks. As an example: I've reviewed and been involved in aany cases
in which the child, feaale under three years of age, is told by her mother that
her daddy, recently divorced, hurt her vagina and cannot be trusted. Despite
the fact that daddy did nothing except wipe her bottoa after she went to the
2
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father is restricted froa a relationship with his daughter due to
she exhibits are similar to a child who has
sexually abused.
overlook the fact that a child believes
mother and even if
abused, she rapidly becomes convinced
she was abused and acts

she were

The amaunit

that divorcing parents are now using to gain leverage over their
be the highest level of emotional abuse I
seen with little
investigation by the courts. Often the
that can afford
court room counsel can dominate in a divorce
rather then what
best interests of the child.

A custody battle is a crisis situation in which
entire faaily is in a
temporary irrational state for a period of time in their life with the ability
of the situation and parents to coaait irrevocable harm to their child/children.
The
are often willing to sacrifice everything, often measured in tens
of
of dollars, to somehow prove that they were not wrong in their
decision or behavior. Often the child becomes a sought after trophy but also
a victia of their parents' pain and suffering.
This is a time for mental health professionals to help parents heal, to assist
in beginning a new life and to keep the children with both parents if at all
possible. Only in a court as described in your documents can this begin to take
place.
The appointment of a judge to the Juvenile Court should be for a minimum of three
years. The preparation for this appointment should be a training session with
a comprehensive syllabus that is offered at the State level for all Judges. The
training session should include representatives fro• both law, ethics, and •ental
health to discuss the current issues relating to juvenile offenders, victims,
and families in transition. The training session would offer a peer setting for
learning and preparation for the three year term and would also offer an
opportuni
for com•unication and interaction during t~e year with colleagues
and resource people from other counties.
In
ion, I support the development of a faaily court which will combine
the
ial resources with the mental health professionals trained to work with
the
ioral and •ental health proble•s of children and adults. I do, however,
feel that the aggressive crime coaaitted by juvenile offenders that over the age
of 13, often need to be dealt with in a court setting similar to adult offenders
with the role of the •ental health professional post verdict, pre sentencing.
This testi•ony is respectively submited on December
MD FAPA, 3555 5th Ave, San Diego, Ca. 92103.
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LAW

CENTER
CA 94702

!4151540-5354

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Peggy Bishop
Egidia Bellini
Pamala Brandau
Derethia DuVaL M.FC.C.

Rebecca Gonzales
Senate Task Force on Family
Relations Court
1100 'J' Street, Suite 65~
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Ms. Gonzales:
Due to a shortage in staffing, we w
the December 5th public earings on
However, we would like to submit
testimony.

be able to attend
Relations Court.
allowing written

Susan Griffin. Esq.
David Hill. Esq

I.

David Kittams. M.D.
Eduardo Hemandez-

Camara. C.PA

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Elaine Lee. Esq

The Family Violence Law Cen er has been
serving
survivors of domestic violence
(and sometimes other
types of violence or harassment) in Northern Alameda
County for over 11 years. In 1988, we provided direct
legal assistance to over 900 clients, who had almost
1600 children among them. We
answered
over 8400
calls for information and referral. Our primary service
is providing restraining orders; we also help battered
women
with uncontested divorces, food
and
hotel
vouchers, and getting criminal charges pressed. Our
Executive Director is Co-Chair of the Alameda County
Coalition Against Domestic Violence, which has worked
out a misdemeanor domestic violence protocol with the
District Attorney. Our staff has also done police
training with Berkeley and Oakland officers.

II. In response to Questions 1-4, and 18: We're opposed to
uniting family
(civil) and criminal courts for our
clients. Historically, domestic violence was seen as a
family matter. We are just starting to turn this
around, due to many years of hard work. Domestic
violence is starting to be treated as a crime.
Combining civil and criminal courts into a "family court"
would tend to undermine this by trivializing domestic
violence---it would not be seen as a "real crime", but
instead a "family problem".
III.In response to Question 6: Yes- the state and county
should give more funding to non-profits such as Family
Violence Law Center, so there are fewer unrepresented
litigants in domestic violence cases.
IV. In response to Question 11: Yes, family law judges
should stay for 3 years too--it takes a year to educate
them
regarding
domestic violence
and
work
out
procedures.
A'fT ACHMENT P
it shouldn t hurt to be a family

Rebecca Gonzales
Senate Task Force on Family
Relations Court
December 6, 1989
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In response to Question 12: Yes, regarding domestic violence
(via judges' college, annual judicial conferences, law
schools, CEB courses}-- this would help lead to domestic
violence automatically being considered an important issue in
custody and visitation cases.
response to Question 17:
No- perhaps Victim/Witness
Assistance could do more here (sometimes they do restraining
orders; or at least they could refer all domestic violence
victims to attorneys and non-profit agencies for restraining
orders and divorces).

VI. In

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

!l
~
Nanc~
Attorney
NL:pca
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February 15, 1990

Justice Donald King
California Court of Appeal
First
llate District, Div. 5
455 Golden Gate Ave., Rm. 5154
Son Fra~cisco, California 94102
Honorable Bill Lockyer
California State Senate
State Capitol
Senate Mail Room
Sacramento, California 95814
RE:

Senate Task Force on Family Relations Court

Dear Justice King and Senator Lockyer:
I am taking the time to write to you because of my grave
concern about the possibility of a unified Family and Juvenile Law
Court.
It would work to both fields' detriment and further demean
the law in each area.

I became a member of the Bar in 1971 and was among the first
lawyers to be certified as a Family Law Specialist.
I served as
the presiding judge of the Orange County Superior Court Family Law
Panel, and was the first Family Law Specialist appointed to the
Court of Appeal.
I feel qualified to comment on this proposal and
if I can be of any further ?Ssistance, please do not hesitate to
let me know.
Very truly yours,

J~·~-~ -.

<

SHEILA PRELL SONENSHINE
Associate Justice
SPS:aas
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